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The original version of this manual on the hployment of Draught An&&s in A&- 
culture wes published in French in 1968 at the request, and with the assistance, of the 
Secretariat of State for Foreign Affairs of the French Republic. Its preparation was 
entrusted to the Research and Experimental Centre for Tropical Mechanical Agricultural 
Quipment (C.E.E.M.A.T.), in cooperation with the Institute of Stock-raising end 
Veterinary Medicine in Tropical Countries (I.E.M.V.T.). 

Its purpose was to provide the officers and technicians of the agricultural services 
of the French-specking African states with a manual to be used in the preparation end 
conduct of enimal draught mechani~tion operations. This aim wa; fully justified since 
this method of draught is extensively used in the agriculture of mally countries where 
the greet majority of the farmers work small areee on a family basis and do not have 
sufficient income to chenge over quickly to power mechanization. Animal draught cultiv- 
ation, wherever it is possible, enables the farmer to improve his working conditions and 
his productivity. Its use, however, muet in no way imply condemnation of power mech- 
anization. appropriate standards for which are now being worked out for tropical Africa. 

i 

The manual, including more than 250 pages with illustrations, has achieved a well- 
deserved success and a second French edition is now in course of distribution. 

FAO felt that a manual of this kind met a real requirement, not only for French- 
spesaing tropical Africa, but also for many other regions or countries where the level 
of rural development and general conditions are such as to encourage animal draught 
cultivation. This is why FAO offers a translation of this manual for use by hglish- 
speaking agricultural officers and technicians. He feel ewe that they will appreciate 
its practical value for field operations. 

The authors have provided technical details of a very wide range of equipment, 
manufactured mainly in France and in 17 other countries. This hglish edition doee 
not give the names of the individual manufacturers. 

FAO is most grateful to the Secretariat of State for Foreign Affairs of the French 
!?e~ublia fc- :~;??lfting this translation; and to the Swedish International Developrwnt Authr 
sty (SlDA) w?ich sated the funds required for the translation, editing and printi+- 
of tT.e pree5nt version, l%iz publication is a happy indication of the identity of views 
end the velable cooperation which can be estabiished betw&n multilateral cooperation 
r--i :hilaie:al aid or:+nisetio-:2. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This manual is ma.inly concerned with the application of animal draught 
equipment, a form of agricultural mechanization predominant in the tropical regions of 
Africa including i%dagescar. 

This does not mean that we cnly mention whet is already in existence in these 
regions. Cn the contrary, all sources of information have been used, both these which 
are at present used in the other developing ccuntries and those which have more OP 
less been given up in ccuntriee which have progressed beyond this stage. 

The mechanization of agriculture may be understood in various ways. 

This n;rual deals with the we of implements operated, directly or indirectly, 
by domesticated animals, with particular reference to those pulled by the animals which 
may be available to certain farmers. 

Animal draught cultivation methods in Africa have developed fairly recently and 
usually sporadically and very unevenly. This stems Prom historical factors, pr<marily 
the human element, as well as from agronomic considerations ar.d from the anil;nla 
themselves. 

There is, however, considerable interest in animal dreught cultivation, Indeed, 
by making use of it, the farmer reduces his heavy physical work and increases the 
productivity of his work end his crop production and thus improves his lot. In the 
ccuntries in which we are interested, this form of mechanization ia applicable in many 
regions end ccncerne numerous populations which, et present, generally only use hand 
tools for their own faod crops or for cash crops. 

It may be wondered why the farmers should not be encouraged to benefit Prom the 
advantages of another f?rm of agricultural mechanization, i.e. power mechanization. In 
this introduction, we set cut the reasons which we consider are against the immediate 
and general introduction of "power equipment" into the normal cultivation operations in 
the countries concerned. 

BACKCROWD AND PRESENT STATUS OF ANIWL DRAUGHT EQUIPm.NT 

The use of the power of domestic animals has had a profound effect cn the history 
of civilizations. In South-East Asia, in the Middle East and m certain cour.tries 
bordering on the Mediterranean, the use of draught animals continues to be predominant 
for the cultivation of the soil. Similar methods have been in use for a thousand years 
or SO. The situation, however, is quite different in the countries in which we are 
interested. While the buffalo pulling a plough in a rice-field may be an integral part 
of the South-East Asia country scene, the pair of oxen harnessed to a hoe is still an 
extremely rare sight in the cotton-fields of Tropical Africa. 

In regions where the ecological conditions permit large domestic animals to live, 
it may be wondered why man has not always made use of this eource of energy. 

The reason is that, in most cases, crcp cultivation and animal husbandry are 
traditionally carried on by two separate categories of the rural population, on the one 
had those who cultivate crops and, on the other, the stock-raisers. Furthermore, the 
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fields are usually cultivated c" a shifting cultivation basis while the stock-raiser is 
mere the shepherd type. Although he is accustomed to animals, he does not know how to 
train them "or how to operate agricultural implements. 

With rare exceptions, it was only between the two wwld wars that equipment was 
introduced in regions where there were large herds in a" attempt to popularize the use 
of draught animals for cultivation. It was thought that this would be the easiest way 
to introduce animal draught equipment. 

I" mcst cases, operations started with the use of oxen (in Guinea, Mali, Nigeria 
and certain areas of East Africa and Madagascar about 50 years ago). I" some cases 
(in Senegal for example), to provide the relatively small effort needed for pulling 
ground-nut planters. equines were initially used, first donkeys and then, quite soon 
after, horses. 

Gradually, and despite all sorts of diffi~culties and prejudices which had to be 
overcome, the use of animals has become normal to the farmer, eve" in areas where, only 
a few years ago, it would have been unthinkable tc consider the introduction of animal 
draught cultivation. 

The first implements imported varied according to region and type of cultivation. 
In the first instance, t'leir aim was tc reduce particular difficulties with certain types 
of cultivation, such as insufficient speed of sowing for gcund-nuts in Senegal and 
excessive manual effort for hoeing in the rice-fields of Pali and Guinea. Initially, it 
lias not a question of introducing a new niethod of cultivation but of applying more power, 
by means of draught animals, to certain cultivation operations. At the same time, 
however. that certain implements xere being popularieed in rural areas, the research and 
experimental Centres and Stations were working with a full range of tillage implements in 
various crops, using a8 wide as possible a range of implements, at the same time making 
use of animal manu*e as fertilizer. Near these Centres, similar experiments were carried 
out, generally a" a village scale. 

The first implements introduced were selected from among those still in use in 
temperate regions. Fairly quickly, however, various manufacturers made available tools 
which were better adapted to the working conditions, to the requirements and capabilities 
of the farmers as well as to the available tractive power. The ccuntries~which were the 
last to be reached by animal &aught mechanization thus had the good fortwx tc be 
provided with equipment better suited to their local conditions. 

The main incentive for the development of animal draught cultivation was often the 
hope of increasing the production of agricultural produce for export. 

Rice, howeve-, also benefited, for example in Guinea and P'adagascar, from the 
introduction of animal traction. As well as assisting farmers. in the production of 
subsistence crops, it also permitted regional ?ad eve" international trade (Madagasca? 
for luxury quality rice). The implements used awe, almost exclu@vely, various types 
of ploughs and cultivators. The same applied, and still does, in East Africa, despite 
the relatively large "umber of implements in "se. 

A variety of implements were used for ground-nut cultivation. In Senegal, despite 
initial efforts at diversifiaticn, the planter was, until recently, the only implement 
accepted *y the farmers, whereas in the north of Nigeria, the ridgicg plough, which has 
allowed ground-nut cultivation tc be extended so that exports have bee" increased, remains 
the only draught implement used. 

Cotton, on the other hand, had hardly been affected by any wtension of 
mechanization until the end of the last world war. Since then, and particularly in 
the last few years, in various French-speaking tropical countries, there is a tendency, 
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within the framework of "integrated operations", to mechanize cotton cultivation. A 
range of draught cultivation equipment has been used varying from area to ares. This 
has included primary and secondary tillage equipment and transport equipment. 

The &ension of equipment for advanced cultivation methods has led. and is still 
leading, to a progressive increase in the number of implements in these countries, an 
increase which has become considerable in recent years. 

Furthermore, small scale experiments have been carried cut over a long period with 
the object of enabling the farmers to take advantage of all the benefits of draught 
cultivation. It was hoped in this way to transform the farms and the way of life of the 
farmer. These experiments have resulted either in technical and economic swcesses 
(such as the village of M'PESOBA and the BOUNDIALI region in Mali) or more frequently in 
failures (such as "pilot-farms" in Upper Volta and "deeplitter sheds" in I&homey). 

Finally, both animal draught cultivation and power mechanization (with collectively 
owned equipment) have sometimes been used for the agricultural development of certain 
areas. Thanks to the intelligent sharing cut of tasks, they have achieved valuable and 
lasting results for the farmers, as has been the case at S&y (Madagascar), Terres 
Neuves de Boulel (Senegal) and Sodaica (also Senegal). 

In general, a twofold trend may at present be observed: 

- general ercension of suitably-designed equipment over large areas in which 
some implements are already in use, thus permittin mechanization of the 
major part of the more important cultivation work NIL Mali and Senegal), $. 

- intensive training ad the systematic mechanization of certain operations 
assisted by outside Agencies who may or may not have specialized %xperience 
in tropical crop production. 

The whole range of previous experiments, including successes and failures, has 
provided a useful bowledge of the problems connected with draught cultivation with 
the equipment at present available, appropriately adapted to local conditions. 

Generally speaking, and with the exception of some difficulties in certain 
countries. it may be said that the experimental phase is over and that the orientation 
is now towards effective and economically viable action. 

THE VALUE OF ANIMAL DRAUGXT EQUIPMENT IN AGRICULTURE 

It seems obvious that the farmer should, wherever possible, make use of domestic 
animals to help in his cultivation work. 

Their use reduces his labour in the preparation of the soil, in tending his crops 
and, sometimes, in harvesting the produce. With a pair cf oxen harnessed to a plcugh, 
provided that he masters the use of both, he will naturally require less effort than 
when he works with an "angad~" or a hand hoe to prepare a piece of land for sowing or 
planting. The same applies if he uses a ridgingLplough enabling him to mike the 
ridges in which he will, for example, plant his cassava cuttings. Se can even use the 
animals by themselves, with much less effort than with his traditional methods, to 
prepare the mud in which he will plant cut his rice seedlings, by making them tread 
the flooded rice-field; even though this method has certain disadvantages, it being 
better to ma&e use of a "puddling" roller. 

For tilling his crops the use of animals to pull, for example, a hoe with various 
interchangeable tines will, even under the worst conditions, only require him to hoe and 



weed by hand the unworked strip close to where the ground-nuts are growing. 

Although there are relatively few animal draught harvesting implements, it is oniy 
necessary to observe the interest shown by farmers during demcnstr‘ations of ground-nut 
lifting to be convinced of the success of suitable lifting implements. 

Even though the physical effort involved is not ve?y different in the two Cases 
of cultivation by hand and with draught animals, the productivity of human labour is 
increased by the use of the latter , as also is crop production. 

3n the other hand, the use of ani.. _ traction implies obligations and, directly 
or indirectly, leads to an increase in the farmer's work; there are, however, 
compensating factors if the new method is introduced rationally. 

The farmer must become accustomed to the animals, despite lack of tradition in 
their use. He must learn both how to work with them and how to carry cut the tasks 
involved in keeping them in good physical condition so that they are able to perform 
the work he CWI expect of them. He must accept the fact that he will, to a certain 
extent, have to spend time with his animals. 

He will also, sametimes, have to undertake work for which he has xc special 
aptitude, such as making certain bits of harness, since qualified artisvls are often 
lacking. 

The larger area cultivated will have the immediate effect of increasing certain 
manual tasks, such as weeding the increased area under cultivaticc. Harvesting also 
will be more exacting, particularly as the yield per unit area will have been improved. 

Farthermore, the plcughs and other soil preparation implements can only be used 
really satisfactorily and without damage to the implements themselves if the soil is 
properly cleared, particularly of tree stumps. Animal draught implements ~a.n~ct 
unfortunately carry out this task. It is also necessary to sow in rows so that 
mechanical tilling may be applied and this means having to change established customs. 

The collection of straw and haulms, the manufacture of manure, its transpCrt 
to the field and its spreading, are all major items of work, even if its digging in 
results in appreciably increased yields. 

Finally, the introduction of farm implements and animals involves buying them 
and providing for their replacemen:. 

These obligations and this ertra work must, however, lecd to the application of 
better techniwes in both agriculture and stock-breeding. The latter directly provides 
the farmer with milk and meat while he, producing better crops, prepares himself for 
the use of more complex machines. These will enable him, without too much difficulty, 
eventually to use power mechar.ized equipment. And this brings us to a last question of 
principle. 

In view of the obligations involved in the dsvelopmsnt of animal traction, it m3y 
be wocdered why the farmer CanCot immediately be allowed the benefits of pcwe~ 
mechanization. These are, indeed, lrmch more extensive than thcs? offered by animal 
traction. So that rational use may be made of animals, arrangements must be made to 
change the farmer's way of life and habits as well as the whole structure of his 
oper2tlo"s; all this to achieve satisfactory results, even though they are far below 

those which can be expected of power mechanization which has, in temperate TegiCnS, 



made such rapid strides that yields are now achieved which would have been thought quite 
impossible twnty years ago. 

Against these possible advantages of pcwer mechanization could be set the 101 
series of failures in this field recorded in Africa since the last world war, whether it 
be in the case of collective use of power equipment (by large para-national enterprises, 
public services, etc.) or in the case of individual use by African farmers. These 
adverse experiences should not be taken as a reascn for condemning mechanization, but 
r&her as useful experience for defining the conditions under which its use is possible. 

It is tbas known - with general hindsight - that power mechanization GUI only be 
considered to be eccncmically viable if the necessary funds are available; if the users 
are sufficiently competent and if the necessary infrastructure exists. 

The acquisition of certain multi-purpose animal draught implements or pcwer 
agricultural equipment is usually cf no interest to the individual farmer who does not 
have the necessary funds available. It is obvious that, in nest countries in Africa, 
the farmer is unable to buy a tractor. The rational use of mechanized equipment 
presupposes, in addition to a minimum mechanical competence he is far from having, a 
knowledge of intensive cultivation methods which he almost never practizs. 

In addition to these difficulties, the technical support services, without which 
a tractor quickly becomes unserviceable, particularly for lack of apprcpriate maintenance, 
is generally lacking. 

Distances are long and roads are often difficult and the servicing facilities are 
seldom near the area tif use. The farmer would have tc store fuel and nearby artisans 
z‘e not sufficiently skilled to carry cut emergency repairs. 

Various suggestions have been made - and scme have been applied - tc cve~~ccme these 
difficulties. Credit facilities can be made available eithe: CL? a national basis, with 
due regard tc the normal budget difficulties of the countries .oncerned, or an an 
individual basis. 

In this latter case the question automatically arises as to the guarantees the 
farmer is able to give. Unfortunately he cm hardly ever give any. It beccmes 
necessary tc study the economic viability and application of the tractor for the types 
of cultivation practised. 

Indeed, the lender, whoever he may be, has to take risks and it is zwre for a 
private ccnce~ln to agree to do SO. 

As regards the acquisition cf agrcncmic and mechanical skills, no scluticn has yet 
been found other than providing training courses rum by competent technicians ever a 
fairly long pericd until the farmers attending the ccarses z-e sufficiently trained'tc 
be able to work under less intense and less continuous control. Although this type of 
training gives the farmers a go& insight into the agronomic techniques involved in the 
application of mechanization, it has the disadvantage of not including the tractor 
driver, who, moreover, is not himself a mechanic. Furthermore, a certain amount of 
infrastructure is essential to suppart power mechanizaticn.~ 

We have set cut above three conditions necessary for th? development of pcwer 
mechanization. They can very rarely be met in the ccuntries in which we are 
interested and can only be achieved more or less artificially in the pursuit of a 
particular aim in a specified area. 

Assuming that these conditions are met, they are still only preliminaries: the 



profitability of the mechanized operations still has to be ensured; i.e. production costs, 
accurately and fully caloulC.ed, have to be balanced against the value of the product. 
Experience shows that this is rarely possible, bearing in mind, on the one hand, the 
cost of agricultural produce for sale on i~nternal markets (particularly for local 
consumption) which, in the fine.1 analysis, depends on the general standard of living end, 
cn the other, on the prices obtained for exported tropical agricultural products. In 
most caees yields have to be considerably increased.- a state of affairs which can only 
partly be achieved by mechanization on its own - before mechanization starts to show a 
profit. This takes~into account only internal prices and not the balance of payments of 
foreign currency. 

Finally, in present circumstances, the actual choice of basic equipment for 
mechanieaticn is not easy since the ordinary modern tractor requires advanced technical 
lmowledge by whoever wants t&get full value from it. R,i-thermore, the two-wheel motor 
cultivator is relatively costly, less robust and fairly difficult and tiring to drive 
and the "simplified small tractor" is still, in various forms, at the prototype stages 
and does not Seem very hopeful from the cost and traction capability points of view. 

We propose to consider now the following : 

- draught animals 

- the implements, using direct traction or involving an intermediate machine 

- rural skills, which must play their part so that the animals and the 
implements may be properly used 

- ecme economic considerations having a major influence on the rational use 
of animal traction. 

Before proceeding further, it eeems worthwhile pointing out that the issue of this 
manual does not imply the adoption of any exclusive position on the subject. 

Indeed, we do not claim that, at present, the farmer must make uee of animal 
draught cultivation implements in addition to 'lis traditional or newly imported hand 
toola. There are many examples which confirm the succinct statement that he should 
make use of animal traction whexever possible and pcwer'mechenized cultivation equipment 
when,justified or essential. 

Finally, in the application of mechanization there mst be practical proof of its 
effectiveness in order to aesess the relative economic viability of power mechanized 
equipment end draught animal cultivation with respect to each specific cultivation 
operation or, better, for all the work of a farm unit. This requires the ready 
availability of extension workers to advise the farmer. Adirice will be given here 
about the uee of animal traction. 
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DBAUCllT AnIN&S AVAILABLE IN TROPICAL AFRICA 

SPECIES AND BREEDS 

The animals which can be used for traction belong to the following species: 
bovines, equines, asinines, camels and mules. 

A) - BOVINES 

These are divided into: zebus and~taurines. 

The first are usually ot local origin (with the exception of some breeds imported 
into East Africa and &.&agascar: the Indian Sahiwal and the America Brahms), the 
second are either of local wig%? or imported. As regards working bovines, they are 
nearly all of local breeds; indeed, animals are only imported for specially profitable 
purposes such as milk CT meat. We shall now describe some impatient working breeds. 

1) Bovines in West Africa (including Chad and Cameroon) 

- The P!ZUL ZEBU, with short horns, is rather a~group of breeds which go under 
the names of "White Peul Zebu", "Sudanese Peul Zebu", "Nigerian Peul Zebu" end "Cameroon 
Peul Zebu". 

They are rectilinear*. mediclinear, eumetric: the horns, of medium length, 
are usually lyre-shaped. 

These zebus are put to work at 3 or 4 years 0% age. Although slow, they 
work hard and are even-tempered. 

- The GOBaA ZEBU: a lean animal, subconvexilinear, longilinear, hypermetric, 
with long horns, lives in Senegal. Its hump is very well developed and it has long 
legs. 

It is one of the most used and best suited breeds of West Africa. wiien 
crossed with N'Dama taurines it produces a massive stocky animal perfectly suited to 
draught work. 

- The M'BOBORO ZEBU: Convexilinear, longilinear, hypermetric, with long horns, 
mahogany-coloured coat md very widely dispersed throughout the Sahelian area. The 
method of breeding gives it a fierce nature making it difficult to train. This can be 
done, however and good results have been achieved in the Central African Republic. 

- The SHORT-HORNED SAHELIAN ZEBU: lives in the Sahelian regions south of 
the Sahara from Mauritania to Chad. It is rectilinear, mediclinear, eumetric, 
thickset and well-covered. It has short and slender legs, generally short horns and 
the hindquarters are slightly inclined. 

* In order to avoid long explanations we have used the ccnvsntior.e.1 shortened forms of 
animal classification. The first of the three successive~ adjedtives~relates to the head 
profile (and, incidentally, the whole body), which may be~rectilinear (flat forehead, ege- 
sockets not protruding, horns extending the line of the neck), convex (rounded and 
prominent neck, sunken eye-sockets). or concave; the second adjective refers to the 
proportions of the body, i.e. to the relation between length, breadth and depth - the 
terms mediclinear, brevilinear and longilinear are self-explanatory; the third adjective 
refers toxize, i.e. the weigct of the animal which may be average or "eumetric", heavy - 
"hypermetric" or light - "ellipometrio". 



Used in Nigeria, it is put to work when 3 years old. 
It is active, a good worker and has en equable temperament. 
It is an cxoellent beast of burde ard oh? carry @ to 1OC kg. 

- The N'DAMA TAURINE originated at Fouta-Djallon (Guinea). It is found in 
Guinea, Cisamance. Ivory Coast and Mali and has been exported to the Congo and the 
Central African Republic. 

It is rectilinear, mediclinear, eumetric, has lyre-shaped horns and a fawn 
CT black coat with white patches on the eloping parts of the body. 

It is excellently shaped for draught work: shoti-legged and broad-backed. 

The short-horned Taurine: (Baoul6) 1s a little light but is nevertheless 
used in the Central African Republic. 

N*Dama Zebu crosses are found where their living areas are adjacent. 
They are widely used in Senegal and lhli. 

2) Bovines in Central Africa 

Xe shall mention the following from among the many breeds in this area: 

- The ANKOLB, a large, long-horned, lean zebu. Its coat is generally deep 
red-brown, though variations are possible. It is found in Uganda, Tanzania, Congo 
(Kinshasa), Ruanda and Burundi. 

The oxen are used as draught enimals They are put to work at about & 
years, :uhen their average weight is 300 kg. They are active and docile. 

- The BAROTSE, a breed which lives in Zambia. 

It is used as a draught animal and is put to work at 2 or 3 years Of age. 
It is even tempered but its suitability is limited by the wealmess of its hooves. 

- The NILOTIC ZEBUS, a huge heterogenous group living in the Upper Nile basin. 

The oxen can be trained as draught animals and are docile but slow. 

They are pat to work at 6 years of age end can go on working for about 
0 years. 

- The AIIGO>!I, a zebu originating in Zambia and mainly.bred for meat. It is 
not normally used as a draught animal but, whenever tests have been made, it has proved 
active and even tempered. 

3) Bovines in East Africa 

- The B-1 belongs tom the big ~wup of "East African short-horned zebus". 

It is a small stocky animal with big muscles. Some working oxsn weigh 
as much as 450 kg. 

Used as a draught animal, the Bukedi is even tempered end works regularly 
althocgh slowly. It is put to work at 2 or 3 years of age. 
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PEUL ZEBU 

SUilAlTESE ZEBU 
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II’ BGRCRO ZEBU 

M~AGASCAR ZEBU 



N ' DAMA BULL 

C ' DAMA BCIBINES 



- The NCmm. appears to result frcm a cross between the A&o16 a.nd the Bukedi. 

It is a-nassive mediuwsizcd animal sometimes without horns. Its hooves 
are tqugh. 

The oxen are used as draught animals. 

4) Bovines in kkdagascar 

- The WiMXSCAH ZEBU, .rectilinear, mediolinear, eumetric is stocky and of 
medium size. Its horns are lyre- or crescent-shaped. Its coat is vari-coloured. 

Althcwgh bred mainly for meat, this docile zebu is extensivelg used as a 
working animal, for sxh work as the preparation of rice-fields, ploughing and pulling 

*cal"ts. 

It is put to work at 4 years of age when it reaches a weight of about 300 kg. 

1) Horses in West Africa 

Only the Litter two are of interest to US. 

Tnc finest specimens are to bi found in %uritania, but there are many 
deriv&ives. The:: are rectilinear, mediolinear, eumetric with powerful legs and a light 
coat. 

This breed is to be fowd in the eastera part of Nest Africa. The purest 
strcins are in iJigeria. It is convexilinear, longilineur, eumetric. It is veq long- 
necked and slender-legw5. It has a dark coat with white points. 

!Ihen crossed with the bwbary it is the basis of many breeds, such as the 
Haoussa, Sonchhai, Mossi, etc. 

- The PONY 

This type exists in Senegal and Chad. It is improved by arab bloods 

The horse, of any of these three types is an excellent draught animal, both 
for pulling carts and for light work. It is fast +nd easy to handle. It is much used 
in Senegal. 

2) Horses in Cast Africs 

i'he horses fawd in East Africa stem from the arab type. Generally speaking 
they are little nsed cs drought animals. 



3) Horses in Madagascar 

Little horse-breeding is carried on, this animal being cansidered a luxury. 
It is hardly used at all, with the exception of a few carriage horses in the capital. 

C) - DONKEYS 

The donkey is to be found throughout Africa, but its living area is limited 
towards the south because of its susceptibility to trypanosamiasis. 

Its coat is short and gray with a cross-shaped black bend. 
It is a good carrier, capable of bearing loads of 50 to 100 kg. 
It is fairly frequently used as a draught animal in Senegal and Upper Volta 

and this use is developing slowly elsewhere. 

D) DROMEDARIES 

AS with the donkey, it irould be deceptive to try to describe breeds. The 
dromedary is mainly used in the Sahara regions as a pack or saddle animal. It is seldom 
harnessed, except for drawing water (in Mauritania and Niger). 

E) - n&Es 

Mules are very rarely used, even though very successful.trials of crossing with 
Poitou and Moroccan he-asses were carried out in &li between 1930 and 1944. 

TABLE OF SIZES AND WEIGHTS OF DRAUGHT ANIMALS 

‘*URINES 

EBUS 

- 

T 
N’ Dam 
.-------_ 

PelA 

Cobra 

am-x-o 

Sahelian 

Madagascar 

Ankole 

Baroke 

Nilotic 

Angoni 

Bukedi 

Uganda 

-------- 

SIZE (height at withers) 

adult 

P&e 

105 - 115 
------- 

130 

125 - 140 

130 - 145 

130 

125 - 135 

145 

130 

122 

125 

_----__ 

(cm.1 

Female 

105 - 110 
------ 

120 

125 - 135 

130 - 140 

123 

120 

120 

126 

108 

120 

--._--- 

- 
I 

-- 

8 -- 

ADULT ijElGH'I 

(kg.) 

250 - 28 
rnj>i:-32 

350 - 22 max : 
300 - 20 

400 

500 

490 

350 

560 

365 
280 

~---- 

- 

,o ; ,r ,. _ 
? ; 
0 : 
z : 
0 
0 : 

I -_ 

Female 

!45 - 280 
.---- 
i50 - 300 

!5b - 350 

160 - 450 

i50 - 300 

300 

345 

345 

255 

480 

261 

270 
.---- 

1 
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TABLE OF SIZES AND WEICSTS OF DRAUGST ANIMALS (cont'd.) 

SPECIES 

HORSES 

SIZE (height at withers) ADULT !dEIG"T 

adult, (cm. ) (kg.) 

Breed Male Female M&e Female 

Barbary 140 - 148 300 - 450 

Dongolaw 140 - 145 300 .. 350 

Pony 125 - 13j 
----- --_.- ------._------___- ____ - _____ 

DONKEYS 0,70 - 1 80 - 100 
------- -------.--------_------------ 

MLES 1.20 - 1,30 200 - 250 
------- -------.~-----_-_L_-_-------- 

DROMEDARIES t 1,90 - 2,lO 5oo 

NOTE: The measurements, particularly the weights, given here, apply to 
properly fed animals. 
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II 

CHOICE OF ANIMALS 

A) CHOICE BY SPECIES 

The choice is, in fact, often limited in each region by non-technical considerations. 
We have, however, felt it worthwhile collecting tcgether the arguments for and against 
each species. 

1) The Horse 

a) ADVANTAGES 

- It is a friendly animal which becomes attached to its owner. 

- It enjoys a certain prestige in Africa, so that the farmer is 
inclined to give it greater care than he would to an OX. 

- It is @z.sy to train for all kinds of work. 

- When working, it is fast, easy to handle, docile and can be 
simply, easily and accurately controlled. 

b) DISADVANTAGES 

- It is often tee light in Africa, where its weight may be 250 
tc 280 kg. under average maintenance conditions. 

- It has a fairly weak constitution and needs special care and 
attention. It is costly tc maintain. 

- It is susceptible tc trype.nosomiasis. 

- It tires fairly quickly when working. 

- It is expensive to buy. 

- Its harness is costly. 

2) - The ox 

a) ADVANTAcES 

- It works slowly but unflaggingly. 

- It is hardy and strong and easy to feed. 

- Its harnessing is simple and the yoke can be made locally at 
low cast. 

- Its purchase price is attractive (in some countries 1 pair of 
oxen = 1 horse). 

- AZ the end of its working life, it may'be sold for meat, after 
fattening if possible. 

b) DISADVAJTACES 

- It is not a friendly animal, at least as far as many African 
farmers are concerned who are totally lacking in "faming sense". 
The farmer considers the ox solely from the point of view of its 
working value. 
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- The ox needs relatively large grazing areas. 

- It appears to be more difficult to train than the hr-, '*Y. It 
needs more manpower to control it. 

- When working, it is slow. 

3) The Da&q 

a) ADVANTAGES 

- It is a friendly, hardy and quiet animal. 

- It is economical to buy and can be maintained with farm produce. 

- It is easy to train and is intelligent. 

- It is patient when working (light draught work and carrying). 

b) DISADVANTAQXS 

- Very light and limited in strength. 

-~ It tires easily if driven too fast. 

- It is susceptible to trypanosomiasis and harness soxxs. 

4) The Dromedary: 

This animal is patient and hardy but difficult to train and sometimes has 
an &ward temperament. 

B) CHOICE OF BREED 

In the preceding chapter we listed the main breeds suitable for work. 

Let us stress that, in most cases and whenever possible, use should be made of 
lcoal breeds, to be found on the spot and to avoid transfers or imports of animals, the 
disadvantages of which will be described in Chapter IV. 

C) CHOICE OF INDIVIDUAL 

Within a particular species or breed, what we the qualities to be looked for 
when choosing a draught animal? 

1) - Build 

As regards the ox, as a draught animal, it must be powerful, compact, sturdy, _- 
with well-developed muscles, particularly those of the back and the hindquarters. 

Its legs must be strong and as short as possible ("low on the ground"). 
Its chest must be ample and deep. 

It must have strong hooves. 

With the draught horse, in addition to the same power characteristics as the 
ox, the following will be locked for: short end straight shoulders, as long forelegs 
and as strong muscles as possible (starting leverage), sloping hindquarters and short 
hindlegs. 
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2) Character 

Whatever the species, a calm and docile animal will be sought, without vices 
(tendency to kick or to butt). 

3) & 

Nith the ox,,training Btart~i at about 2 or 3 years of age. 
a little later (3 years). 

With the horee, 

4) s,x 

Gelded males are usually used. 

The mare, the she-ass and the DOW EW, however, be used. 

5) Utilization and work to be done 

a) The Ox 

The ox is particularly suitable on fairly heavy soil, for fairly deep work 
(15 cm.), for lifting ground-nuts, digging in green manure, pulling loaded carts, 
drawing water from wells. 

b) The Horse 

The horse will mainly be used.cn light soil for shallow row-crop work (such 
a8 ground-nuts, sorghum and millet), and for pulling the seeder or the light hoe. 

It is without peer for pulling light ehefted carts OP cabs. 

On the other hand, it is not ntrong enough for ploughing or pulling the 
ground-nut lifter. 

c) The Dcnkex 

The donkey is suitable for : 

- light draught work "d carrying 

- light work, such as weeding, hceing,,sowing or single row 
planter. 

d) The Drcmedaq 

It is used mainly as a beast of burdan end, in near-desert regions, for 
drawing water. 
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III 

HEALTH CONTROL WHKN BUYING 

At the time of Wing it is necessary to check, with the essiotance of B veterinary 
nwgeon: 

A) Rs menn~ of a clinical examination, that the animal is not ill. 

R) If it comes from another region, that it im riot liable to transmit diseases. 

C) Take steps to ensure that it ia ss far a8 possible p?otected n&n& dimease. 

A) -2- .- ..-._ _ - L:.~ CIM,:TNG THAT THL &v& TS NOT Ilr, 

Taking into n,ccnunt thr local jnnidence of dineane or that of the repion from which 
the a~nimnl comes, it should be examined by a veterinary wr@on and be nub,jected to ,varioun 
tests showj~w that it ia free of disease. 

With tbe ox 

4 

A tuberculin test to detect tubercul~onis. 
A blood tpst for freedom from brucellosis. 

c) A blood smar to look for blood parasites (piropllasma, trypanoaoties). 
d) An examination of droppings to look for dicentive parasites and possible 

infection with Johne's discane. 

With the horse, donkey and dromedary 

a) A 'c&d wnear. 
b) An examination of droppings. 

B) C&!XlNC THAT IT CANNOT TRANSMIT A CONTAGIOUS DISFAZ 

In order to do this, the animal must be quarantined, i.e. isolated in s ahed, park 
or enclnswe for R fartnizht to a month. It mu& have adequate food and water. 

C) TAKING STEPS TO PREVENT ILLNESS 

Dwin,? the quarantine period the animal must be vaccinated against the main diseaeea 
rife in the area, or it must be given chemical preventive treatmeut. 

VACCINATIONS 

- for the ox 

- rinderpest 

- contagious bovine plewopneumonia 

- Anthrax 

- Rlackquarter 

- Panteurelloaifi. 

- for the horse and donkey 

- African horse sickness 

- Tetanus 
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- For the cx, horse, donkey nnd dromedaq 

- Tie-worm periodically using modern anthelminties. In,each oaee the manufacturer'% 
instructiono muat he carefullg followed. 

Tf the animal ccmee frcm an area where trypancsnrrjaeisoc^iu‘y, it may be atlvinehle to 
hav- it traa,ted. A wterinar:i surgeon will decide which drug to we according to the 
soccie8 of aimal and trypancnome involved, and whether curative or protective treatment 
in needed. 



IV 

CARE OF ANIMALS AND HYQItiE 

A) SFF'ZXT OF DRAIJOWT CULTIVATION ON ANINAL PSYSIOLOCY 

1) F;tk 

Fatigue caused by too much work results in a lowering of ph,veior.l reeistanoe, making 
the animal more susceptible to disease. In this way, for example, trypanotolerant 
bovines living in an area infested by trypanosomiasis can be affected b,v the disease 
when subject to fatifle and overwork. 

Fatigue also has a direct effect on the animal: 
m;y lead to death from exhaustion. 

lossof weight and weakness which 

2) Transfers of ani& 

Animal diranght cultivxticn involves $rannfern of animals from breedin areas to a&o- 
ultura1 alefls: there sre many examples: N'demaa in Senegal, N'damae from M&F to Ivory 
Coast, animal8 from Ivory Coast and Guinea to the Central African Republic, etc. 

These movements may have the following consequences: 

- R change in the amimal’s way of life, ouch ae the change from the traditional 
.extensive brperlinp ground to the semi-enclosed conditions of the wcrkinE OX. Dv.ring 
this:: nrtjod of Tdaptaticn, it may happen that the animals will not eat and will lose 
weight and become apprehensive, etc. 

- From the health point of view, as we have eeen, these animals may transmit diseases, 
like, for example, the zebu cattle from Sahel which introduced contagious bovine pleura- 
pneumonia ~intc the Cuinan iL7ea. Changes in environment mrry expose animals to new disease* 
anal pnranites tn which they have no immunity, and may be the ORUS~ of severe outbreaks Oft 
disease. These ape the reanons why animals available on the spot should be used whenever 
ooanible. 

3) ?ccidcnts at wc~k 
These a?e mainly due to bad handling of the harnessed animals or t'c defective harness. 

Maqy injuries are caused by ill-treatment .(blowsj, bruises, eoree, insect bites, etc. 
h'arnesr; cores are particularly frequent on the withern, at the base of the horns, on the 
e.%re and under girths. Restraint injuries are caused by pulling 'too hard on the nose- 
ring during work or the use of rope to hobble the animals when resting. 

Certain elementary principles of hygiene must be observed with drelxht animals. 

In Afrir;, generally speaking, the hoSee is well looked after. On the other hand, 
the area9 where the farmers have become accustomed to looking after their oxen well are 
atill too ra7e. 



1)~ &k and rest 

The animal munt be allowed adequate time to feed, and in the case of ruminants to 
chew the "nd~: 

The dreuKh:ht ox works an avei-we of 4 to 5 hours R day. The unduly hot hours mu& 
be avoided. nwinx the remainder of the time, for rest and feedinE, the a.nimSl munt be 
put in the shadr, either in n.r;hed OF under a tree. It is not recommended that &n ?.ni.mal 
he tcthsred in R nasture in the full BU,,. 

Thiz can be dinna dry (particularly with horses) with a stiff brush and a curry-comb 
and then finished off with a. soft brush. 

In tropical countriep, psrticularl.v with bovines, the animals may be washed and bnlshed 
with map nnd water, rinncd thorowbly, left to &,y and then brushed. Grooming must be. 
^nrrj,ed out at lmnt nnce il. wrek. 

Avail rt-ncs and earth &ti~nc s%uck between thd parts of the cloven hoof (ox) or in 
the hoof (horw). Clear width R special tool 01 a piece of wood. Avoid pointed hooks or 
sh;l,rp knivw. 

c) Ei-e of the m-1nr (horse) 

Comb CT crop -the mane. 

A) Ibrnnss hgpimn 

When the parts of R harness are manufactured, rare must be taken to avoid aharP 
an~le.9, protruding nallr: or ~rxwas, too h&v otitching, Jon short, anything which mj??bt 
hvrt or interfern with the n~nimal. 



- drainnpn of liqbid manw~ 

- action af+nnt insects. 

This latter action 4~s nonomplished by meann of lonelastinK insecticide epreys. 

C) pRGNTION OF IXSEASE 

1) @&.&cue di~rree 

It ie recommended that vaccination be carried out without waiting: for a diseaoe to 
break out. 

Action must be taken in good time, nince treatment is zostly snd rarely folly 
effective. 

- RINDWPEST 

Cattle most be vaccinated ne calvie and then once again after tbay are 12 months old. 
If Tianue Cultnre vaccine in :aeed there'in no obvious reaction, so that animals can be 
in,jected at any time of the year. Thr: immunity will be life lone. 

- PFRIPNECMONIA 

If you suspect that thjs disease ia present, call in your veterinary surgeon as BOO" 
as possible, eo that any infected animal may.be Sot rid of immediately. Weatment may 
core the animals of their a,vmpt"mn, but meny of them remain as carriers and can infed 
other healthy animals. Thin is therefore a awry neriotie diaeaae, and breeders end ownera 
must be awre of the risks in Z.XRS where it in enzootic. Healthy animals must be 
protected by vwcinntion. 

- ATl'HRAX AN" RLACKQllARTFIl 

Vaccination ia cerried out every 6 to 12 months in a?-eas where the dineasen "cow. 

2) Parasitic diseases - 

- ~Y~~osoMTnsrs __-.- 

In nuitzhlr arias a co-ordinated attack on the tsetse fly .mey give good results in 
the control of this diswoe. The methnda used, which may include bush clearance and the 
larce scale GprayinE of innecticides, ere "bviouely not the renponnibility of the nnimnl 
hnchpndry exteneinn worker. 

It mnet be appreciated .that in some weas and with cwtain epeciar of trypnonomes 
the disease in enrend by bitinK flies nuch ~4 Ta~hanw and Stomoxye, and can be a ma,jor 
problr‘m even thou@ nn tnetne flies we prawnt. 

In addition protwtion of the animaln by the jnjeotion of drop may h? necesoary, II 
point which ran only hv decided by your veterinary nurSeon, 
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Hhile awaiting thr veterinary RUPRCO~'B ndvioe the man in charge of the animal may 
wall hnve to render first aid treatment. 

Thenn may be the result of fightin or aoaidents, but are commonly due to badly made 
OP badly fitting hnmerra. In the latter rae it ia important to change or adjust xiie 
harndns RO that pressure or friction is removed from the i~njured ore!+ otherwise the wound 
will have'no ahance to @t better. The animal must afao be rested until the Injury ham 
hnalod. 

Fresh wounde: If the wound ia fresh end olean your veterina~ surgeon may deoide to stitoir 
it. Therefore do not touch the exposed surfaces if yen can help it, a light dusting with 
a %ohonamid+ powder my bo ueefti. If the wound is dirty-day oontsminnted with wail 
OT =nup~ - it nhould be vrwhed @ntly with a non-irritading antineptio auoh ae a 0.1% 
qxg;-:ernary nrmonium solution OP a 0.1% potassiwn permnngavate eolution, or best of 011 
w:~ 1 hydrogen peroxide (10 volumes ntren,&h 1 part, plus warm water 2 pa&s). 'When olean 
dw-t iirhtly withy stiphonamide powder. 

Never WR aloohol of any stran,$h on a fresh wound - it in not very efficieni against 
ba?:wi+ :‘nd will do a lot of damare to the tinsuen. Tinotue of iodine will also do 
mc- '+ harm than mod. 

~dphonaniden are not very erfnctive if there is muoh pus or dead tissue about, DO 
an antibiotic n,wder, spray or cream should be uw?d. 

In the c,vx of deep or contaminated wounds in hei-see, hit may be advisable for .IoUT 
veririnary :;ur~:eon~ta give an in,jection of antitetanus serum, but this will not be 
newmary if ttro animal is protected a@inst tetzx 17 hy ~flalar vnccinstion. 



These renult from wdae effort in a joint, often oensed by cxoetlsivo vork on bed ground. 
They give rise to pain, swellin!: end lnmencen. 

- TRFATMFINl' 

The enimn.1~ must be piven complnte rent until the condition ia cured, end then put 
back to work very fqxhxxlly. 

While t!le part is hot and painful it should bn douched with cold water &R often 8~ 
posdble. 

If the nwnllin~ L"d lameness continue it mey be helpful to rub tha part with a 
rubefacient or mildly irriteti"? medicinn such as vinegcw or a pante made bg~mixing 
mustard with vat%-. Sf anythj~",: ntron~er the" this is needed it should be prnncribed 
and applied hy n veterinary riurp;eo". 

3) Tenosynovitio 

Thio is ntraini"~ OP strptchinr: of a tcndo" followrd b,y inflemmetion of the V"Ovial 
5eeth which surroundr. it. Tt is mnnt likely to he SPP" it- hornet. 

Treatment :^. cmctly the sane es for the strain of R joint. 

4) rurzitir, 0~ hg,~oma 

A bwnn in a ::y"ovinl EXE, the o"es most likelg to be affected are those l.Ying betwe"~ 
a haqy prominmrr and thn r,ki", or between a tc"do" end e bone. The condition is nommonrfit 
in hrsa::. T!lc neunc is nl ways in,? my, for axnmpl~c rubbin(: from badly fitting: ha.r"ens, 
01 Ivine on roncrntr floor: without ndqwtn b?ddin!:. The ayptom ia R loci1 fluid filled 
swelling whi~ch mav be nninful PPOU,$ tn prevwt the nnimal from working. 
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Whjln thr r;wrllin~ i.2 hoi: and painful cold douchcr: are helpful. If the condition 
becomer, ohronic your vrtcrinnry SUPPW~ shoold he called in - he m;ry decide to app1y.a 
s'.rong counter-irritant or to drain.and injo& the swelling. 

Never tp to o~cn one of thono nwellin~n ,yowsall', eo it io eore to become infected 
end then taken e vnry,lonr .timr to ~eciww. 

Paint on the lesions daily. 
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v 

WICRT AND POWEd OF DRAUCET ANIWLS 

A) CENERAL REMJXRS 

In addition to knowing the average tractive effort which draught animals can produce, 
it is also useful to assess the amount of work that can be expected in a day and the 
conditions under which it can be obtained. In short, how the animals work must be 
understood. 

Unfortunately, the tractive effort that ten be obtained from a draught animal depends, 
more thzn anything else, on its individual characteristics, i.e. its breed, its sex, its 
age, its weight, its size, the quality of its feed, its training fcr the work, its health, 
etc. This is why it is impossible to give useful information, i.e. precise figures, 
wnich are applicable everywhere. The tractive power of draught animals has been 
measured, at different times, particularly in Europe, the United States and South America, 
by, amongst others, Ringelm.ann, Vitali, Biihle, Maschek, but the figures obtained are in 
no way applicable in Tropical Africa. 

In these latter regions, accurate and eystemetic~measurements have only recently 
been made end still only in a few areas. Research work has been applied much more 
frequently to horses then tc oxen, since the fci-mer were almost solely used in Europe 
end America, until the development of internal combustion engines, for road transport and 
this seemed to justify these studies moi-e then those related to the agricultural work 
of the regions further South. 

On the other hand, the general relationships established by thie research, end 
particularly the principles used and checked, are applicable everywhere. We &all, 
therefore, first summarise what we consider the most interesting of these general data, 
thus enabling us to set the general ecene for the practical results which can be taken 
into acccunt for certain regions of Tropical Africa which we will then describe in detail. 
This latter deacripticn will be mainly based on measurements taken recently in these 
regions by the C.E.E.M.A.T. in cooperation with the I.E.M.V.T. The purpose of these 
trials was to try to find the ~n~etairxd effort zcchieablr by the draught animais of these 
regions under norm&l conditions of e&cultural work or, in the case of intermittent 
work, the maximum effort possible, and the pcwer they male available for the various kinds 
of agricultural work. In particular cases, they have permitted assessment of the 
maximcm tractive effort which the egricultural implements can stand. 

The general studies on the output of draught animals have shown that what is called 
their "total outpxW (the energy furnished by the enimal and available for work divided 
by the energy contained in its rations) over a long working period is of the order of 
0.12 for man, 0.10 to 0.12 for the horse family and 0.09 to 0.10 fcr bovines. 

It is lolo'+ that the output of relatively powerful mechanical engines, calculated in 
the same way, can at present reach 0.25 and even 0.30. 

Thia idea of output, which can be aocurately expressed, emphasizes the fact that 
working animals can only be used efficiently if they receive sufficient food. Details 
on this are given in Chapter VIII of this same Part. 

It seems, moreover, that each animal, under a given set of living and working 
conditions, is capable of carrying cut a certain amount of work daily which cannot be 
exceeded and which has been assessed at 3600 times the weight of the,animal moving at 
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1 metre a second (this applies particularly to the mule and the horse in Brazil). This 
means that the animal, working for 10 hours a day, can provide a tractive force equal to 
l/lOth of its weight (at a speed of 1 m/s if a horse is concerned). 

Whatever the exact value of this figure, it is certain that a meater force can only 
be produced for a shcorter time and also that a greater tractive force can only be developed 
at a lower speed (by reducing the pace length). For each species, breed and even 
individual, it appears that there is a natural average speed of movement which the animal 
tends to adopt, to the extent to which the effort demanded permits. As an example, when 
harnessed to a cart of Q weight corresponding to their size and on suitable ground, the 
Peul Zebu moves at 3 km/h, the Ankcle at 3.5 km/h and the Sahelian Zebu at between 5 and 
6 km/h. 

Working animals can, however, ever a very short period of time, develop much higher 
power then that produced during "normal" work. The bovines are capable of this to some 
extent like the horse, which is not alone in being able to produce a sudden effort. 
The, in trials in Italy, pairs of strong well-fed oxen have been able to develop 20 to 30 
horsepower over a distance of 100 metres and, in the United States, a good pair of draught 
horses have been able to develop 20 to 25 horsepower for 10 seconds, while in Brazil, 
single 550 kg oxen have developed 2 to 3.75 horsepower over a hundred metres. 

The normal work under these conditiccs and which is, in part, explained by a strong 
acceleration of the draught animals, is obviously produced to the detriment of the tot81 
time the average effort GUI be maintained; the animals tire quickly when performing tasks 
involving numerous peaks of effort. ' 

ticessive overloading may, moreover, seriously affect the health of the animals. 

Here, we shall only consider one of the possible uses of working animals: traction. 
It must, however, be remembered that they can carry loads which may, for example, be as 
much 8s 50 to 65s of the weight of the animal in the case of donkeys, well suited to this 
kind of work. Animals can also be used in a third way by lifting their own weight up 
an inclined plane (or a wheel) - but this method of use, which was.previcusly to be found 
in Europe and the United States, has been completely abandoned. It involved, moreover, 
the use of complicated machines. 

As regards the mechanics of animal traction, various observations have been made and 
measurements taken. It must be remembered that the greeter part of the weight of 
quadrupeds i? distributed over the front legs (nearly 60-j in the case of the ox) and that 
the hindlegs do little more than provide movement during normal traction, i.e. other than 
when exceptional momentary resistance has to be cyeroome. The weight bearing on these 
hind legs is therefore of great importance to the animal's grip. 

Furthermore, the animal's effort is applied on the ground at hoof level in a more 
or less horizontal direction so that the compactness and texture of the soil also have 
an important influence on the available tractive effort. On loose ground, without any 
consistency, this effort is much reduced. For a diffetent reason, on an uphill or 
downhill slope, because of the reduction in the proportion of its weight perpendicular 
to the ground, the animal's grip is lessened. In addition, when going downhill, the 
animal has to brake its advence with its front .legs, resulting in extra fatigue. 

Finally, the tension in the hind legs of the animal varies alternately with each 
step SC that there are corresponding variations in the tractive effort which is nevex' 
constant. 

Using two 01) more animals harnessed together results in a relative loss of 
efficiency of each of them, at least with the yokes and harnesses at present used. 
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According to Bcckelberg, who made a special study of the relationship between the number 
of animals used together end the resulting loss of efficiency, this amounts, with relation 
to the tractive effort of a single animal, to 7.5% for two animals, 15% for three, 2% for 
four, 3C$ for five and 37$fcr six. 

Accordingly, when using a pair of oxen of the same strength, the tractive effort of 
a single ox working on its ow1 would be multiplied by 1.9. If two pairs of identical 
oxen were used, the tractive effort of one pair would be multiplied by 1.7 and, with three 
pairs by only 2. 

B) PO?KR OF DRAUGHT ANIMALS 

Strength is not the characteristic which permits assessment of whether draught 
animals can carry out specific agricultural work; it is rather the tractive effort 
available, whatever its speed, which gives information on the capabilities of the unit 
for the work to be carried out. 

>&en draught animals are used outside certain normal limits of speed of movement, 
either above or below, it is easier to induce the animals to develop their maximum 
power by requiring a relatively low tractive effort at a relatively high speed. This 
can be seen from au exuninaticn of the data set out in tables II,eud III. 

The maximum power of a pair of Reuitelc oxen (table II) was obtained with an 
average force of 150 kg end et 2.9 km/h whereas Demi-Brahms. oxen (<able III) developed 
20 kg m/s less with a practically identical average force. 

The idea of power is involved in the calculation of the output although the 
agriculturist usually relates work schieved to the area worked. 

Nevertheless, power mey serve as a comparative parameter and enables the behaviour 
of the various draught animala to be interpreted~uuder very different working conditions 
such as, for example, plcughing at 2.2 km/h with a 150 kg tractive load and mowing grass 
at 3.5 km/h with a tractive load of only 90 kg. 

The tiredness of the oxen is fairly similar in both Casee, even though the tractive 
effort required by the'mcwer is much less than that by the plough. The power developed 
by the &aught animals, of the order cf~ 90 kg m/s explains this comparable state of 
tiredness with, nevertheless, more pronounced ehortness of breath at the end of the day 
for the unit with the mower, its speed being greater. 

Level of sustained effort developed by different draught animals: 

Table III shows that there is a wide variation in average traction capabilities 
with relation to the weight of the draught animal, particularly between the donkey end 
the various bovines subjected to these tests. 

These capabilities are as follows: 

for the donkey: better than l/4 of its weight 
for a pair of N'Dema oxen (Defa): about 1/7th of their weight 
for a pair of N’Dama oxen (Miuenkrc): about l/lOth of their weight 
for a pair of Madzggascar Zebu oxen: about l/&h of their weight 
for a pair of Demi-Brahms oxen: about 1/7th of their weight. 

These different levels of tractive effort, obtained with certain types Of draught 
enimale under conditions peculiar to different countries, provide reference points from 
which can be estimated the average working output of the most widely used animals in 
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tropical climates. Scientists of temperate clim$tes have been able to assess the work 
furnished by the animals in an 8 hour working day (b:, the most recent authors) or a 10 
hour day (for oertain earlier authors). However'conditions are different in a trwical 
climate end the length of time the animals ten be kept working each day -itho& exhausting 
them is very unlikely to exceed 3 to 6 hours (oxen a3‘e sometimes used for light work for 
8 hwrs on alternate days). Under light working conditions, with animals in good health, 
end in view of the general law discussed above, higher performances relative to the weight 
of the animals can certainly be expected. 

DOmEYS: The capabilities of the donkey are thus shown to be better than those 
accepted by certain authors in Europe (Ringelm-: l/&h of the weight). It must, 
nevertheless, be borne in mind th&t the farmer often has oonsiderable difficulty in feeding 
his animals, paticularly towards the endof the dry eeason. 'These animals, particulirrly 
donkeys, are liable to start the season of agricultural work in relatively poor condition. 

It may therefore be accepted that a donkey can produce a continuous effort of be 
between 1/5th end 1/6th of its weight at a speed of the order of 2.5 to 2.8 km/h for 3 to 
34 hours a day. 

Experience shows that it is difficult to keep a donkey working for more than 3% 
hoours, or 4 at most, however long rest periods are allowed. A normal day's work should 
be organized along the following lines: two sessions of en hour and a half to two hours 
each with a rest period in between of a half to three quarters of an hour. 

The performance of horses has not been studied, since this animal is not 
particularly suitable for such arduous work as ploughing used for carrying out tests of 
effort end power. 

B: Only oxen have been subjected to trials;although it must be recognized 
that cows also have a certain value. 

It is found that the var%tions in output of different oxen depends mope on the 
type of soil being worked then on the type of oxen. 

The output will be a maximom on regularly worked agricultural land, i.e. the 
effort will reach about 1/7th the weighi of the draught anGals, Whereas it will not 
be more than l/lOth on land not properly worked and containing a fair number of 
obstacles such as stones, tufts of couch grass 01‘ the roots of small shrubs. The 
latter is fairly common and applies in practice to the ploughing of land left fallow 
with fresh growth of shrubs which, despite prior clearance, have retained a cetiain 
number of creeping roots. 

These roots, and possibly other obstacles, cause jolta end, therefore, peeks 
in the tractive effort which, as mentioned above, quickly tire the draught animals, 
whatever the average effort. 

Because of these unduly severe irregularities, it is sometimes necessary to reduce 
the width of depth worked by~the implement. 

Thus, drzught animals which can develop an average force of 100 kg when there are 
peaks of 150 to 200 kg, ten produce an average of no mouse than 80 kg if the peaks reach 
25G275 kg. The intense fatigue caused by such high peaks must be compensated for 
by a reduction in the sustained effort eo that tile animals may recover, which is only 
possible if the snstained effort is very low; hence the need to reduce the width 
oi- depth of the work. 

The working dey of drzught oxen is about 5 to 6 hours, either in a single session 
broken by a reasonable rest period or else half in the morning end half at the end of 
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the day. It appears that the most widely used timetable is to work from 5 or 6 in the 
morning until 11 OP mid-day, the farmer then spending the aftenoon on other tasks. 

By reducing the duration of work, the intensity of effort derpended can be increased 
to come extent, provided that it is sufficiently re&xlar not to strain the animals unduly. 
In actual fact, an appreciable increase in the area worked often involves such an inore& 
in total effort that a unit cunsieting of a single pair of oxen can no lonear cope with 
the work. 

Conversely, by reducing the intensity of effort demanded, it should be possible to 
increase the daily working hours a little. The problem then is to choose a timetable 
which avoids the hotteot part of the day; it is particularly thi.? requirement which 
limits working hours when the animals have to produce a big effort. 

In some countries with fairly heavy lend, the farmers habitually work with units 
of two or even three pairs of oxen. In Madagascar, in particular, ploughing to a 
depth of 10 or 12 cm. needs at least two pairs of oxen most of the time. Three pairs 
are generally used in Tanaania. 

TO SUM Up, the trials carried out and the experience of the extension workers 
show that there is a level of work which should be required of draught oxen which 
depends on the state of the ground, the opeed of working and the daily hours worked. 

!+oorking et. a rate which suits the animals end adopting a timetable similar to that 
described earlier, the average effort will be about l/lOth of the weight Of the animals 
when ploughing in ground containing obstacles and l/&h when already well-worked 
e&cultural land is involved. 

.&en 2 or 3 pairs of oxen axe used - a fairly infrequent oocor??ence in tropical 
African countries - it is particularly the st.+ard of training which determines the 
traction capability; using several animals together, even if they are well driven, 
results in losses of effort. The average losses indicated ezriier have not been 
checked under tropical conditions. On the assumption that they are generally valid, 
on well cultivated land and with a pair of oxen weighing 750 kg, an effort of l/&h 
of the total weight would be achieved, i.e. about 90 kg; with two pairs of similar 
weight in harness the possible effort would be 90 x 1.7 or about 150 kg and, with three 
paires: 90~2,~18akg. 

For work such as scarifying, hoeing and weeding, during which the farmer has a 
tendency to speed up the pace, it is preferable to Hdjust the implements so that the 
average tractive effort is limited to l/lOth of the weight of the animals, -the power 
absorbed during this kind of work being often of the same order as when ploughing. 

C) PRACTICAL CONDITIONS FOR TWX UTILIZATION OF DRAUGW ANIHALS 

Based on the estimate of the traction capabilities of draught animals as a function 
of their weight end the characteristics of the ground to be worked, how should the area 
to be worked be adjusted to the level of effort available? 

This is where advice from the Extension Agencies is needed. If they advocate 
the development of draught cultivation end recommend the use of certain implements, they 
must also warn the farmer against using the animals in e way that is harmful to them. 

In order to do this, it is absolutely essential to carry out various dynamometric 
tests on each type of soil, in order to determine the width end depth of work 
corresponding to the various levels of effort calculated for the main types of draught 
animals likely to be used by the farm&r‘. 



The National Agriculture Institutes or Agricultural Engineering Services of the 
various countries, or any other competent Body, could include these studies in their 
programmes. The Services, Institutes or Agencies respcnsible for the extension of 
draught cultivation should take part in the studies so that the farmers may quickly 
became awere of the limits of the work which can reasonably be expected of draught 
animals in the area. 

In actual fact, the farmer is too often left to his ow ideas of how much work 
his animals can do, on the pretext that, knowing his animals, he tiows very well how 
to estimate how tired they are. 

Practical experience shows that tiredness is oft.?n fairly difficult to asses8 and, 
in the absence of accurate criteria, the,threshcld is often overstepped beyond which 
the animals have great difficulty in regaining their strength - if they are given the 
opportunity, which is by no means always the case. 

It is sometimes found that aiming at high output or utilization at whatever cost 
in draught cultivation, with too arduous work, results in working conditions which 
compromise the length of life of the animals thus abnormally increasing the death rate. 

The optimum output from draught animals oen only be obtained by using adult 
animals which have not had their grcwth impeded by being put to~wcrk too early. 

The age at which training eterts is often about 2+to 3 years, the cost of 
purchase then being lower than that of adult animals. Care must be taken not to 
include arduous work among the tasks carried out by the young animals end on no 
account must they be harnessed with adult animals doing deep ploughing. 

Furthermore, harnessed units should only be made up of animals of the same breed, 
or at very least of animals whose reaction is similar i; dealing with work loads. 

It thus appears rather illogical tc harness together two pairs of Zebus and one 
pair of Renitelos, as is sometimes done in Medegascar *c.nder the pretext that the latter 
heavier animals increase the capability of the unit. As the average speed of advance 
of Renitelos is generally higher then that of the Zebus, they are obliged to'adopt 
an abnormal pace; furthermore, they try tc overcome obstacles whereas the Zebus have 
a tendency rather to stop. There is aetiainly em increase in output but, producing 
more effort then the Zebus, the Renitelos tire quicker so that an apparently falne 
conclusion may be reached that the Renitelo is not as strong as the Zebu. 

J-J) THE IDEA OF MAXIMUM INSTANTANEOUS EFFORT 

Study of the power of draught animals, and of the continuous effort available, 
determines the average effort which will be applied to various agricultural implements. 

The maximum effort reached when ploughing with a pair of oxen wniching a total 
of 700 to 600 kg. will, depending on ground conditions, generally be between 250 end 
400 k. 

It sometimes happens that implementa are subjected to nxch greeter efforts, 
mainly when the implement comes up against yl unexpected obstacle such a8 a stump, 
big root, block of stone, etc. 

An acceleration by the animals may further inxease the strain on the implement, 
which often happens cc badly prepared land when the animals, having bee& slowed down by 
variations in the effort required, arc suddenly urged forwzsd by the driver. 



The maximan efforts which can be developed by various types of draught units are 
set out in Table IV. With a donkey or a horse, the maxirum instantaneous effort is 
as much as, or even exceeds, twice the weight of the animal. Hith a pair of oxen 
the maximum is about the same as their weight. 

In.the case of bovines, the extreme values are all obtained at speeds appreciably 
higher than normal for these animals. 

The meen of the maximum values recorded which varies from e half to 2/3rds of the 
weight of the animals corresponds to trials carried out at a speed nearer that of 
actual working conditions. 

Accordingly, it appeexs essential for the mechanical characteristics of a plough 
to be calculated on the basis cf the weight of the draught animals most widely used 
so that the maxi- effort applied, even accidentally, cennot damage the implement. 

Trials of Meximum i'oaer in a Dag'r Uork 

Me&l 

Of 
TYPE Mean maximm 

OF 
DR,uJGRT 

Weight *Se effort effort1 

knIMALS 

kg Years kg kg 

L pair of White Peul 790 11 110 188 

Zebu bullocks (Snriq 100 166 

L pair cf WDama 720 ll& loo 255 

bullocks (Farako-Ba) 
13 

1 pair of Xenitelo 1110 5+ 150 360 

bullocks (Kiaajasoa) 

Spee Power 

F 
km/h kg m/z 

2-3 69 

2,7 75 

2,Y 79 

2,v 120 

Duration of 
day's "ark 

Hours Zffectivc 
worked kmlw 

5.20 4.05 

5 4.25 

3 2.15 

3.40. 3.40 



TABLE III 

Power of draught animals over long periods: (plcuEh:hlng and. tillage work) 

Meem of Daily workinS Duration 
TYPE & NO. OF ~Weight Age Average maximum Speed Power houre Of trial(l) 

ANIMALS effort effcrts(4) Hours Effective 
kc years kg kg km/ kg m/s waked hours days 

1 acakry 160 - 46 88 6 3 to 3% l4 - 10 

1 pair of oxen 657 6&8 90 170 2,2 54 5% 9 (2) 4- 4 

NlDama LScfa) 

1 pair of oxer ace Y&l0 80 215 290 44 5 4 11 - 10 

N'Dnma (Wimekzo) 

1 pair of Medac+xar 650 4k5 80 150 275 56 4.3/4 4.3/4 (2) 3 - 3 

Zebu bullocks (3) 

(ski cm~aaod II, ! 

2 pairs of Cacagascar 1300 4&5 160 400 1.8 80 5.3/4 5.3/4 (2) 2- 2 

Zebu bullocks 

3 pairs of Eladagascnr 1945 4 & 5. 200 435 1,6 66 5 5 (2) 2-2 

Zebu bullocks 

1 pair Of oxen 1060 6 147 310 234 97 5.10 4.40 11 - 10 

l/2 arabma (Liadana) 

1) 
,a 

2) 
The first figare indicates the period covered by the trial and the second the number of days worked. 
The effective hours worked are identical with the hours worked since the animals were used morning and 

3) 
evening for 2 to 3 hours; it was~not necessary to break these half-sessions with rest periods. 

3 pairs of Madagascar Zebu bullocks worked: first with 2 pairs in harness, then 3 pairs made up by 
adding a third pair, ploughing em unprepared field; 
unit did harrowing. 

subsequently a single pair of the original 

4) The values shown in this column are the mean of the maximum efforts recorded after each furrow. 



TABLE IV 

Naximum instantaneoue effort 

tests kg years kg km/k kg km/h 

1 donkey 4 155 - 215 3.8 355 4.5 

1 pair of donkeys 4 310 - 355 4.1 480 4.5 

1 horse 7 265 - 425 4.1 550 4.8 

1 pair of Djokhorc bullocks 13 730 -lb 10 500 3.4 180 4.5 

1 pair of Djokhore cow 6 635 - 375 2.8 570 4.0 

1 pair of White Peul Zebu 

bullocks 2 770 9 - 11 56: 1 - 800 - 

1 pair of Fkadagaecar Zebu 

bullocks 2 650 4 - 5 345 3,l 750 4.5 

2 pairo of Madegasoar Zebu 

bullocks 1 1300 4-5 650 3.1 m%lthan jaO 
1 pair of Renitclo bullocks I. 1110 5+ 590 3.9 mpfjg,th 4.5 

NOPE: 
~ - 

The harnesses used were as follows: 

- collar and then breast-harness for the donkeys (no SignifiCant differenti 

- breast-harness for the horses 

- head yoke for the Djokhore bullocks and cows 

- withero yoke for the Peul Zebus, the Madagascar Zebus and the 

Renitelos. 
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TRAINING OF BOVINES 

A) CHOICE OF DRAUGHT ANIMAL FOR TRAINING 

1) Desirable characteristics 

To the extent possible, the animals chosen should be stocky, thick-set, 
strong muscled (particularly thigh, hindquartera and loins), short-legged, powerful 
and strong-jointed; with large feet with. solid hollow-soled hooves (preferably 
black); broad and deep chested. 

The use of the withers yoke requires solid shoulders, not too sloping and 
the presence of a hump to help keep the yoke in place. 

The use of 8 head yoke requires a powerful, short neck, a thick nape, a 
wide head and solid wide-based horns of medium length end angled forwards. 

With a yotig animal the following must be stressed: 

. the size and firmness of the bone structure and joints, 

. the presence of muscles under a fine, short-haired glossy 
coat. 

The yoke should be fitted to bovines of the same size, age and build. 

~Generally speaking, the following should be avoided: 

. unduly bulky, narrow-chested, la-headed animals on thin legs, 

. vicious or lifeless oxen. 

2) 2% 

Bulls are not very dooile~and are difficult to train. 

Cows need a,lot of feed to cover their maintenance and lactation and gestation 
periods which may, moreover, be considered ill-suited to the rudimentary breeding 
conditions in Africa. 

They cannot work continuously and must stop for 1 to 2 months each year (end 
of gestation pefiod, beginning of lactation). 

Bullocks are the bovines best suited to draught work. 

AGE OF CASTRATION 

This must be done between 10 months and 2 years, the best time being between 
18 months and 2 years. Too early (at 1 or 0 months) results in a slowing down of body 
development. 

Too late (after 5 years), castration does no more than reduce the male 
characteristics. 



TIE OF YEAR FOR CASTRATION 

This is of little importance if the dry season is not very marked 07 if 
additional feed is available on the farm. 

In countries with marked dry seasons it is very important to carry out this 
operation shortly before the rainy season (hence the choice of animals born before or 
at the beginning of the rainy season). 

B) AGE FOR WAINING 

The suitable age is, on average, between 3* and 4 years, though training can 
be undertaken at $ years provided that sufficient feed oan be provided when working. 

The best time of year is~at the end oft the dry season (this allows the training 
to be completed with the first ploughings and sowings and adepuate feed to be provided). 

It can be done at any time of year if the animals are being trained to pull 
carts. Otherwise additional training before ploughing is essential. 

Cl TRAINING PETHODS 

1) Duration of training 

This depends on many factors, the more important of which are : 

- The age of the animals. They learn quicker the younger they are. 

- Their character. A lively animal, which will later be able to 
give better service than an initi&lly more dwile one, will be 
more difficult to handle and will require longer training. 

- Their state of health.. More can obviously be demanded of a 
healthier animal. 

- The trainer. The skill, experience and character of the trainer 
may all infltience the duration of training. 

The training of a pair of oxen for the various types of agricultural work takes 
an a"er::se of a month. The time required for the various exercises provided for in the 
followi) 5 programme may vary widely. 

2) Training programme 

This applies to a programme proposed for a pair of oxen. 

a) PUTTING ON AND ACCFPI’ING THE YOKS 

b) TRAINING FOR WALKING 

- Start - walk - stoo 
- Development of tra~tive effort 
- Straight line 
- Turns 



- Walking backwards 

(These different exercises can be conducted with and without reins). 

c) .ADAPTATION TO SPECIFTC TASKS 

- Plougbing 
- Spring time cultivating 
- Pulling a cart. 

d) WORK WITS A S1NCL.S ANIMAL 

The technique of training can be acquired, bum the trainer must have the personal 
qualities of patience, firmness and sympathy toward? animals. The training atmosphere 
is well understood by such people. As any brutali-cy ie out of the question, moderate 
blows which do not hurt the animal can be delivered at the beginning of triining to 
enforce obedience. The normal methods of command (voice, gestures, reins) must always 
accompany the blows and then replace them completely after the results have been achieved. 

An ordinary goad which pierces the skin and reduces the value of the leather should 
never be used. The electric goad however is very effective and is not dangerous. 

Finslly, there is uc point in obstinately continuing the training of an animal which 
has shown itself to be vicious. It is better to get rid of it quickly, because of the 
accident risk it represents. 

The training period upsets animals because of the unusual routine. As a result 
they expend more eneqy than during normal work. 
generously calculated scale (see chapter VIII). 

They must therefore be fed on a 

Working sessions mu&. not be long (for example not more than three periods of l* 
hours in a day). The.hottest hcurs must be avoided and so must stops during working 
sessions. 

1) Putting on end accepting the yoke 

The first aim is to restrain the animals to force them to accept the yoke. 
Depending on their character this operation may be easy or very difficult. 

A wary bovine, not wearing a nostril rope, is caught by trying to approach it in 
the middle of the herd so that its movements are restricted. If it is by itself, it 
must be caught by surprise, or by surrounding it with several men. The first job is 
to get a rope rollnd its horns. If the animal panics it must be given time to calm down. 

In inter-tropical Africa, restraint by means of a light cord passed through a'hole 
in the nostril partition is ccmmon practice. Accidents are rare, but brutal use of the 
cord may result in tearing the partition. The metal nose ring is preferable in a.11 
cases. It is smooth and,does not hurt and cannot break (fig. l).. 

With violent and nervous cases, it is helpful to tie a rope rotid the base of the 
horns or to the legs. 

Putting the yoke on very restive animals ma.y be achieved by using an already 
trained animal tog&her with the cue to be trained. Whenever it can be used, this 
method is the best. 



F’i g. I - La Guerche ring 

Fig.la- Simplified "stoc!P: height depends on the size of the oxen 
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fig. 2: 'LEADING 

I - To be avoided: the man is pulling on the noee rope, the animal 
stretches ,lte muzzle forward 

II - Nomal attitude: the nom rope is slack, the ox carries its head 
XOXdly 
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Another method also to be recommended is that of the "stock". This consists of a 
frame made of two strong wooden posts of about 10 cm. diameter which are sunk vertically 
into the ground to a depth of 1 m. The height above the ground must be suited to the 
size of the oxen (on average 1.50 m.). They are set about 2 m. apart. A horizontal 
crosspiece of the same diameter joins~the two posts at the head height Of the oxen. It 
is held in position by ropes which can be Cut quickly if necessary. The heads of the 
animals are attached to the horizontal bar by the horns (fig. la). 

The stock not only allows the yoke to be put on but enables the animals to be 
restrained for such other operations as trimming the horns, marking, care of the feet, 
etc. 

The oxen mast be left tied under the yoke until they are perfectly calm. They 
should be trained to accept putting on and removal of the yoke without violent 
reactions. Usually, one day is enough, but several days may be necessary. 

2) Trainire to walk 

As soon as a pair of oxen accept the yoke, their training in walking starts. 
Efforts are made to encourage them to move together, while individual movements are 
discouraged. If needs be, the trainer puts himself in front of the animals end facing 
them. 

He holds the nose-ropes while his assistant (who is essential) or assistants (if 
the beasts a~ difficult) keeps close to the flanks of the animals which they may 
control by means of ropes attached to their legs. 

The animals mu& not be dragged by their nose-ropes (which would result in lifting 
their heads with the nose held forward). The& ropes are used to control the spacing 
and height of the heads (fig. 2). 

A fault, difficult to correct, becomes apparent when the oxen tend to lean against 
each other or‘, on the contrary, to separate. It is then necessary to make them walk 
by themselves with a single yoke while training them for draught work. 

Very quick progress to the development of tractive effort is necessary. very 
often, the first two exercises (walking tide= the yoke and tractive effort) can be 
undertaken together, the animals being easier to handle when they have an effort to 
make, provided that it is not in excess of their capabilities. 

The thing to be dragged may merely be a tree trunk attached to the yoke by a chain. 
A sledge, loaded progressively and in accordance with the strength of the animals, might 
perhaps be the best device. 

Sowing the weeding work require that the trained oxen can be guided accurately. 
This result is generally achieved in Africa by makicg I cowherd (often a child) walk 
at the head of the oxen. 

It is useful; during training, to introduce the use of reins which are more 
effective in allouirg accurate guidance of the harnessed animals by the person at the 
implement (fig. Za). 

The reins, usually 8 mm. ropes, are attached to the ears or the nostrils. A 
s<rr?le system consists of a single rope attached by a loop to the right horn of the left 
!;snd ox with a turn round the left ear of the same animal, through the hands of the 
driver behind the animals ar.d returning to make a turn round the right ear of the right 
hmd ox before being attached by a loop to its left horn. The left haxxd animal is 
thxs pnlled solely to the left and the right one to the right. The seme arrangement 
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is used with nose rings when fitted (without attachment to the horns) with the two 
nose rings also joined by a rope. 

A more sophisticated system is that of double reins , similar to those used with 
a pair of hors& harnessed abreast. The left rein (which ME elong the left flank 
of the left animal) ia divided into two parts attached to the two left ears of the 
animals or to the two nose rings and the right rein is similarly fixed on the other side. 

Bovines quickly become accustomed to guidance by reins, starting with leading them 
from in front. Once the reins are in place and held normally by the trainer, the 
cowherd first continues to lead the oxen, close to but without touching them. Iia then 
gradually move6 further away es the exercise develops, finelly leaving the oxen guided 
solely by the reins. This exercise requires psrticularly good coordination between the 
two operators. 

Pair of Oxen with reins 
on their outer ears 

Detail "f the rein 
round the CRT 

Turns, both wide end sharp, must be taught by making the animals carry out fi,gures 
of eight so that they get into the habit of turning both ways. 

Starting up must be taught from behind (combining voice and gestures) and not from 
in front. To teach stopping, the cowherd stops in front of the animals at the same time 
es the trainer pulls back on the reins. 

Walking backwards is taught as soon as the oxen obey the reins properly, but first 
by pushing on their muzzles with both hands from in front. At the very beginning, blows 
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on their nostrils may be necessary. Walking backwards must be achieved over a relatively 
long distance when working with carts. The difficulty is to prevent the hindquerters 
from going in different directions. During the training period the use of straps to 
keep them parallel mzy possibly be used. 

3) Adaptation to specific work 

Oxen which know how to walk properly must still be trained for the various tasks, 
for which they cannot be used straight away. 

For ploughing, they must be taught to walk one in the furrow (which hinders its 
movement) and the other on the land and to continue straight on after the end of the 
furrow ur.til the implement itself reaches the end. 

Training for work with spike tooth and spring tooth harrows is easy, but the 
animals most get used to walking on loose ground. 

Changing over to the cart, whose resistance to movement is less conetent than that 
of an earth-moving implement, may give rise to accidents as the animals may bolt. This 
changeover must not, therefore, be undertaken too early and it is wise, to begin with, 
to keep an assistant in front of the oxen. 

4) Work with a single animal 

When the pair of oxen works calmly and obediently, it becomes easy to uncouple 
them and make them work separately. It will thus be possible to use the oxen 
alternately for weeding between lines or together with different implements. only a 
few hours are generally needed for this training. 

5) After training 

Although training may seem to be complete after a few weeks, the various habits 
have still only been learnt very superficially. During a long period of inaction 
after training the animals will tend to lose the habit of daily contact with their 
mzster and the equipment with which they work. This may make it neoessary to eta-t the 
training again almost completely. The oxen must therefore be put to regular work as 
soon as they are trained end the value of the cart cannot be overemphasised since in 
this way the draught animals can continue to be kept at work. 

The method of guiding the animals must be exactly the same as that used in training. 
It is therefore very important that~thetraining should take place in the presence of, 
and even with the assistance of, the owner of the animals. 

It is desirable for the animals always to be driven by the same cowherd, or at 
least by B limited number of people, since the enimals become accustomed to the people 
with whom they work.* 

Finally, rhe way of life of the draught animais must be as regular as possible. 
since habit is a basic factor in effective employment of them. 

l In the cattle shed, the two oxen of the same pair must be tethered side by side. 
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VII 

HOUSINO OF THE ANIMALS 

In African nrral areas,~very simple housing must be envisaged for the animals 
used for cultivation, constructed of local materials such as clay hid earthen blocks, 
wood and straw. 

A) TXE CATTLE Sm 

This must: 

shelter the axinal from sun 2nd rain, 
be adequately hygienic (good drainage, cleanliness) and well ventilated, 
make it possible for all the fodder to he eaten, 
permit complete utilization of the manure. 

1) Dimensions 

Each animal needs a rectanylar space of about 1.50 m. wide and length according 
to size of the aim+1 (from the muzzle to the rear of the h&d quarters) + 0.10 m; 
i.e. an average of 2 m. to 2.50 m. 

2) - Floor 

This must be impervious and hard and preferably sloping to facilitate the run-off 
of liquid manure. 

It must not be slippery. 

As far as possible, a slightly raised site should be chosen. 

3) Construction 

Let us take the example of a cattle shed far 2 animals: 9 vertical Fasts, 6 of 
which 2 m. high support roofing made of woven vegetable material OII of thatch. The 
posts mark out two 1.50 m. x 2.50 m. spaces for the animals and a corridor 1.50 m. 
wide and 3 m. long. 

The walls and stall sides should be made of horizontal wooden cro~ss-members 
acting as barriers and capable of'being padded with straw (figs. 3 uld 4). 



Fig. 3 - Plan of a cattleshed Fig. 4 - Cross section (for two or mci-e 
for twc animals pairs of animals, the ridge pole should be 

perpendicular to the line shown here, i.e. 
parallel to the corridor). 

The height cf these walls should be 1 m. or 1.20 m. The whole shed is thus 
amply ventilated. 

If it is to house several pairs of oxen, the animals of each pair must be 
tethered alongside each other. 

If possible, the m should be made of brick. 200 litre casks cut in two 
can also be used. 

The manger must be able tc hold 100 litres per animal and should be 0.60 m. wide 
with its rim 0.50 m. above the ground (fig. 5). 

DEEP LI'JT'ZR CATTLE SHED 

In the deep litter cattle shed, the manure stays pkt; it is covered ever every 
day with a layer of litter and the manure is cleared out cnce or twice a year. 

No droppings ape lost, the nwnure is well packed and maintenance work is reduced 
to a minimum. 



A: exercise area 
E: covered area for the animals 

fig. 5 - Free shelter 
(3 pair of oxen) 

a: 
d: 
f: 

drinking trough 
door 

A: exercise area 
E: covered area for the animals 

a: drinking trough 
d: door 
f: 1.50m high round posts supporting 

the enclosllre 
g: sheet metal guttering 
m: manger 
p: posts made oi tree trunks driven 

into the ground. 

1.50m high round posts supporting 
the enclosllre 

g: 
m: 
P: 

sheet metal guttering 
manger 

fig. 5 - Free shelter 
(3 pair of oxen) 

posts made oi tree trunks driven 
into the ground. 

Fig. 6 - Cattle shed with manwe trench 
(1 pair of oxen) 
A: feeding area 
E: Space for the animals 
F: manure trench 
c: enclosure with rcuni3. pcots 
m: manger 
p: 'posts made of tree Itrunks 

driven into the grqund 
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1) Ip i'.s simplest form, the cattle shed will consist of a shelter under which the 
animals will be regularly tethered with a little straw as litter SC that their 
manure can be collected. The roof of this shelter map serve as a reserve of 
straw or of forage. 

2) A m&e sophisticated type of deep litter cattle shed will include a 2.50 m. wide 
trench (to facilitate covering over a length proportional to the number of oxen, 
counting 2 m. per pair of oxen). 

Here are its main details: (figs. 6 - 7 - 8 - 9) 

Depth 1 m, with excavated earth thrown up onto the edges forming a 
slope. 

Inclined plane at one end to facilitate entry and exit of the animals. 

Thorn-bushes planted on the rear excavated earth or a movable barrier 
of round posts. 

At the bottom of the trench, the addition of 5 to 7 cm. of packed 
laterite to prevent too much infiltration of liquid manure (which 
should be dosorbed by good litter). Depending on the type of soil, 
the side walls may also be rendered with laterite. 

Roofing supported by wooden posts and framework and covered with 
vegetable matter tiling or thatch. 

A well mk nearby and equipped with pail and rope. 

Cl THE STABLE 

In Tropical Africa, the stable often consists of straw roofing under which the 
horse is tethered. It is wide open end amply ventilated. If the necessary materials 
are mailable, housing may be built similar to a cattle shed and enclosed by earth 
walls. Its dimensions should be as follows: 

For 1 horse: width 1.70 m. 

total length 4.00 m. 

In addition to tne manger, a rack must be constructed. 

For 1 donkey: width 1.00 m. 

t0t.d length 2.50 m. 



Excavated earth 

Fig. I F L i :: 

* 9 8 a- -e- -s- 4 

Length proportional to the nmber of cxen'(2 m. per pair) 

Posts supporting 
the roofing 

SECTION 

FIE. 9 



V-III 

FEEDING - FRODUCTION JXD CONSEBVATION OF FEED 

The correct feeding of the draught animals is one of the essential conditions in 
the success of animal draft cultivation. In Africa, whereas the horse is generally well 
cared for and properly nourished, it is much more difficult to make the farmer understand 
that he must pw'just a&much attention to feeding his Oxen as he would do for a horse. 

The difficulties in feeding draught animals stem from the fact that the adoption 
of animal draft cultivation straight away commits the farmer, who is rarely a stock-breeder, 
to a more developed aspect of stock management than is the case with the stock-raiser. 
Indeed, the agricultural areas are very different to the pasture areas and, since the use 
of the animals in situ avoids seasonal transfers, the farmer has to take the ox to the 
fallow land, prepare reserves of feed, distribute additional rations and provide drinking 
water. 

A) TBZORETICAL REQUIRE~E‘PTS 

Estimates of the theoretical requirements of bovine draught animals vary from 
author to author. The following figures for a 300 kg bullock may however be taken as 
representative: 

In addition: 

Maintenance 2.60 U.F. per day (1) 

light work 
medium work 
&stained work 

1.40 U.F. 
2.60 U.F. 
4.GG U.F. 

(1) U.F. : abbreviation for forage unit. 

Here are some figares for the maintenance rations of oxen of various weights: 

200 kg : 1.95 U.F. 
250 : 2~.3G 
300 : 2.60 
350 : 2.95 
400 : 3.25 
450 : 

;s: 500 : . 

Furthermore, the following formulae apply within fairly wide limits: with E as 
the maintenance ration, the total ration for light work may be taken as 

for medium work: 2 E; and for heavy work: % E. 

As regards the qualitative composition of the ration, the digestible protein 
requirement, for both maintenance and work, amoUnts to 250 g. 

The bulk coefficient (dry matter per forage unit) must be about: 

2 for a resting ox 
1.5 far a working ox 



kintenance ration for a horse: 

resting 
working 

2.5 u.F. per da:, 
5 U.P. 

and 325 g. of nitrogenous digestible 
matter (maintenance and work) 

E'aintenance ration for a donkey: 

maintenance 1.5 U.F. per day 
light work 2.5 U.F. 
continuous work 4 U.F. 

The working donkey must be properly fed and not left to its own devices. 

At the end of this chapter will be found a table of food values of the animal 
feeds normally found in Africa. 

3) SEASONAL TRANSFERS 

Some farmers, particularly in the Sahel-Sudan regions, make their animals work 
during the rainy season and, in the dry ?.eason, entrust Ohem to Peul pastoral people 
who move north with the herds. This system should be abandoned and draught animals 
must remain where they are. 

cl FBDING OF ANIMALS ON FALLOW LAID 

The use of fallow land for grazing remains the main souroe of supply of feed for 
working animals. Fallow land, often 3 to 5 years old, is needed since the African 
farmer has not yet become accustomed to the regular uze of soil improvement methods ar.d 
fertilizers. 

The use of fallow land is only possible in those areas of the Sudaniax-Cuinean 
zones where there is sufficient rainfall. 

On tropical fallow land, as well as on natural pastures, graminaceae are 
predominant and are sometimes the only greenstuffs present. If the land is left 
fallow for a long time, BaplingS and shrubs may also begin to grow in addition to 
herbaceous plants. 

The nutritional value to be got from fallow land is generally fair12 low: 5 to 
6 hectares of fallow are needed to feed one ox weighing about 300 kg. To assess the 
area needed to feed a bovine, use is sometimes made of the fallowing empirical 
formula: to feed an adult 300 kg. ox at least as many hectares are needed as there 
are months in the dry season. 

I~~~OVEGZ'NT OF NATURAL FALLOW LAND 

The following may be used to improve the pasture: 
Either graminaceae : Pennisehm purpureum (elephant grass). a hybrid P., known as red 
neck, or leguminous plants: Stylosanthes gracilis far example. 

The following improvement methods are recommended: 

First put the herd out to pasture on land with the improved species acd 
then put it on the fallow land for a few days: the seeds absorbed are 
eliminated in the droppings thus~ assisting the soil improvement. 
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It is, however, particularly by means.of enclosed areas that appreciable 
progress can be made in the production of feed on natural pastures and 
in their effective use. 

The fencing will preferably consist of live hedges (cotton-trees, spurge, 
mesquite, etc.). These fences enable the animals to be penned in, as a 
result of which the hard stalks will be trampled, broken down and converted 
into humus, the soil will be manured by their droppings and the cropped 
grass will sprout again. Care must, however, be taken not to put too many 
animals in the enclosure. 

Mowing of pasture land achieves similar results. In addition it enables 
forage reserves to be stored. 

D) FORAGE CULTIVATION 

With the agricultural progress associated with stock-breeding, it will be necessary 
to cL-rivate plants in the area for cropping, as well as temporary grassland for feeding 
the animals. 

The principle of forage cultivation is to incorporate it into the crop rotation 
syster.. The following crop rotation may, for example, be grown: 

a - ground-nuts - millet - ground-nuts - forage over 3 years 

b - cotton - sorghum and beans, ground-nuts - sorghum and andrcpcgcn or again 

c - sorghum - ground-nuts (or cotton) - sorghum - Bengal hemp (1) 

The plants cultivated in tropical countries for forage production belong almost 
exclusively to the Graminaceous ad Leguminous families, particularly the former. 

Here are the main species which may be used: 

1) Graminaceae 

a) Thick stalked 

- Fiize, an excellent forage plant for its stalk and its grain. 
Needs rich soil andheavy muluring. 

--F 
Broadcast sown, it is an excellent high yield 

(up to 30 tons per hectare forage crop. 

- Sorghum. Same advantage as millet. Disadvantage: the stalks 
rapidly harden.Hhen eaten green there are risks of digestive ill effects for the 
animals. 

- Ccix-lwryma - Jobi grows in a variety of soils. It gives high 
.,ir.liie uith I t" 5 r*nne * yppp ire 2 +ti* cli.v*te. ~ _ _ _ - _ __ _ __ _i_ 

- Some varieties of sugar cane with relatively fine stalks may be 
used is forage. 

(1) The first rotation is recommended by the Rural Agriculture Centre at Bambey, the 
second by BOUDET for countries with a Sudanian-type climate and the third by 
DUlK?WP, for ccuntries with an annual rainfall of less than 1 m. 



b) Medium or fine stalks 

Depending on their main use, these may be classified as follows: 

a-1) BAY GRASSES: these are generally annual Graminaceae with 
upright stalks. 

- Teff (Eragrostis abyssinica). 
excellent hay. - 

Grows very quickly and produces 

- Sudan-grass (Andropogon sorghum). Very resistant to drought; 
may be cultivated in a dry climate with a short rainy season. Makes good silage. 

- 
(Finger grass: 

Various graminaceae of the Panicurn, Paspalum and Dieitaria types 
Digitalis exilis is cultivated for its seed and has a stalk which 

makes excellent forage). 

b-2) INTERbmIATE GXASSES: they may be used for hay and may also 
be eaten green. Here *l-e soule examples: 

- Guinea gmss (Panicurn maximum) 

prefers rich-soiFephant grass (Pennisetum purpui-evm). Needs a lot of water and 
. Its yield may reach 90 tons per hectare. 

- Brachiaria and Digitaria Umfolumi. Excellent species for cultivated 
grass-land for use as pasture, for hay or s-cropping. Yields are about 20 tons 
per hectare. The best, in humid areas, is B. ruaiziensis and, for humid low-lying 
land, B. mutica. 

- Phalaris bulbosa. Fairly demanding. Much sought after by the 
animals. 

- Rhode-grass (Chloris gayana). Good both for hay and for grazing. 

S3) PASTURE GRASSES: These are perennial graminaceae which, 
generally speaking, produce hay which is of poor quality or 
difficult to keep. 

We may mention: 

- Paspalum dilatatum, in humid soils. 

- Brachiaria mutica (or Para-grass) also in humid soils. 

- Pennisetum longistylum (or Kikuyu-grass) of high forage value. 

2) Lepminous plants 

These should preferably be mixed with the graminaceae. 

- Stylosanthes irracilis is particularly successful where the annual 
rainfall exceeds 1,000 nun. Its yield with two crops may reach 10 tons PET hectare, 

- Beans (Dolichos Lablab) may be sown between lines of sorghum; it 
makes good pasture the dry season. Its yield is 6 to 10 tons of forage per hectare. 
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- Bengal-heme gives good forage provided that it is cut before the 
stalks became woody. It can be used fcr silage. 

E) PRESERVATION OF FEED 

1) .N 

In tropical ccuntries it must be m&n before it flowers because the grass 
then rapidly becomes hard and of low mineral content. 

Haymaking is generally difficult in hot countries, except in the Sahelian 
region where it can be dried easily. 

The forage m=t bc axposed to the sun as little as possible. 

Big stacks should be made as soon as the hay is sufficiently dry. 

The hay of tropical pastures is generally one third less nutritive than 
that of temperate climates. During drying it loses, in particular, a lot of carotene, 
a principle source of vitamin A. 

2) Ensilage 

This is a procedure for the airtight 
preservation of feed, and in bulk. It 
enables moist nourishment to be fed to th; 
animals during the dry seascn. 

Sila e its should be dug in permeable *lo). 
Plants with thick stalks must be broken 
9. 
"3 is done in successive layers of 
30 to 40 cm. with packing down as the work 

Fig. 10 Section of a silage trench 
PI-CglVSSES. 

Fermentations occur (particularly lactic). The last layer is covered with 
a little straw and with earth which is packed dawn. Care must be taken to avoid any 
air entering the silage pit or clamp. 

Ensilage enables reserve of feed to be stored so that it c& be fed to the 
animals at any time of the year. 

It will keep for up to 1 year. 

F) ADDITIONAL FEEDING 

1) The use of crop by-products * 

In Africa, these by-products are all too often left unused and are wasted. 

l See the following publications: l See the following publications: 
. Tropical products usable as animal feeds in French-speaking West Africa. P6cngodin . Tropical products usable as animal feeds in French-speaking West Africa. P6cngodin 

(B.) and Van den Berg (X.). I.E.M.V.T. - B.D.P.A. (B.) and Van den Berg (X.). I.E.M.V.T. - B.D.P.A. 
. The food values of 150 foodstuffs in West Africa. . The food values of 150 foodstuffs in West Africa. Kcngodin (B.) and Rivi??re (R.). Kcngodin (B.) and Rivi??re (R.). 

I.E.M.V.T. - (1965). I.E.M.V.T. - (1965). 
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- Ground-nut haulm, which is rich in nitrogenous matter. has a forage 
value of 0.5 U.F. per kg. 

- Roots and tubers: yams and, particularly. cassava are excellent for 
oxen in providing far immediate energy requirements. 

- Ground-nut cattle-cake can be given at a rate Of 300 to 500 g. per day 
per animal to young growing beasts. 

Harvested and dried under the best conditions the haulm from a 4 hectare 
ground-nut field (in Senegal) can feed a pair of oxen for at least 200 days. 

The animals are each given 8 to 10 kg. morning and evening. 

- Cowpea haulm is harvested and preserved like that of ground-nuts. 
Storage must be sufficiently ventilated to avoid mould. 

- Rice straw ran be used as a source of additional nourishment to ensure 
carry over during the dry season, particularly for adult ruminants. 

- Rice and millet bran, mostly fed to poultry, can provide an additional 
so~ce of energy for working oxen and horses. 

2) Mineral additives 

a) REQUIRENBJTS 

These are summarised in the following table: 

MIIITENANCE GROWTH GESTATION LACTATION WORK 

Ca 5 m-/100 kg 15 g/kg sf 6 g/100 kc 2.5 t= 3 dkci - 
of vci+t gzix of weight of milk 

---------------__-----.--------.---- 

P 5 gr A 00 kg 6 g/kg of 5.56/100 kz 
BOVINES sf weic'ht Gail sf wCig*t 2 te 2o5dkE - 

bf milk 
----------------------.--------.---- 

kc1 5 cr/lOO kg 2 dke *f 

of weight 

CEZ 15 Er 
PnnT*":C Iy"L..-., -------- 

300 kt P 96 16.7 G 
animal 15.2 c 



- For horses: 30 to 50 litres per day. 

- For donkeys and moles: 15 to 30 litres per day. 

- For dromedaries: 50 to 60 litres every 2 days. 

HI TYPES OF RATIONS RECOM,ENDEE FOR WORKING OXEN 

B Agricultural Research Centre (Senegal) 

- Ground-nut haulm 12 kg 

- Bush hay 4 kg 

- Bush silage 

- Crushed sorghum 
4 kg 

2 kg 

b) PRACTICBL AIJ~NISTRdTION 

The. best method of giving animals mineral salts is to make a "mineral lick” 
available to them. There are meny different formulae available in the trade. Here 
is one recommended in Senegal (Boulel Agricultural Research Station). 

demensions 17 x 9 x 5 cm 

weight 2 k.5 

composition: 

bicaloium phosphate 2% 

eodi-urn chloride 82% 
calcium carbonate 4% 

0) WdTER AED WATERING 

Eere are Some practical figures. 

For bovines: 

In extensive cattle raisinfl with night o&+x-age in the Sudanian area: 

- in the rainy seaeon: 

Zebus: 16 litres (extremes 10 1. to 23 1.) 

Taurines: 12.5 litres (extremes 7 1. to 19 1.) 

- in the dry season: 

ZebUS: 21 litres (extremes 12 1. to 29 1.) 

Taurines: 20.5 litres (extremes 13 1. to 25 1.) 

In extensive cattle raising grounds without night pa&ring: 30 to 40 
litres per day. 

For working animala: 40 to 50 litrea per day in the dry seaeon. 
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SARIA (Upper Volta) 

- Hay or straw 8 - 10 kg per day 

(tricslcium phosphate 3 kg 
- 1 kg mixture of ( sea salt 5 kg 

(sorghum seed 

- 1 kg of ground-nut cattle-cake 

C.F.D.T. Centre (Niger) 

100 kg 

- 7 to 10 kg of hey 

- 1 to 2.5 kg of sorghum or ground-nut cattle-cake. 

IVORY COAST (according to BOUIET) 

- Medium work 

- 20 kg of young grass 

- 5 kg of grass ready for cutting 

- 3 kg of ground-nut haulm 

- 1 kg of millet 

( U.F. 4.3 

i.e. ( MAD(l) : 416 kg 

( Bulk : 1.7 

- Light work in drier aTea 

- Hay or rice straw 5 kg 
- ground-nut haulm 8 kg 
- ground-nut cattlecake ‘3.5 kg 
- low quality ground rice 0.5 kg 
- sorghum lkg 

(1) (M&i&es azotees digestibies) 
Digestible nitrogenous mztter 



DESCRIPTION M.S. M.P.B. Cell. M.G. EiiA Ca P M.P.D. BxEFux 
$ of dry matter Ruminants Ruminants 

Digitaria Umfolozi 

li.7 33.7 1.3 38.4 0.49 0.23 0.60 
Green forage 

5;o 
35.4 1.8 43.3 0.60 0,38 
36.3 1.5 45.8 0.64 0.33 

0.51 

Fresh growth 11.8 32.4 1.0 43.4 0.58 0.31 :*'6;t 
Mali hay 38.3 0.8 45.0 0.40 0.22 0.4 0:36 
Ivory coast hay ::58 37.6 2.1 44.2 0.42 0.24 3.1 0.44 

.~---__----_-----~__~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~-~ 
Millet forage 

(Sorghum Almum) 25.5 1.2 34.6 0.62 0.54 16.9 0.70 
1.3 35.1 0.59 0.56 11.6 0.57 
1.1 39.2 0.30 0.35 0.41 
1.1 41.0 0.23 0.28 0.45 

30.9 5.4 41.1 1.0 43.6 0.23 0.28 2.7 0.42 

.-------------------------------------------- 
Maize forage 

Gl-Wll 21.9 8.1 23.7 2.7 59.4 0.34 0.20 4.8 0.89 
Cob forming stage 48.2 8.8 28.0 0.9 54.8 0.69 0.25 4.9 0.75 
straw 93.~6 5.0 34.7 1.1 52.5 - - 0.8 0.53 

.-------------------------------------------- 
Pennisetum Merkeri 

Green forage 13.1 13.4 32.7 2.4 36.2 0.34 0.26 0.60 
I, II 17.0 9.8 35.7 1.6 41.5 0.41 0.19 0.56 
II II 25.1 ;.; 37.2 1.9 42.0 0.14 3.8 0.51 
II II 39.9 . 38.0 1.8 42.5 0.18 3.1 0.48 

_-__~-------_-_-1--__~----~~~3~~~~-_~-~-_-__-_ 
Pennisetum clandestinum 

19.5 15.7 ;;.; 1.8 43.5 0.44 0.50 11.4 0.70 
91.6 10.5 . 1.8 46.3 0.31 0.32 6.5 0.52 

--------------------------------------------- 
Pennisetum polystachion 

Green forage 18.8 8.3 36.8 1.4 41.5 0.26 0.22 4.4 0.54 
Hay 92.0 4.1 43.2 1.0 45.0 0.21 0.25 2.0 0.34 

__-_r---_-____-_------------~-~~~-~-~--~---~~ 
Pennisetum pur*ureum 

(Elephant grass) 20.6 10.6 34.9 2.7 39.3 0.40 0.20 6.6 0.57 

--~~~~_----_--_-_---____________________-~~~~ 
Andropagon Gayaras 

18.0 10.2 35.0 1.4 45.1 0.35 0.20 6.2 0.66 
45.7 0.36 0.17 0.63 

Hay 47.5 0.36 0.15 0.62~ 
48.8 0.39 0.15 3.5 0.63 

44.0 ;.; 37.6 1.6 ;;.; 0.39 0.13 2.5 0.58 
93.2 . 39.7 1.2 . 0.39 0.06 0.5 0.41 

--------------------------------------------- 
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FORAGE- GRAMIIIACEAE (oont'd.) 

M.S. M.P.B. Cell. M.G. ENA Ca P M.P.D. ENERGY 
y% Of dry matter Ruminants Ruminants 

'aspalum virga.tum 

Green forage 22.5 0.35 0.17 6.0 0.59 
II II 29.2 0.26 0.15 3.0 

91.8 
0.58 

H=Y 0.43 0.14 1.4 0.45 
_-___-_-_-_--------_------------------------ 

e maxim 

Green forage 16.6 10.7 34.3 1.2 41.1 0.45 0.21 6.7 0.57 
II II 25.8 9.2 34.1 1.5 j;.; 0.44 0.25 5.3 0.58 
II ,I 34.1 

:*'1 . 
35-g l-l 

4514 
0.54 0.22 3.6 0.57 

H=Y 92.5 36.9 1.1 0.69 0.26 2.6 0.45 
-------------------_------------------------ 
'anicum antidotale 18.3 15.1 33.0 1.4 37.1 0.75 0.24 10.1 0.61 

25.3 39.9 0.59 0.23 0.58 
34.3 43.3 0.54 0.22 0.59 

knchme cilisris 25.2 8.4 34.9 1.: 38.3 0.59 0.18 4.5 O-50 
6.4 41.8 t1.7 40.2 0.33 0.17 3.0 0.37 
5.3 43.5 1.5 41.1 0.29 0.17 2.5 0.36 

ienchrus setigerus 25.9 0.20 3.5 0.48 
33.7 0.19 3.0 0.55 

rietida mutabilis 2:': 3.9 40.2 1.1 48.6 0.25 0.11 2.0 0.51 

94:0 2.8 2.1 41.5 42.8 0.0 1.0 48.5 40.4 0.31 0.23 0.09 0.01 0.5 0.3 0.39 0.36 

NATURAL PASTURES 

$ of dry matter 

'atural green pastures 

Fresh shoots 17.7 22.8 23.9 2.0 34.3 0.29 0.45 18.2 0.71 
young forage: 

good quality 24.8 9.7 33.9 2.1 44.0 0.31 0.24 5.8 0.61 
average quality 21.7 1.2 35.1 1.5 45.8 0.31 0.24 3.5 0.50 

Older forage: 
average quality 30.8 6.8 36.7 1.6 47.3 0.30 0.18 3.2 0.48 

Young forage: 
poor quality 23.0 4.1 36.9 1.4 46.6 0.42 0.15 2.1 0.43 

Older forage: 
poor quality 39.6 4.9 40.3 1.6 48.6 0.48 0.10 2.0 0.35 

-------------------------------------------- 
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NATURAL PASTUTES (oont'd.) 

DESCRIP'PION M.S. M.P.B. Cell. M.G. mA Ca P M.P.D. FSEXGY 
$ Of dry matter Ruminants Ruminants 

lreminaoeous hay natural) 

(average quality) 64.0 6.5 37.4 1.8 47.7 0.69 0.09 2.6 0.46 
92.0 3.7 42.3 1.0 45.7 0.45 0.05 0.5 0.31 

---v-w- -----------------_------------------- 
keminaoeous straw 96.4 3.1 44.7 0.7' 46.9 0.40 0.10 0.4 0.30 

--------------------------------___-----___, 
letural green forage 

Graminaceae and 
Leguminous plants 25.6 11.5 31.0 2.2 46.9 0.87 0.10 7.5 0.72 

FORAGE - IEGUKCNOUS PLANTS 

Pure strains 

$ of dry matter 

itylosezthee gracilis 

Green forage 21.0 16.5 27.5 2.1 42.6 0.23 
11 II 30.0 12.6 

1.65 12.4 0.73 
29.7 

II II 
2.0 46.8 1.44 0.21 8.5 0.71 

$2 
10.0 30.5 

B=Y 
;:; ;;.z ;a; 0.18 

22 
0.72 

. 9.9 32.5 . . 0.17 0.54 
-------------------------------------------- 
:entrosema pubesoens 

Green forage 21.8 lg.6 30.9 2.1 39.3 1.o~ 0.21 
II II 18.8 

15.5 0.70 
29.4 32.2 1.9 41.4 0.18 14.7 0.68 

H=Y 87.0 17.2 32.6 
1.15 

2.1 42.4 1.88 0.27 12.5 0.54 
--w---m -----------------__-________________^ 
hasoelus atropurpurens 

23.0 20.9 23.5, 2.0 47.0 1.25 0.28 16.8 
95.0 Lt.6 28.7 2.3 48.6 1.74 0.30 

0.83 
10.1 0.60 

ueraria javenioa 91.5 17.9 29.0. 2.0 42.1 1.20 0.18 13.2 0.58 

esmodium aepe- 25.2 21.1 20.6 
22 I$:; 

1.68 0.22 17.0 
37.6 

0.85 
20.2 21.5 1.35 0.19 16.1 0.84 

esmodium torts 23.8 24.1 25.0 2.1 38.0 1.64 0.23 20.0 0.71 

mall millet 
West African) 

orghum (West 
fricen) 

89.31 10.04 1.52 4.95 70.91 0.022 0.262 6.22 0.98 

89.91 10.42 2.62 3.23 71.66 0.026 0.291 5.94 0.92 



DESCRIPTION M.S. M.P.B. Cell, rhOi !i?rA CF. P M.P.D. EtlEXGY 
~$ of dry matter Ruminants Ruminants 

lfaiae (dry countries) 
(West African) 92.6 
Maize (coastal countries) 

IO.95 2.15 4.15 74.03 0.022 0.339 7.73 1.08 

(West African) 87.07 8.62 
Finger grass 

1.83 2.96 71.93 0.032 0.340 6.61 1.05 

(West African) 88.0 6.30 8.1 3.8 65.3 0.06 
Eleusine (Far 

0.26 2.64 0.76 

East & Africa) 89.2 6.8 2.9 2.3 74.3 0.34 0.37 2.85 0.80 

--------------------------------------------- 
Rice (Far East) 

Paddy 87.0 6.7 8.0 2.1 64.0 0.08 0.26 
Cargo rice 86.1 7.9 1.0 2.0 

5.09 0.87 
74.0 

Wiled rice 86.2 7.4 0.2 0.5 
0.04 0.30 6.00 1.03 

77.7 0.01 0.13 4.88 1.05 

.----------.---------------_-i--_-____________. 
Rice (Africa) 

Paddy 89.5 8.4 
Cargo rice 89.5 ::: 0.4 . ?i’ 64-1 

0.05 0.28 5.62 0.87 
78.9 0.10 0.22 

Milled rice 08.2 6.6 0.2 
1.08 

oats (MadqEmx) is.; $c 1;.; i:i8 ;;:f 

5.77 
0.09 0.09 4.35 1.07 
0.10 

Barley 
0.40 9.30 0.73 

. . . . . 
Coix Lacrima Jobi 

0.05 0.40 9.50 0.89 

(whole grain) 86.0 11.0 11.9 2.2 55.6 0.06 0.25 - 

SEEDS OF LEWMINCUS PLANTS 

Angola peas 
(Cajenus Cajan) 

Beans (Dolichos 
87.5 19.3 7.4 1.5 55.4 0.16 0.78 - 

leblab) 89.6 23.9 7.75 2.75 52.2 0.26 
Haricot beans 

0.29 19.59 

(phaseolus) 
Cow peas (Vigna) 

89.4 19.8 4.6 1.0 60.1 0.23 0.33 10.69 
90.4 

Earth peas (Voandzeia 
23.35 3.92 1.8 57.65 0.17 0.42 19.14 

Sub-tersenea) 90.83 17.10 4.9 7.63 58.04 0.12 0.29 14.02 
Gun Arabic tree 

(Acacia nilotica) 15.4 21.2 2.8 0.22 - 
Carob beane 12.8 8.9 1.6 6.5 

1.01 

0.76 
1.06 

1.11 

0.87 

56 

ClT.REAI. GRAINS (coot%.) 
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GRAIN BY-PRODUCTS 

DESCRIPTION M.S. M.P.B. Cell. M.G. ENA Ca P M.P.D. RiERGY 

Coarse wheat bran Ruminants Ruminants 

(West African) 88.78 11.39 14.64 2.63 54.62 0.131 1.069 8.98 0.74 
Fine wheat bran 

(Vest Afrioen) 87.97 15.33 8.96 3.45 55.43 0.11 1.02 11.34 
Milled wheat bren 

0.74 

s~;;"m~B"~; 87.14 15.66 8.06 3.59 55.28 0.100 0.924 12.79 0.88 

Traditional milling 
Rhodesia 92.0 12.1 7.5 10.7 57.0 0.05 0.58 7.86 0.80 

Sorghum bran - 
Traditional milling 
Niger 90.2 13.3 4.3 0.4 61.2 0.05 0.46 10.4 0.87 

Sorghum bran - 
Industrial milling 88.2 15.4 9.3 4.7 55.7 - - 12.01 0.78 

l&&e bran - 
Traditional milliq 
Africa 86.00 10.75 5.9 8.5 56.1 0.06 0.72 6.23, 0.92 

Maize bran - 
Industrial milling 
Dakas 86.6 10.9 12.0 7.2 53.5 0.03 0.51 6.30 0.92 

Rice bran - Africa 
end Kedegesoar 88.65 6.40 20.55 4.15 46.75 0.09 0.41 4.16 0.42 

Rice bran flow 89.59 11.01 6.22 12.69 52.51 0.048 1.269 7.18 1.02 

STRAW, WSKS AND INLL 

Rice straw 92.5 ;.; ;;.; 0.19 0.07 0.35 0.29 
Rise husks Y?.O 

15:3 
- 

;."8 
* 

z'8.i 
0.08 0.08 0.12 0.29 

Cocoa pods 92.1 17.9 4.8 46:7 0.20 0.15 4.i3 0.46 
Vigna Sinensis hull 

Madagaascar 39.3 7.9 40.1 0.8 37.1 0.44 - 5.60 0.85 
Whole maize head 
Agzo;s==b) 93.96 7.49 12.44 2.8 63.31 0.015 0.221 5.45 0.84 

(West African) 88.3 1.6 40.1 0.2 44.2 0.01 0.03 0 0.40 

HAULM AN-D LEAms 

Bean lewee 
(Dolichos Lablab) 93.9 18.3 16.0 3.2 40.7 1.2 0.15 14.21 0.56 

Ground-nut haulm - 
Meradi & Nxdegascar 92.1 11.8 21.2 1.7 45.7 1.19 0.13 6.37 0.40 

Dried beobeb leaves 
(West African) 91.0 9.C 14.4 1.8 58.4 1.08 0.40 5.76 2.41 

Angola pee. leaves 85.3 16.4 25.5 2.3 34.0 - - 12.79 O.jl 
Sahel acacia leaves 60.8 19.43 13.01 4.98 55.90 3.05 I.90 10.10 0.46 

-.- 



BAUL AND LEAVES (cant ‘Lt.) 

DESCRIPTION M.S. M.P.B. Cell N.G. ENA Ca P M.P.D. ENERGY 

Leaves of Balenites Ruminants Ruminanta 

Egyptiaca 91.10 23.20 16.60 2.40 37.30 1.53 0.12 
Sweet potato (haulm) 18.1 

13.45 0.51 
1.31 5.9 0.3 9.1 6.01 0.03 0.35 0.10 

Banana leaves - 
iadagascar and 
Tanganyika 16.2 2.3 4.5 0.73 8.33 0.17 0.03 1.26 0.14 

Iiaulm of Niebe 
Vignas sinensis 89.0 12.5 31.P 2.5 36.0 0.57 0.26 7.62 0.61 

Leucaena glauca 25.0 4.9 5.0 0.6 12.8 0.7 0.03 3.18 0.15 

RCWSRNDTLTRERS 

Fresh cassava 34.25 1.24 0.74 0.25 31.07 0.044 0.043 0 0.34 
Dried oassava 88.06 2.10 2.70 0.67 80.3; 0.99 0.088 0 0.96 
Fresh potatoes 27.93 1.06 1.13 0.26 24.33 0.025 0.070 0.68 0.22 
Dried potatoes - 
Africa k Madagascar 66.73 2.80 3.56 0.66 75.30 0.20 0.18 0.39 0.90 

Yams 
Fresh yam 
Dried yam 
Dried two 
(Colocasia 
Esculenta) 

36.85 2.00 1.05 0.10 32.54 0.116 0.052 0 0.39 
89.65 8.85 2.70 0.25 73.95 0.19 0.120 5.04 0.59 

83.5 6.80 2.40 0;30 71.15 0.018 0.20 0.95 0.Q 

MISCELLANEOUS IRUITS AND GRAINS 

Whole banana 24.10 1.25 0.95 0.28 22.00 0.015 0.023 0.68 0.26 
Banana pulp 24.12 l.M) 
Cottonseed (Africa) 97.8 

0.55 
19.8 

0.25 

Green Mangoes (pulp) 
1.03 

14.5 0.3 0.18 
Breadfruit 

h-tocarpus 
communis) 30.0 1.3 1.8 0.4 25.5 0.02 0.04 0 0.31 

s: For graminaceovs and leguminous forages, the composition is given in percentage 
Of dry mstter; the energy value is that contained in one kilogramme of dry 
matter. 

For the other produots, the data relate to the basic product as it can be eaten. 
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pRODUCTION OF MAAURE. LI'PTXR 

Apart from a few rare exceptione when the animals wed for cultivation in the wet 
season are sent away with the herds in the dry eeason, draught oxen are tending more and 
more to remain settled in the seme area. On days when they are not working they are put 
out to graze in the morning by a cowherd and brought back to the village in the evening 
where they spend the night in an enclosure made of thorns or, more rarely, in rudimentary 
deep litter cattle-sheds. 

As soon as the aniwla remain settled, manare oan be collected. At present, only 
the progressive farmers make and use manure. 

See the 'housing" chapter for descriptions of the manure-shelter and the deer, litter 

As regards litter, millet straw is often used; it decomposes properly. The production 
of manure can bexased by making semi-artificial manure, although this involves extra 
work. The litter ia then removed regularly and put on suooessive layers of straw which 
are then watered. 

&et before the rainy season, the manure is put out in the fields in piles and then 
spread before ploughing; mineral fertiliser is usually spread just after ploughing. 

The quality of the manure varies with the species of animal producing it. Bovine 
droppings have 8 higher fertilising power than those of horse8 or donkeys and, for equal 
weight, produce a greater quantity of manure. 

Eorsc and donkey manure is, however, very good for market-gardening. 

Iwaught animals provide the opportunity for the production of nunare. 

We quantity of manure produced by an ox stabled st night may amount to 3.2 tons a yea% 

Trials with perman&t stabling have enabled 10 tone to be produced. 

A 300 kg. horse gives about 300 kg of manure a month. A donkey 100 kg. 
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X 

NARNBSINO IQX'IBIDS ACCORDIXG M SPECIES AND BREED 

A) CROICEOF RBRBESS TYPE ACCORDING TO SpEcIm AFD BREED 

Eoraes are barneaaed by breast-strap, saddle and back-strap.(Sene 1). Donkeys have 
either sbreat-etrap with saddle and bsok-6tre.p (Senegal) or B collar SILT=). The $" 
latter mvst be properly adjusted. 

With oxen, the animals are usually harnessed in pairs. The single yoke is rarely 
men. 

Zebus, with their narrow, long poorly muscled shooldere and long, thin end heavy 
heMszen with excessive horns), pull better with the shoulder than with the head; 
hence the uee of the shoulder 9o& (except in Senegal). 

Taurineet PsrticulaSly B'Dwas, with powerful short ahouldsrs, thick necka and wide 
heads with short forward-turning horns, can pull with the head. The neck-Yoke or fore- 
head yoke may be used. 

B) TYP~OFBAFfNl% 

The reader should refer to the diagrams which explain the brief descriptiona given 
below. 

1) m 

The horse ia generally used individually with a fairly rudimentary harness. This 
inoludes: 

- a collar, usually wooden, in one piece or 
in two parts, bound together with or without 
padding and, more often than not, replaced 
by a leather breast-strap; 

-a saddle, often made of wood an+ sheet 
metal with jute sack padding, set behind 
the withers; 

In most oaeee. there is neither back-strap 
nor breeching-strap except when pulling a 
cart. 

2) m 

The non& hsrneas coneists of nook-strap, saddle and back-strap (Senegal) - Fig. 11. 

The SATEC in Upper Volta i'ecolmnends harnessing by collar (fig. 12). 

Thieconeiste of cloth and horsehair padding on pieces of baobab wood and the traces 
a-e msde of sisal rope. 

A stronger type is ueed in Dahomey (the first type easily geta out of shape) 
(Fig. 23 and 14). 

In Biger a simple breast-strapwith shoulder-strap is used which is much more 
comfortable and ia simpler (Fig. 15). 
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Metal 

Fig. I? - S.A.T.E.C. COum Fig. 13 - mm rnE Fig. 14 - DOSSAZOUME TYPE 
Upper Volta Dahomey Dahomey (u.T.E.c.) 

Fig. 11 Fig. 15 - Donkey breast- 
strap 

Back-strap Saddle 

Breas+trap 
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Fig. 16 - HEAD YOKE 

K&hod of attaching &raps 

1 to 5 



a) TRE WUBLENECK-YOKE 

This is a single piece of wood hollowed out over the neck end grooved on the upper 
surface over the hollows and the base of the horns to take the attachment straps. Boo& 
are fitted to take these straps. 

It is attached to the head and the horns by means of straps made of leather thongs 
2.5 to 3 cm wide, or of cords laced 3 times round each horn and crossing between them. 
No padding between wood and head. Case must be taken to ensure that the hollows fit the 
neck perfectly (Fig. 16). 

ADVANTAGES - This yoke permits: - good control over the animal 
- the animal to be directed better from 

behind by means of reins attached to its 
horns or ears 07 to a nose rope (Madagascar) 

- sudden efforts and easy movement backwards. 

DISADVANTAGES - - It pi-events swinging the head (impossibility 
of shaking off flies) 

- the shculders are subjected to lateral 
presaurea which hinders movement 

- when turning, it causee crabwise walking 

- it needs careful fitting to the neck, 
possibly byusing jute pads (sores on 
the neck are frequent ) 

- it is difficult to attach 
- it requires animals of the oame size 

BAMBL"y (Senegal). This type has been imitated in Ivory Coast and Togo (Fig. 17-16). 
Padding is provided between the yoke and the neck and between the forehead straps. The 
straps are made,of thongs or 8 mm rope. 

Characteristics 

ii'DeJ@d 

Zebus 

1.06 to 1.10 m 

1.20 to 1.40 

1.35 m 

3.5 to 4 kg 

B (Ivory Coast). There ia an opening for a shaft (Fig. 19). 

BxL4K~MINANKR 0.(Ivory Coast). This is e. simplified form of the Eambey (Fig. 20). 

m. This is a very simple type with the hollowed curve often too wide (Fig. 21). 

UPPm VOLTA. This is the type used in the Farako-Ed region (Figs. 22-23). 



Fig. 21 - TOGO 
m.pan;a ) 

Fig. 23 - umm VOLTA 
~~arake I 



Fig. 26 - Harness with forehad 
pks (Zaire) 

Fig. 27 - c&rd.&icsn 
R+UbliC 

Fig. 25 - Neck Yoke 

Fig. 2R - Upper Volta 
(Saria) 
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b) TEE SINGLE =-YOKE 

Rarely used in Africa, it has been suocessfully tried in 2arri-e (Figs. 24-25-26). 

c) TN3 IUUBLE SBDUWER-YOKE 

This is made of a piece of wood of varying shapes - roughly rounded in contaot with 
the neck and hollowed out on its rear lower side, to ensure 8 good fit over the shoulders. 
It varies in length according to whetker it is a plcughing yoke, a harrowing yoke or 
Z-notched yoke for plo-aghing and harrowing (Niger, SATEC Ma3agascar). 

There is a wide variety of attachment r&ems: 

- Lcop of rope. iron bar bent into aU 
or a double cross and attached to the lower part 

- wooden frame (C.A.R.) (Fig. 27) 

FOP 
part, 01 
attached 

'traction, the chain is attached directly or via an iron hook through the wooden 
again, to a ring attached to the wood. The shaft passes either inside a ring 
to the wood or, more rarely, inside the wooden part itself. 

ADVANTAGES of the shoulder yoke: 

- It is simple in shape and easy to make 
- it &ckly adjusts to the enimal 
- it leaves the animal's movements free 
- traction is applied at shoulder height: hence more 

direct use of the strength of the back 
- it is light and does not need a pair of oxen of 

exactly the same size 
- it can be fitted to hornless oxen 

DISADVANTAGES 

- it compresses the tx-ch~. and the&cd vessels 
where they enter the chest 

- shoulder sores are frequent, particularly at 
the shoulder blades, if the attachment is by 
means of iron rods 

- the applied tradive force is diagonally 
upwards, hence a tendency for the yoke to slip.back 

- driving is more difficult 

DESCRIPTION OF VAFSOUS TYPES 

upP?X VOLTA (Saria Station) (Fig. 28). Ccnsists of a wooden piece 1.35 m long with 
iron rod attachments. 

The traction chain passes through two holes made in tbe yoke. 

In addition. spacers are used between the oxen's nostril% 



Fig. 29 - NIGER 
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fig. 33 
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ip. 35 - Shoulder yoke 
(Niger I 

fig. 31 - 

Fib 36 - Shoulder yoke 
c.F*J.*. wger, 
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NIGm. A rudimentary yoke is attached by ropes of 2 lengtha (2 mto 2.10 q ) for hoeing, 
withshoulder to shoulder Spacing: 80 cm. 

The variable-apcing Wzadi yoke is attached by lFsbaped iron rods for which various 
positions are provided (Fig. 29-30). 

The shaft attachment varies: hooks or hole in the yoke. 

w. 
31-32). 

A more complex type of yoke with a special method of attaching the shaft (fig. 

THE SPECIAL VARIABLE SPACING YOKE (0'DT Yoke) ie wcrtlq of note. It is made CC two 
pieces of wcod sliding cve.r each other. 
ated yok6 is used (Fig. 33). 

In the S&cu region, a heavy and fairly complic- 

d) TKE SINGLE SH)"IDE8 YOKE 

Trials have been carried out, particularly in Niger (Figs. 35-36-37). 



Here is a list, which is not erhsustive, of the kinds of tress or shrubs currently 
used in Africa for naking yokes: 

Cm&~18 africana ("Dimbou" in Senegal) 

Pterccarpus erinsceus 

Tamarindus ixuiica (Tamarind tree) 

Balanites aegvptiaca 

Nitragyns oiliatts or inerrais ("Diou" in Mali) 

Khaya senegalensis (Eaatard mahogany) 

Tectcms grandis (Teak in Ivory Coast) 

Eyphaene thebbaics (Douo in Niger) 

Butymxpermm parkii (Kmit6 in Senegal, "SE" in Mali) 

wskis biglcboas (Ware in Upper Volts, Nette in Eahcmey) 

"Gaboug"eml "DC@' (Togo) 

WTE: Figure 38 give8 examples of dimensions of yokes in Niger. 



NORMAL YOKE 

c. -., -- 110 - 

Method of attachment of iron rods 

, 
. 

View from left, 

,_ _ - _ _ - - - 

section 
a-b 

SINGLE YOKE 

fig. 38 ,- LONG YOlW 

dimensions in cm. 
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PART WO 



I 

ANIMAL D3A"GRi'AGRIC"LT"RJ.L IhPLE&?UTS 

A) EWNOMIC DIFFICULTI~ 

It is well known how under-equipped the countries concerned are, in the industrial 
i$s well as in the rural field. As regards the latter, with a few exceptions, there is 
no existing infrastructure, such es a sales/repair network for agricultural machinery. 
Now, when the vast size of such a system in Europe is considered, together with the 
essential -part it plays in rural life, it can well be understood why it is difficult 
to distribute and maintain even simple equipment in Africa and Madagascar. 

In the same context, the economic clir+te is hardlyfavowableto the mechanization 
of agriculture. There is little CP no encouragement towards increased production and 
modernisation of farming enterprises (furthermore it is doubtful whether the expression 
"farm enterprise" can properly be applied to the groups of family huts and the shifting 
cultivation methods mainly carried on with the elementary purpose of feeding the family, 
problems of income and trading being of relatively secondary importance). 

In some cases the State has intervened, for example by setting u&state marketing 
organizations Z this is the case with cotton and sometimes with ground-nuts - the improved 
economic conditions then quickly result in an increase in production and therefore in the 
fanner's income. Only then can the vicious circle of economic underdevelopment be 
broken: o&put rem&s restricted while there is a lack of production inputs, and 
conversely there is a lack of production inputs because output is so small. 

part one of this handbook has been devoted mainly to the animals called upon very 
occasicnally to carry loads or more often to pull agricultural implements. 

These agi-icultural implements - which may be either field equipment or on the farm 
crop handling and processing equipment - will be described at length and commented on in 
the succeeding pages. Before starting on the subject in detail, however, it seems wcrth- 
while collecting together some general ideas in ordes better to understand the wide 
Yariety of diffictities encountered when supplying individual peasant farms with equipment 
in the tropical regions of Africa and in Madagascar. 

Strangely enough, although we are dealing with animal draught agricultural implements 
it must be said that the agriculture of the countries concerned is distinguished by the 
fact that it mainly makes use of human enera. 

It must, indeed, be borne in mind that most of the farmers possess absolutely nothing 
but hand tools and that the drawht animal, although no longer the exception, is still 
not cormon and is reserved for certain specific operations. 

Nevertheless, despite this gap, which we would like to see filled, agricultural 
machines are slowly penetrating into the bush. There are economic and technical reasons 
for this slowness. 



Naturally, these caracteristios are only partially compatible 3nd it is very rare 
that a particular implement will have all of them tc the same degree, which canes to the 
same as saying that an implement is ,practically never ideal. 

B) TECCHNICAL DPFICULTIES 

Whereas in Europe the farmer is now an experienced technician who has to be able 
to deal with problems which daily become mere complex, the African farmer has remained 
technically at the hand tool stage. 

Generally speaking, he does not know that anything else exists or, if be knows that 
certain more technical means are used, his distrust of l:vxn is explained by a lack of 
accurate knowledge. This is where the need for tecbnisal training of the farmer shows 
np, in order to overcome the aarq obstacles opposing, for example, his giving up his 
band hoe for a plough. 

Technical training at the suitable level for the farmer must enable him: 

- to know what implements appropriate to his use ape available, 
- to know the capabilit! IS and limitations of these implements, 
- tc -5% e?d ziiztain them properiy. 

It must, however, be recognized that, in addition to this lack of tacilnical knowledge 
on the partdthe farmer, there are many other difficulties arising from the implements 
themselves which are not always technically suited to the local agricultural conditions. 
They most be suited: 

- To the soil, i.e. suited agronomiqally, without causing violent and 
harmful changes or upsetting the often precarious ecological balance; 

- to the draught animals: too heavy a machine or one demanding too much 
effort will be unusable; 

- tc the users themselves, a delicate implement, difficult to adjust and maintain 
cannot be widely distributed among the farming masses. This does not inean that 
this same implement may not have a place in the hands of a limited, but technically 
ma-e advanced, elite. 

To swn up, agricultural implements mwt, according to the criteria outlined above,be: 

- light, to be suited to the capabilities of the draught animals, 

- simple, to correspond to the technical level of the farmer, 

- robust, in order:- to withstand accidental stresses caused by the ground, 
the meli or the animals; 

to be usable, even in the absence of any after-sales 
service organization; 

- finally, of low cost, to correspond to the limited means of the users. 
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l l * 

The q echanisation of agriculture by means of draught animals cannot be complete 
and uniform. Same operations must be given priority for mechanir.&icn others, on the 
contrary, can wait for the farmer to reach a higher state of technical skill or of 
purchasing power. 

The following order of priorities to be respected in mechanization, based on 
technical and economic criteria, is mainly taken from R. Tourte's work. 

1. Rainfed cultivation 

PRIOR CO~IDITIONS - Clearance - RemorAl of tree stumps: 

This operation is an essential preliminary to any rational meohanisation, even 
animal draught. Onfortunately, it can cnl:- be mentioned here as a reminder, zince no 
animal draught implement for the purpose can be honestly recommended. The solution 
must lie in clearance by band (the most frequent), by machine or by chemical methods. 

Rioritv NC. 1. 

- Reparation of the "oil at the beginning of the rainy season. 

The performance of this operation is the target of coninucus effort on the part of the 
extension workers. Its advisability is not always apparent to the inexperienced farmer 
and, furthermore, the time generally available far this work is short, about a month. 
The mouldboard plcugh is practically the o&y implement to be reconnvznded. 

- Reparation of the soil (in the dry season) 

When the time available for ploughing at the beginning of the ra?.ny season is too short, 
it is necessary to recommend a method of preparation of the soil which can be applied 
earlier in the calendar. In this case, however, the effort needed is such that ploughing 
is usually impossible, which means that other methods must be used which may be pseudo- 
ploughing or superficial methods using implements qther than ploughs, some of which are 
also used for secondary tillage operations. These methods are often the only ones 
possible but their agronomic value is sometimes questioned. 

- Sowinp 

In the Sahelian-Sudanian area, where the agricultural seazcn is short and where - in 
consequence - sowing must be done as early as possible, the mechanical planter is ccns- 
idered an implement of great economic importance. 

The planters at present available are of the single grain and often single row 
type; they are satisfactory for ground-nuts, maize and some secondary plants (such as 
haricct beans) and suitable for millet and sorghum. Generally speaking, therefore, 
they are zdequate for the cultivation work carried on in the area in question. 
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In the Sudan area, cotta ie grown in additicn to the crops a1ree.W mentioned; 
however, the planters available generally sow cotton badly unless the cotton seeds have 
been previously delinted. This disadvantage is, however, to ecme extent limited by the 
fact that the longer raiw season allows some staggering of the sowing so that the crops 
can be sown by hand without undue problem. In this area, therefore, the planter is of 
less importance. 

In the Cuinean area, or in the forest areas, the valre cf the planter becomes still 
less, on the one hand becalLs* the crops grown do not lend themselves to its use and. on 
the other, because rather more time is available for preparing the ground and sowing. 

- Weeding 

This is undoubtedly the operation which grains most from mechanization, since it 
involves a veritable race against the weeds, a race which is often lost by the farmer 
with hand tools only. 

For broadcast sown crops, the use of animal draught implements which pass over the 
crop at the beginning of the growing cycle may be recommended, such as flexible weeders, 
spike-tooth harrows and rotary hoes. 

For row crop cultivation, other implements may be used at a later stage, such as 
hoes and inter-row cultivators. 

- Rarvesting 

Mechanization of harvesting is at present only possible in the case of ground-nuts. 

The mechaniraticn of harvesting, or rather lifting, is very beneficial, both 
because it leaves very little behind in the ground and bec&e it allows the crop to 
be harvested at optimum maturity. 

The available lifters are satisfactory, provided that sufficient tractive power is 
available. 

- Transport 

Transpor: acccunts for a high proportion of farming activities. This is UQ the 
cart, drarm by a donkey, one CP two pxen or more rarely b;J a horse, plays an important 
role eveqvhere in the development of animal tractiOn. Scmetlmes, the'cart must even 
have absolute priority over other implements, when it is desired to demonstrate the e: 
cncmic aspect of its uws Indeed; it sometimes happens that the owners of carts enjoy 
relatively high incomes as a result of the jobbing work they do for other farmers without 
means of trar.sport. 

PRlORIrY NC. 2 

- Harvesting of forage 

There is no implement available at present for harvesting forage that is appropriate 
to the economic and technical levels of its possible users. It is the more regrettable 
since the extension of animal traction is everywhere hindered by the problems of feeding 
the livestock. 
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- Fe?tiliser spreading 

Mechanization of this operation is not justified by the area involved which is 
still relatively small. Accurate placement of fertilizer can be important and is 
worth having. This is wb~ planters with fertilizer attachments are of interest if 
they place the fertilizer accurately, if they are neither to" heavy nor to" costly 
and to the extent to which planters are already used. 

- Crop Protection 

With certain commercial crops such QS cotton, this is an operation of very great 
importance, although less 8" with food crops. In all cases, however, there are very 
falr,suitable draught implements and these would in fact only be desirable when justified 
by intensification of farming in the caee of closely grouped cultivated areae of 
sufficient size to amortize the equipment. 

2. Irritated-farming 

It is only in the caee of rice that the problem differs from the previous one and 
the desirable order of priority for mechanization may then be: 

PRIORITY li". 1 

- Levelling, building permanent buds 

This is not strictly agricultural work but is rather la.ld improvement work for 
which animal draught eq$ipment may be wed, such as: levellers, diggers. ridgers,etc. 

- Ploughingor puddling 

If the ploughing is done "dry", the implements are the same as the conventional 
European or Asiatic ploughs used far dry cultivation and discussed elsewhere in this 
manual. 

If the preparation of the rice-field takes place or continues after flooding, more 
specific implements mwt be used, for example puddling rollers. 

PRIORITY x0. 2 

- Sowing 

There are practically no multi-row seeders which can be generally used, since 
those available are much too costly. As regard; single-row weeders, they can be used 
provided that amortization is possible by using them for other crops. 

- Traneplanting 

Chinese types, more or less prototypes, are said to be under continuous trial but 
it eecme unlikely that their uee can be quickly extended. 

Some hand types are et present on tria! in Madagascar and Mali. 



- C3op rceintenence - C3op rceintenence 

Animal draught rotary hoes do exist but so far their use has been very restricted. Animal draught rotary hoes do exist but so far their use has been very restricted. 

- &-renting - &-renting 

It seema that nothing in this field is likely to be evaileble for a long time; the It seema that nothing in this field is likely to be evaileble for a long time; the 
European type harvesters, reapers, binders or swathers, cannot be used because they are European type harvesters, reapers, binders or swathers, cannot be used because they are 
too heevy, too costly and ill-suited to rice. too heevy, too costly and ill-suited to rice. 

Before itemisingthe vari0u.e categories Sf implements whose see majr be edvised for: Before itemisingthe vari0u.e categories Sf implements whose see majr be edvised for: 

- soil preperetion: dry or under water, - soil preperetion: dry or under water, 
- cowing, - cowing, 
- weeding and orop protection, - weeding and orop protection, 
- harvesting, - harvesting, 

.- miecellaneous transport .- miecellaneous transport 

we s&11, in broad outline, discus the complex question of soil preparation work with we s&11, in broad outline, discus the complex question of soil preparation work with 
or without or without soil soil inversion. inversion. 
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SOIL PREPARATION IN RAINFED FAPMXG 

with end without soil inversion 

FROSION, &,IBTBUNCE OF FERTILITY 

PWUGXING-IN OF ORGANIC NATT?B 

In addition to using draught animals es a SOUTOB of energy for raising mter or 
for carrying out certain work connected with the processing of products, which will 
be the subject of a special chapter, the main purpose of animal draught is to carry out 
the work involved in soil preparation, sowing,weeding,crop protection and harvesting 
es well as transport. In the tropical regions of Africa, animal draught cultivation 
is of interest, mainly to the Sahelian-Sudanian region, to a lesser degree to the 
Guinean region end hardly et all to the forest area. This means that, in most cases, 
the cultivation season is limited by the duration of the single rainy seaon. Ploughing 
during the dry,seeson is not possible, because the ploughs oould have difficulty in 
penetrating the soil. In low rainfall areas, where the annual reinfeil is less than 
800 mm., soil preparation which may take up a lot of time may not be feasible et the 
beginning of the raiw season. For example, ploughing immediately before saving if it 
takes up much time could be harmful to the normal progress of the growing cycle of the 
crops. This is a particular problem in the ground-nut growing wee of Senegal. 

The question therefore arises: how is the soil to be prepared when there is 
ixrfficient time available for ploughing? 

Even when ploughing is possible, it is not always advisableif it increases the 
risks of damage to the soil as a result of erosion by wind or water. This letter risk 
is a big one in rany countries when ploughing IS done too early at the end of the rainy 
season, i.e. et a time when the ground is still sufficiently moist tobe worked easily. 
Being exposed to several heavy rains et the end of the rainy seeson, the soil may be 
seriously eroded if fresh growth does not quickly protect it. Forthermcre! it must 
also be protected agSinst wind erosion during the ensuing long dry season. 

Another question then arises: is plougbing slweys desirable end, if not, what 
system can be used in preference? 

Finally, it mey happen that there is sufficient time available for the initial 
preparation of the soi:, that ploughing is agronomicall~ desirable end, nevertheless, 
that it cannot be carried out for lack of adequate power. This is the case in certain 
regiont where there are no trained draught oxen and where the tractive power furnished 
by donkeys does not allow normal ploughing. We are thus faced with the first question 
again: what method can then be used in place of ploughing? 

It is hardly possible to give precise end definite answers to these questions, 
since each region has its oi.?~ peculiar characteristics (from the points of view of 
soil, cultivation, climate end draght enrmals). However, from pest end present trisls 
in many countries, it xould appear that $oushic,- is very often essential for 0btainir.g 
proper yields and, in consequense, as far es ras2ole, the obstacles to ploughing have 
to be overcome. Thus, erosion c.31~ be pre~?~. t-d, or et leasr. reduced to en acceptable 
level, when the ploughing is doxe at the begii?ning of the rainy seeson, or better stili, 
when the cultivated eree lies within a larger ~.ree where erosion control measures, such 
es contour plaughing are in force, which is, urfortunetely, very rarsly the case. 



When the main difficulty tith ploughing is the resistance of the ground to the 
'forward movement of the plough, the trolution must be sought in two way%. 

On the one hsnd, the strength of the draught animals may be increased by, for 
example, changing over from one donkey to two donkeys, from two oxen to four ox%n(which 
may be possible, under certain conditions, in Africa, as is the case in certain regions 
of M%.d8gaso8r). 

On the other had, the depth of ploughing may be reduced. 

If, generally speakirg, ploughing is desirable f-or the agronomic point of view, 
this is probably mainly for three reasons: loosening the soil, ploughing in of organic 
matter and the weed control. 

Seed bed preparation achieved by ploughing, even to a very'limited depth (less 
than10 cm) is gefierally better than that achieved by hand working of the soil on flat 
ground (ridge cultivation is Vera different) using ho6 type implements. It is also 
better t&n the loosening resulting fmm the use of animal draught implements with 
points or tines which do not turn the soil over. This results in better penetration 
of the first ~&IS, which are often irregular in frequency and intensity, and in the 
nor% certain germitition of the seed sown. Moreover, deep working of the soil helps 
the development of the plant. 

Floughing in of organic matter, whether it be farmyard manwe or compost (in ~11 
their forms) or green m%nur%s or - more generally - grass growing naturally at the time 
the Boil is being prepared, can really only be done by ploughing, and this is very 
important. Unfortunately, in the general run of cases, the ploughing in of prepared 
organic matter is still only at the trial etage in most of the regions with which we 
are concerned. The same applies to ploughing in of green manures. 

In Senegal, where very little plowing is done, it ie used mairly for ploughing 
in of green manures. Indeed, the crop rotation reoonrmended by the Agronomic Research 
Centre includes either a field %own with millet or sorghum (as.gre%n manureibr ploughing 
in before ripening at the end of the railly season), or else fallow, either mown or not, 
ploughed in under the same conditions. It is only in %ome agricultural sectors with 
ewerienced leadership th%t certain farmers B%%m to have understood the need fer p:ou&- 
ing in of green manure% and have been putting it into practice relatively regularly 
for several seasons. 

The weed control ensured by plcughing at the beginning of the cycle is probably an 
advantage which is relatively little understood but which, however, is a major one when 
compared with non-inversion soil preparation methods. Indeed, normal ploug ing leaves 
the soil relatively clean on the awface and, if sowing follows quickly, 88 is frequent- 
ly the caee, the cultivated plant has an initial'advantage over the weeds. A very 
important consequence: there will be a relatively long time between the sowing and 
the optimum date for the first weeding, an important operation for the future of the 
crop in African coltivetion. If, on the contrary, in the absence of ploughing, the 
%oil has 'been prepared superficially, the first weeds are not properly t‘nrottled and 
the farmer is overwhelmed by the growth of.gr.%ss; the first weeding then involves 
considerable work in relation to the manpwer available on tte farm, beering in mind 
the etieosion method of cultivation usually adopted and the con%%quenc% on yields can 
be disastrous. 
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In short, it really seems that ploughing, as a method of starting cultivation 
operations, is desirable everywhere, except in *rid regions and sandy soils lacking in 
body, where it is still, however, useful but must be done only at the end of the rainy 
season to plough in green manuP*. 

It is only in the%% lstter regions, therefore, that non-inversion working of the 
soil is to be recommended St the beginning of the agricultural cycle; this applies 
Iurtiniiarly when the ground is covered with very limited or practically no vegetsgion. 
The implements to be used should be those designed for non-inversion ploughing operations 
(with tines or discs). 

In prsctice, because of the low pcwer p:?ovided by the draught animals available, 
it is maiml>: the us% of mecher.ical crop weeding~implements which must be considered. 
Indeed, it is n-ainly "hoes" that are beginning to be used in these regicns. Their 
working parts, which are inter-ohhsngeable and of various shapes, %.r% similar to those 
of the non-inversion ploughing implements (cultivators and others) iccluding the "sweeps" 
of medium dimensions hitherto reserved for ground-nut lifting. 

A% rega-ds disc implements, their partial digging in capability should be taken into 
consideration but their use in animal draught cultivation is very difficult,for variou% 
r%ason% to which we she.11 return, end examples of use 8re very rare. 

The work wbioh ten be carried out with hoes, or with multi-purpose frames similarly 
equipped, encounter many difficulties which also militate in favour of plouzhing whenever 
possible. 

In Senegal, more widespread praparstion of the soil WryBa, i.e. before the rainy 
%%8%0n, would be desirable, in order to m&e the soil better able to accept and, pertic- 
ularly, to retain the first rains. This would have a beneficial effect on the initial 
growth of the orop% that are fawn and, in consequence, on yields. Fairly deep working 
should be carried out in order to penetrate the crust which fczrix at the end of the 
rainy season. To replace ploughing, which is not very suitable and ia difficult with 
a pair of oxen, the Bamoey CRA h%s had to -use a rigd tine which c%n be drawn by a pair 
of oxen, end is capable of breaking up the soil into clods withxt inverting it. This 
tine appears to have the advantage of loosening the soil witho,:‘ expositig it to erosion 
and of making it suitable for %b%orbing the first reins. 

The value of this tillage, which ia unquestionable from the agronomic point of view, 
is however muoh reduced by the difficulty in implementing it, since the effort needed 
to pull a single tine at suffioient depth, even in light 'soil, is at the extreme limit 
of the draught capability of a single pair of oxen. 

R-eperation of the soil without turning over by means of animal draught thfrefore 
comes up against three obstacles. The very superficial "scratching" resulting from tines 
of various shapes, such as those of the scarifier, is very difficult to achieve and is 
of little sgronomic advantage. It can, therefore, be dropped without any very serious 
harm to yield%- Or else the desirable sub-soil work cannot, in practice, be carried 
out with the mean% available to the average farmer with his pair of oxen. Or finally, 
disc implements a"~ only be used in eroeptiorrl cage%. 
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III 

Of all the equipment designed for working the soil "dry" before sowing, the plouRh 
is, a.% we have seen, the essential implement, not only because of the work it does, but 
also because certain other implement% can only be used after ploughing; such is the oa%e 
with surface working implements (ha-ran% and rollers) and with other %econdarJ tillage 
implement%. 

It is also, and by far, the most complicated implement to use for working the soil. 
Operators therefore must be fully conversant with it in order to make best use of it. 
They have tc know how to adjust it and maintain it properly. Rrthermcre, there is not 
just one plcugh; there are many type% which differ mere or less from each other and 
sometimes considerably, as regards their design, their adjustments, their weight and 
the materials used in their construction. Even limiting ourselves tc the implements 
most commcnly used, the choice is hqe and the list and description of them will nec- 
essarily be long. 

The Rid,OersL which should really be included under ths term &in= clcu&s, 
constitute a category cf implement% it is difficult to classify. If they are used 
directly to prepare ridges, as is the casq in the North of Nigeria, they must be likened 
to a plcugh 2nd even a heavy plough; if, on the contrary, they ape used duriag the growing 
season, they will 5e classified among the weed control implements (even though the same 
implement may be concerned). Similarly, the plcugh may be used during cultivation to 
build up and raise the ridges or even they may possibly m;ke the ridges in the first 
place which helps the weeds to be buried. 

With the seccndaT.y tillace implements, often with teeth (or tines) and rarely with 
discs. it will be a question of a fairly wide variet:, of implements, the only ccmmcn 
characteristic of which is that, unlike the plcughs,they do not turn ever the scil.Just 
as much care must be t&en in the stud.; of the traditional plcugh ci- "ards" as of the 
cultivators, weeders, scarifiers, disc-harrows and stubble-plcughs. 

The %>x"face-wcrkinp implement% consist of various types of harrows and rollers. The 
latter may be packers (smooth or grooved) OP clod-crushers (frame%) simple OP complex 
(culti-packers). It is cr.,,lenient to classify the "rotary hoes" separately since these, 
despite thei-.~ 2lamc, corni. in a category lying between harrows and rollers. .Althcugh all 
these instruments are avail&le, they are still very rarely used since their value is 
sometime; open to question in tropical regions because afliculture has not advanced 
much and, probably, because of their high cost. 

Finally, there is a particular category of impiements, designed specially for use 
in the trcpics w:ich has only recently appeared and which may be classified under the 
general term of 9nulti-purpose frames" or 8% cclgcultiva'tors. For technical or - scme- 
times - economic reascns, they have, over the past few years, achieved some popularity 
with etiensicn wcrkers and advisory bodies and with farmers, provided that the latter 
have been able to acquire sufficiat technical knowledge to enable them to carry out 
the necessary relativelji complex assembly and adjustment aperations. 



B) PLOT]GXS 

Here we shall mainly discuss plcugbs of the "conventional" type, i.e. the European 
type with separate share and mculd-board, throwing the earth to one side and turning it 
over. These are, in fact, practically the only types nw used in animal draught ctitiv- 
ation +. It would only unnecessarily complicate an already far from simple subject tc 
mention here the many types of traditional ards made locally since, normally, their 
replacement by mantiactured implements is always desirable. The modern Chinese or 
Japanese types of plouih will, however, also be mentioned and described since, although 
they are fairly similar to the z-d, they do mere or less turn the soil cve~ and appear 
to require less tractive effort. They are listed among the plcu&s f the "open-up 
and turn-over" type. 

Before, however, starting on the description of a t.-nical plcugh and then mentioning 
examples of the other main types available, we should f~ t discuss the purpose of 
ploughiw. 

1) Plowhing 

a) PURPOSE OF~PL?.UGIiING 

Iloughing is a method of cultivation whose main purpose is to loosen the surface 
layer of the soil in which seed will be sown or seedlings will be planted cut later. 

This loosening is achieved by turning ever the furrow slice, thus exposing a certain 
quantity of soil to atmospheric action (by air, xin and solar radiation). The soil is 
thus made ready to store the water of the first rains so that it can be available lazer 
to *be growing plant, so that the necessary wqrgen can be supplied, etc. 

l It should be remembered that the true 3rd is considered a secondary tillage type 
implement. 





Plocghing it also carried cut for the following reasons: 

- plcughing in of grass, vegetable waste, fertilizer and soil improvers 
(mineral and organic farmyard manwe, green manure) 

- uprooting certain weeds (couch-grass, imperata, red rice) whose roots 
or rhiaomse are destroyed on the surface.by drying out. 

b) CABRBCTEXSTICS OF PL0IERING 

Plcughirg consists of turning over of B continuous furrow slice cut by two working 
parts. The width and depth of this slice are chosen by the plcughmaa to z-it the type 
of crop grown, the dimensions of the plcugh and the strength of the draught animals (fig. 
39). 

The width depends on the width of the plcugbshare. With donkey draught, this width 
is about 15 cm; with heavy oxen it may be as much as 30 cm. 

The depth also depends on the plcugh's characteristics but may also be adjusted by 
the plcughman. With donkey draught it rarely exceeds 10 cm. In exceptional cases with 
0~en, it may be as much a3 25 cm. 

Generally speaking plcugbing is classified 'as follows: 

- w if less than 15 cm deep 
- a UP to 25 cm 
- aup to 35 cm 
- very deeq up to 1 m. 

With animal draught, however, only the firat two can usually be achieved. 

Let us recall the meanings of certain terms which we shall use later on to describe 
plcugh settings (fig 40): 

- the area not yet worked ia the unploughed land 
- the area already wcrked,is the ploughed land 
- the vertical edge separating the fallow land from the 

plcughed land is the furrow wall cut by the cculter 
- the horizontal surface between the plcughed and unplcughed 

land is the bottom of the trench or the furrow cut by the share 
- the first furrow made by the plcqqh is the lead furrow 
- the last fw~cw, the finishing furrow. 

There are three main typee of plcughing which are ~8ed depending on the plcugh 
available, the nature of the soil or the intended crop. In conventional ploughing the 
plcugh always turns the earth to the same side (left or right) relative tq its direction 
of movement. The direction in which the soil is turned thus changes each time an about 
turn is made at the end of the furrow. 

For ccnventicnal plcughing it is advisable to divide up the area to be ploughed 
into lands so as to reduce walking at the ends of the furrows to a minimum. 
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Unplcughed land PILprcw wall plcughed land 
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Fig. 42 - Openirg up gathering 
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fig. 44 - One way OF reversible 
ploughmg 



Piormally one should first mark out the lands to be ploughed. Then when starting 
to plough, a shallow first cut is taken down the middle t&owing the soil outwards. 
Then a return cut is taken in the opposite direction apin throwing the soil outwards. 
This has the effect of leaving a shallow trench in the middle. Eext one ploughs back 
the unplooghed soil lying underneath the first shallow fllrrow slice, throwing the whole 
back to cover the shallow trench in the middle. Then repeat the ~eme, ploughing bsok 
the unploughed soil under the other shsllov furrow slice. This then forms a crown or 
small ridge in the middle, and ensures that all the soil is cut. From there one carries 
on ploughing up one side and back the other, throwing all the plooghed furrow slices in 
towards the oentre (Fig. 42). Finally, when the ploughing of the adjsoent lands has beea 
completed, one is left with an open furrow between the lands (Fig. 43). 

The strip of land in the middle ie e ridge or a crown reeolt,ing from two cuts back 
to back. Bch half of each furrow will lean in opposite directions (Fig. 41). 

moughing is one when the earth is always turn*: in the 8888 direction with 
relation to the field; i.e. the plough must be capable of turning alternately right 
and left on consecutive out and return runs. The resulting ploughed lend has a lead 
furrow, a finishing open furrow and no central crown (fig. 44). 

Concentric or Fell-berg plooghing consists in wxking oontinously round the field 
either starting on one side or in the middle. This is the only method which results in 
work similar to one way ploughing, using a conventional plough (Fig. 45). 

2) Deecriotion and details of a t.voical mouldboard olowh 

In order to describe,~ with a fair degree of aocurao.., the component parts, the 
features and the adjustments of ploughs, we shall we a concrete exemple, that of a 
conventional two-wheeled plough (Fig. 46). This type always turns the earth to the 
right and is therefore a ploogh for ploughing in lands. 
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a) DESCRIPTION 

The working parts (Fig. 47): 

- Them (9, fig. 47). This is a steel cutting blade with a triangular section 
which outs the soil vertically along the furrow wall. The shaft of the molter is attaced 
to the beam by the ooulter-bracket so that its cutting edge leans fork-ard (the lower tip 
ahead of the shaft). For good ploughing, the tip of the coulter must be positioned B 
few centimetres ahead of~and above the tip of the share. 

The cutting edge of the coulter is not exactly on the axis of the forward movement 
of the plough. It is turned slightly towards the furrow wall thus helping to keep the 
plcugh in the furrow. 
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Fig. 41 _ The parts of a plouph 



Tke coulter must be maintained in good condition which mean8 tkat it must be 
rebeaten or resharpened when worn. 

For shallow plougking, particularly in ligkt soil, it may be an advantage to remove 
the coulter. This is why some plougks are available without coulters.* 

- The share (5, Fig. 47). This is one oi the two nain parts of all plougks; it 
cuts the slice of earth horizontally and starts turnin,- it over (Fig. 49). 

Tke skare may be trapezoidal, or triangular. It is attacked by two bolts (counter- 
sunk end pinned) to the sole-plate or frog (3, Pig. 47). On some ploughs, a share with 
a bar point is fitted. This is in the form of a "bar" which takes most of the wear and 
can be moved forward as its point wears back. 

The parts of the shere have special names and they form pre-determined angles which 
must beknow. 

The cutting edge (fig. 48) cuts the slice of earth in a slanting direction. 

The cutting angle (or angle of attack) is the angle 
the tip cf the share and the furrow wall (Fig. 48). 

formed by the cutting edge, 

The angle of penetration is that made by the slope of the upper surface of the share. 

The digging angle (OF pitch of &are) (Fig. 48) prevents the whole lower surface 
of the share rubbing along the bottom of the furrow. Only at two points is there contact 
with the soil: at the cutting edge and at the heel piece. 

Tke purpose of the lead angle of the share is to prevent rubbing against the furrow 
Wl. Tke only parts wkick remain in contact with the soil are the side of the share 
and the keel piece. as well as the landside. 

Tke share is made of carbon steel which r&y be hardened. When war has blunted the 
cutting edge and the point, the share must be dismantled and reforged (and rehardened). 

- Tke mouldboard (6, Fig. 47) is the other main pert of the plough which turns 
over the earth previously cut by the coulter and the share. It is en extension of the 
sksre to the rear. It ray vary in length. According to its form the mouldboard may be 
u*geneal purpose, digger or semi-digger". It is made of semi-hard steel, or of soft 
centre.stee1. It is attacked in front to.tke sole-plate or frog by two countersunk bolts 
and at the rear to the mouldboard brace the other end of which is attacked to'lower end 
of the kendles thus providing a solid anchoring. (This method of attachment is not 
found on all plougke, part~culasly when a second brace is fitted) (Fig. 50). 

Tke following non-working parts do not play a direct pert in plougking but are 
part of the frame or have the function of support brackets or braces. 

The beam (see Fig. 46 and No. 1 of Fig. 47) is the main frame of the plougb to 
which all the other parts are attached, directly or indirectly. 

Originally made of wood, it is now often of forged or drop-forged steel &d, 
more rarely, in tubular or hollow section form, of square or rectangular section. 

* In certain CQSSS a disc coulter may be used; it costs more than the knife cOulter 
but is effective for ploughing leys. 
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The "standard or St&v" is a part at the rear of the beam and to which ape attached 
the main parts of every plough. It may be considered an extension to the beam, but may 
also be a separate part made of steel or cast iron and bolted to the beam. On certain 
ploughs there are two stays in order to make the attachment of the other parts mere rigid. 

The frog (3, Fig. 47) is th e part attached to the lower part of the stay ox. stays. 
Its front part is called the sole-plate. It is to the frog that thr mouldboard and the 
share are attached. At its pea.~ is the heel piece (8, Fig. 47) which is, nearly always, 
detachable. During ploughing, the heel bears in the angle formed by the bottom of the 
furrow and the furrow wall; it is therefore a wearing part. 

The landside (7, Fig. 47) is another wearing part consisting of a metal plate bolted 
to the frog. Its purpose is to prevent wear of the frog and of the stay as & result of 
friction along the furrow wall. 

The handles (29-31, Fig. 47) enable the ploughnan to control the plough when working. 
They are often attached to the base of the stay, as well as to a strengthening piece (4, 
Fig. 47). On scme ploughs, the height of the handles can be adjusted to the height of 
the ploughman. 

Finally, let us examine various means for making adjustments: 

- The wheels (21-22, Fig.~ 47) ale, in the example chosen, two in number: a big 
furrow whael and a smaller land wheel. 

The standards which carry the two wheels are attached to the beam by a single clamp. 
&ch wheel may be adjusted for height to achieve the settings necessary for goad ploughing. 

- The adjustable drawbar (23, Fig. 47). T+ cur example, there are two adjustments, 
each for a different purpose. Thetight is adjustable where the two arms at the upper 
rear end of the drawbar are attached to the beam. The lateral adjustments are made at 
the forward lower end of the drawbar to which the harnessing hook is attached (28,Fig.47). 

The term 'plough bodv" ccvers the assembly consisting of the following partsr share, 
mouldboard, frog, landside and heel. 

b) WOFXlXGADJUSTMENl'S 

With nearly all mouldboard ploughs (whethsr animal draught & tra&or)~,it"'is essential 
that the pitch adjustment is correct to ensure good ploughing. This~requires that the 
fear heel piece of the'landside should run along the bottom of the.furrow at the same 
level as the point of the share (in the same horizontal plane) (Fig. 53). 



Fig. 51 Incorrect pitch adjustmentr 

The wheel presses too heavily on the ground and the heel piece 
if. up in the air 

Fig. 52 Incorrect pitch adjustment: 

The wheel lifts off the ground and,the heel piece presses too 
hard into the furrow bottom 

Line of draueht 

Fig. 53 Correct pitch adjustment; 

Heel piece site on furrow bottom at the eatne level a* the 
point of the share 



In order to achieve correct pitch, i.e. good ploughing, tie use of the vertical 
regulator must be properly understood. In practice, the pitch is correct when ti:e centre 

of resistance to forward movement, the harnessing attachment point and the line of draught 
(attachment to the yoke, for eaple) are all in the same straight line. Experience has 
shown that all the forces to which a plough is subject when in use, have a resultant 
whose line of dra ht is roughly at the centre of the line where the share and mouldboard 
join, (see Fig. 53 . "i It can then be understood how careful adjustment of the vertical 
re@ator can enable this alignment to be achieved. 

ADJUSTMEZ?'l'OF PLOUGHING DEPTH 

To simplify matters, we shall consider only the land wheel. 

Let us assume that it is raised to its top position. Since we want the wheel always 
to bear on the land and so that the heel-piece bears on the soil, the share has to dig 
deep into the ground in order to bring the heel-share line back to the horizontal. On the 
contrary, if the land wheel is lowered to the position shown in Fig. 52, the heel-piece 
bears too heavily on the soil when the plough is at rest on the ground; the depth of 
ploughing is thus nil. 

Depth of ploughing therefore follows this rule: 

- ploughing is deeper as the frontof the beam is closer 
to the ground, i.e. as the supporting wheel is raised higher. 

ADJUSTMENT OF PLQUCHING WIDTH (Fig. 54) 

The width of the furrow ploughed depends on how far the ploughman keeps the land 
wheel from the wall of the previous furrow. 

In practice, ploughing width is adjusted by changing the position of the harnessing 
hook on the lateral rewlator: if the hook is moved towards the unploughed land, the 
ploughing width is Fedwed; if it is moved towards the furrow, the ploughing width is 
increased. Like the adjustment of the pitch, that of width depends on the alignment of 
the following three points: centre of retiistance on the plough, position of the harness 
on the lateral regulator and the attachment point on the yoke (see Fig. 54). 

SECONDARY ADJUSTMENT OF PITGHANDPERPENDIGlJIAFSTY 

The foregoing rules apply to the main adjustments, but a secondary adjustment must 
be carried out during ploughing to ensure a correct line of draught. This secondary 
adjustment is made by the vertical regulator. 

a) Let us assume that the regulator is in the low position, that the harnessing chain 
is short and that the harnessed animals are big (Fig. 52). The land wheel then has a 
tendency to rise and the plough rests on its heel, resulting in incorrect pitch and bad 
ploughing. The remedy is to raise the regulator until the wheel bears on the ground 
without undue force. 
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b) Let us assume the opposite fault: r-rgxlator too high, long harnessing chain, small. 

oxen. The land wheel bears too heavily on the ground (leaving a visible trace, or even 
making the rim& the land wheel collapse) and the heel has a tendency to lift, pivoting 
round the wheel (the handles follow this movement). There is no longer a proper line of 
draught and, in order to keep the plough at the desired depth, the ploughman has to keep 
his weight continuously on the handles, which is always very tiring and rarely effective. 

To correct this fault, the,regulator must be lowered until the land wheel no longer 
bears too heavily on the ground. 

c) Finally, the vertical settina of the plough requires the stay to be held in the 
vertical plane. This is necessary to achieve a thoroughly horizontal bottom of the 
furrow and is achieved by the plocgbman with the handles. These must be kept properly 
level, which is easy if the other adjustments have been made correctly. In practice 
one refers to the.perpendicularity (uprightness) of the stay. 

CONGLUSION 

A +dly adjusted plough can m plough well: it causes ploughing which is irregular 
in depth and width, it imposes heavy and irregular loads on the draught animals, tiring 
them quickly and it also tires and discourages the ploughwan. If he has not learnt how 
to make the necessary adjustments, he comes to the wrong conclusion that the plough works 
badly because it is badly designed and he quickly gives up ploughing. 

OTHER ADJUSTMENTS -'ME FURROW WHEEL (Fig. 55) 

As its na.me implies, this wheel travels in the bottom of the previous furrow. The 
main purpose of the furrow wheel is that it makes it easier to control the uprightness 
and thus the .performance,. and handling of the implement. The heightsetting of the furrow 
wheel controls the uprightness of the plough and.the horizontal setting controls the 
width of the furrow, in conjunction with the position of the harnessing hook on the 
lateral regulator. In acme cases the track width is adjustable by packing washers which 
allow the wheel to be movedalong its axle. 

Removal of the furrow wheel should not affect the other adjustments (except the up- 
rightness). If, after removal, the ploughing width increases, it means that the track 
width was insufficient. 

The furrow wheel is said to be "toeing in" when the rim of the wheel, while travelling 
in the furrow, rubs against the furrow wall. If it rubs too hard, an adjustment must 
be made since this exaggerated "toe" increases the drau&t effort required and thus 
tires the draught animals. 

ONE WAY PIDUGHING 

We have described above a plough for conventional ploughing in lands. Plouahs i:; 
one way Dlowhing have the same main charactsriotics described above but, ,in additio: 

they have: 

- either two opposite and symmetrical plough bodies one or the other of which is 
put in the working position for plough":s in one direction and the other for 
for the opposite direction; these are known as reversible ploughs; 



- or two bodies displaced not 1800 but only 900: known as "quarter turn"; 

- or agains a single double body with two ordinary shares extended by a 
single~mculdbcard of special shape, kncwn as turn wrest. 

These different types are described in detail later. 

3) Classification of the principal animal drauoht plcu,qhs 

Among the possible different methods of classification, that are used here applies 
mainly to the method of stabilizing and supports of the plcughs; and, incidentally, 
since we shall progress from the simple to the wamplex, the plcughs will be listed in 
order of increasing weight, at least from one category to the next. 

a) ~CONVmIONAL MOLQDBOARD TYPE PUJUGHS 

q-1) Plowhs with no stability 

These are sometimes wrongly called ards, whereas they are indeed plcughs, albeit 
simplified. They should rather be called "plcughs without supports" or "without wheels" 
(Fig. 56). They differ from the typical plcugh already described in that the;: have no 
furrow wheel (or land wheel) and, in nearly all cases, no cculter either. In addition, 
they are always light ploughs with a share 6 to 8 inches wide (15 or 20 cm) and whose 
weight rarely exceeds 25 kg. These light weight ploughs are comparatively cheap since 
the priced simple agricultural implements is generally proportional to their weight. 
Furthermore, the plcugh must be light because the plcughman is often inexperienced and 
has to compensate with physical power applied through the handles for the lack of support 
wheels, particulariy when the adjustments through the hitchpoint have not been properly 
made (which is unfortunately often the case). 

Theoretically, however, handling the plcugh to keep it upright and in line is 
similar to a plcugb with wheels, except that the vertical regulator will enable both 
the pitch and depth cf~ plcughing to be adjusted together. Nor is anything changed as 
regards width adjustment which still involves the lateral regulator. Difficulties 
arise, however, due to different soil consistencies and uneven soil resistance causing 
continuous variations in depth (and therefore of width) which, without the help of a 
supporting wheel, puts a considerable load on the plcughman. During plcughing, he has 
to apply physical effort through the handles to keep the depth and width as constant as 
possible. He raises the handles, if the plcugh is not biting deep enoughad he tilts 
them momentarily towards the land if it is not bit%% :ride enough and'vice versa. 



fig. 58 - Plcugh with no stability - without support wheels 

fig. 57 . Plcugh with longitudinal 
stability - with support 

Fia. 58 

wheels 
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There is no plough of this type which is suitable for donkey draught, since they 
are always relatively heavy. 

A distinction must be made here between the two-wheel ploughs in which the beam is 
fixed, with the wheels adjustable up and down and laterally and those in which the wheels 
carry the front part of the beam where the beam is free to rotate, thus changing the 
degree of uprightness of the chassis. Lateral stability is therefore relative. 

* Except in some special cases, such as in the Cameroons and Upper Volta. 
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In practice, very few manufacturers make ploughs of this type since they are 
technically out-dated and find little favcw with extension wcrkers *. When thev 
exist mlready, it is always possible, at extra charge, to add a land wheel, thus 
considerably improving their performance. 

a-2) Plou&s with lowitudinal stability 

These are the ploughs with land wheels often called "small wheel ploughs". They 
are by far the most widespread, since they combine simplicity of ma!-ufactwe with 
relative ease of adjustment and of operation (Fig. 57). 

In the same category may be included the %kid"ploughs, the skid acting in the 
same WC-; as the small wheel while being less costly and stronger. Indeed the short 
distance between the beam and the ground means using a very small diameter wheel whose axle 
quickly gets smothered in dust, mud or grass, leading to jamming and rapid wear. Under 
these circumstances, it would seem that preference should be given to the skid in ground 
which is wet and sticky where a skid works better and absorbs less enera than a badly 
running wheel. The same would seem to apply to Stony ground where a narrow skid (or 
shoe) easily makes a way for itself, whereas a small wheel would ixwe difficulty. 

a-21) Fcr draught by donkey or lizht bovir;e 

These ploughs have 6 inch (15 cm) and sometimes 8 inch (20 cm)shares. Most of them.plough 
conventionally in lands and scme of them do one-way ploughing. They are always light 
(less than 30 kg) and usually have no coulter; the depth of ploughing rarely exceeds 10 
cm even in the lightest soils. 

a-22) For draught by medium and heavy bovines 

These~are, by far, the most widely used ploughs wherever bovine draught is possible. 
Most of them are suitable for ploughing in lands with a single body. Some types, however, 
are designed for one-way ploughing. They either have two separate bodies carried by two 
stays with the axis of rotation near the axis of the beam (these are known as "reversible 
ploughs"), or the two bodies are linked by a single mouldboard, these ape then turn-wrest 
ploughs like those previously mentioned. 

The nominal width of the shares is always between 8 and 11 inches (15 and 28 cm), 
most of them being 10 inches (25 cm.). This detail is important because, mere so than 
the weight, on it depends the draught effort required. 

a-3) Plowhs with longitudinal and lateral stability 



Fig. 52 Detail of the pivoting 
system and locking by 
lever 
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Fig. 60 - Reversible plough for one way ploughingzon wheels 



a-31) Conventional sloughs with wheels for sloughing in lands 

These are simple small plouglx with a land wheel to which a larger diameter furrow 
wheel has been added (like that described as the typical plough under 2). Lateral 
stability makes a considerable contribution to regular ploughing and to reduction of 
fatigue for the ploughman, without however increasing the draught effort required. 
&fortunately, they are slightly more expensive than the previdus types and prudence 
must be exercised in their distribution for the following reasons: 

- the adjustments are more difficult, since the track width must be appropriate to 
the width of the furrow and to the position of the lateral regulator, 

- and above all, gccd ploug!ling is only possible on well cleared land since the 
the 2lbeels give the plough stability but as a result it is impossible to make 
the plough werve or tilt as would be possible with single wheel support, to 
get round a stump or other obstacle. These ploughs should only, therefore, be 
recommended to experienced farmers who already have well cleared land. 

a-32) Fcrecarriarre clowhs for plowhinp: in lands (Fig. 60a) 

Very few ploughs of this type are being made. 

a-33) Ploughs on wheels for one-way sloughing (Fig. 60) 

These are the reversible ploughs. The "Brabant" is the basic t::pe in this category, 
of which there are maqr different types available. Most of them weigh ever 80 kg or even 
more than 100 kg and are therefore used only for heavy bovine draught, particularly in 
MadagSCFC. In the Lake Alaotra region two to four pairs of oxen are used with a Brabant 
for ploughing fairly vet rice-fields. There ape also certain lighter types, including 
some new models, which can be used with light bovine draught. 

a-34) Fcrecarriam ulouah for one-w&v sloughing (Fig. 60a) 

There 228 a few models available, but t;:ey are hardly used at all in Africa and 
are of little interest brzause they are.technically inferior and the price is about the 
same. 



Fi& 60a - ikrecarriage plough 
for conventional 
ploughing in lands 

fig. 61 - Japanese plough 

a) current type 
b) reversible turn-west type 

fig. 82 - Ridgineplough 



b) CHINESE OR JAPAXZSE "OP%XR-INVERSION" TYPE PIDUGHS 

These are of extremely ancient origin but, in their modern form, are still 
sufficiently simple and effective to be of interest to users in the tropics. 

They differ fr the European type ploughs mainly in the shape of their working 
parts - share and ~~~;L2dboard - putting them midw;>y between the true ard which does not 
turn the soil cvr‘ nd the soil inversion type of plough (Fig. 61). 

The share ' :mmetrical, shaped like a spear-tip, fairly steep-sloping and extended 
by a mouldboarr ~ch is usually symmetrical and Concave in shape and does very little 
in helping tr ~:'-,. over the earth. 

To re- 2 friction as much as possible, the mouldboard is often slatted. Sometimes 
the steel xies making up the slats are hinged on a shaft at their lower ends (at the 
joint with the share) so that they can move separately in contact with t,'!e earth and 
still further reduce resistance to forward movement. This type of slatted mouldboard 
is especially useful in :I& or even flooded clq soils. 

The stay, sometimes made of wood, is extended along its upper part to provide a 
siqlle hantile, to which a detachable second handle is sometimes added. 

The beam may also be.wooden and its "mnnt part, ::hioh has no support, is fairly 
close to the ground. The height of the front of the beam can be adjusted by altering the 
angle between the beam and the stay bx means of a tzreaded rod. It is,.moreover, this 
adjustment which is used to alter th& depth of ploug:hing. 

Tie construction of the plough is such that the draught effort of t::e draught 
animals is transmitted along an ideal straight line running from the yoke to the centre 
of the share, passing through the point where it is attached to the beam of the plough, 
thus ensuring the efficiency and good balance of the implement xhen wcrkinp. 

T'ese ploughs, irhich are veq light: 14 to 20 kg, are mostly pzlled bp one or two 
draught animals and controlled by one man who keeps the main handle slightly inclined 
to the side towards which the soil is to be turned. The soil is opened up without its 
being reall:- cut and without being compacted. 

Provided that they are sufficiently str @y-built, which~is not al?r?ys the case 
with'the few models to be seen in Africa, these ploughs would seem to be suitable for 
small farmers because of their very low cost and because they would appear to need a 
relatively small applied effort. 

A very ?ide variety of models 
in Continental China). 

of this plough is available in Japan and Taiwan (and 
These, .alwws without small wheel CP any other support, may be 

of the "reversible-turn-under beam" type. A type working on a szmilar principle but 
with a small supporting cheel is made by.a North African manufacturer; it Was designed 
for Algerian peasant farmers to replace the traditions.1 wooden ard. The share plough 
with synnnetrical mouidbcard was part of a universal frame and was also of the turn-under 
beamtype. 



c) .pIXS.S 

In certain regions of tropical Africa the plough is practically unknown and the 
ridger is used instead. This is the case in the north of NiFeriawhere scme QOOOO farmers 
we ridging plouzhs as their 0x1~ animal draught cultivation implement. 

It ma;, well be wondered what reasons leave led the farme% to ridge their land. It 
is rarely possible to claim erosion as a justification; either by wind or because of 
UtXiUl:; violent ciownpows since the ridges are no t always made along the same lines, some 
following the natural slope of the ground and others crossing it. 

It would be more logical to admit t'.at, having to turn ever a certain quantity of 
earth, the farmer has preferred to use the quickest and least tiring method. 

The ridge is never destro:ied. It is re-made, first before sowing and then again 
during Forth. 'This concern for keeping the ridges in gcod condition results in 
rectangular and perfoctl:: xaintained fields. 

Not destroying the rid,:es means ,ycwing the crops in TOWS which are always the same 
distance apart. The ridges zre set at a standard distance apart of 3 feet (91 cm) which 
is suitable for tile main crcys (mill& and sorghum); they are also used for cotton for 
which they are suitable, and for ground-nuts, ha?icot beans and earth peas (for which 
they are much too far apart). 

There are not many models of ridgers because the draught effort required for direct 
ridging is always greater thar that with a plough. 

This is because a ridger is, in effect, a double plough, simultaneously cutting and 
turning t“e earth to right and left by means of two symmetrical shares and mouldboards 
(see Fit. ~52). It makes t!lo ha::'-ridpes simultaneously. !&en the ridger is fitted 
with a heel piece (which is not always the case), its adjustment is the same as that 
of a plough but, in thi:: cze, a lateral adjustm:nt would serve no purpose since the 
onpo-iw lateral forces cancel each other cut. 

The distance from ridge-top to ridge-top depends on the width of the ridger, but also 
on the uorking depth and the adjustment of the wings, i.e. the mouldboards which may, on 
certair; types, be set at various angles and, in ccnsequerxe, raise the earth to a lesser 
lr gmater mtent. This adjustment ma:' be made by loonening of nuts and bolts, in which 
case it is a 1enQhy operation, or b:: a soreu or lever system wizen it can, in practice, 
bi: dox without stopping the draught animals. 

811 the lufficientl:: stur*r ridging ploufrh:: ma' be used for direct ridging provided 
.thxt the driraucht animale are able to transmit the necessary tractive effort (bovir.e 
draught will always be used). 

If needs be, by means of t::e wing adjustment:; it is possible to build ridges in 
t!;o i-'sns (a shallow run iollowed b-- a second deeper run) but this involves very 
complicated adjustment. 
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D) SOIL WORKING IilPLRG3TS WITH TINES AND DISCS 

The purpose of these is to complete the work done by the plcughs, such as secondary 
tillage, destruction of reeds and, sometimes to substitute for plcughing. 

1) &c& - Fig. 63 These should have been mentioned first among 
the soil-working implements since they are of 
far earlier origin. They do not, however, 
turn the soil cvep and can only make a furrow 
with slightly raised edges. Their working 
parts, essentially a share and, sometimes, a 
rudimentary mouldbcard are aymmotrical in the 
vertical plane through the draught axis. As 
in the case with the ridgers, there are,tiere- 
fore, no lateral forces which make both 
adjustment and control simpler (Fig. 63). 

The few ards available nowadays ,in modern form are used solely in arid areas for soil 
preparation without soil inversion. This is the case with an ard which was developed 
as the result of an FAO study based on the traditional Lybian ard, with a view to its 
improvement. Starting with this ard made of wood, with the exception of the share, a 
setal unit was developed with interchangeable working parts. A true ard made entirely 
of steel is also made in Italy. 

2) Cultivators 

These are implements with rigid or flexible tines which can be fitted with shares 
of various shapes. They are difficult to classify and this can be done with reference 
either to the share or to the tines. 

a) CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SHARE SHAPE 

- The scarifying share is usually formed by the lower part of the tine (strengthen- 
ed and shaped). It is ccnoave and has a reinforced tip; it is fairly narrow (50 to 
55 mm.); it penetrates the ground at an angle of entry of 30c to 60'. The scarifier does 
aeration and deep loosening work (Fig. 64). 

- The cultivator share is narrow and eicngated and always attached to the front of 
the tine. It is nearly always reversible (Fig. 65). 

- The weeder share is triangular with two lateral wings which are sharply concave. 
This share penetrates the ground to a sh.allcrr depth at a small entry angle. It carries 
out weeding, cleaning (bringing debris of all kinds to the surface) and soil lccscning 
work (Fig. 66-67). 



Fig. 64 - Scarifier tines 

Fig. 65 

Fig. 66 
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b) CLASSIFICATIOK ACCORDING TC THE TINES 

- The rigid tine is used less aud less. It is mounted vertically. llith aniroal 
draught implements, no safety system is generall:: provided (Fig. 68). 

- The rigid hinged tine (of the tiller type) is held in the vertical position 
by a spring. The spring absorbs shocks and the tine vibrates as it mcves along. T"e 
entry angle remains the same, as long as t:~e spring ivcrks properly (Fig. 69). 

- The flexible tine may be flexible to varying degrees: 

- the flat tine, consisting of a curved stdel blade, whose 
upper part is sometimes reinforced ("snculdered") (Fig. 70), 

- the coiled tine, of square section, which is hardly ever 
available for animal araught implements (Fig. '11). 

The body is a rigid frame, usually on wheels, with, in all cases, a depth adjustment 
system. 

Among the types of cultivator mentioned, that which is by far the most used fol 
animal draught work in the tropics is the flexible flat toothed cultivator, commonly 
known as a spring tine harrow. It is available either as a Dimple cultivator with its 
teeth attached to a hoe without supporting wheels ar;d hinged on a shaft to adjust 
working depth, or, more frequently, as an attachment to a multicultivator CT multi-pur- 
pose frame, an implement which will be discussed later. 

3) Disc harrows 

There is now a big market for these implements as a result of the mechanization of 
agriculture. With animal draught cultivation, however, their value is*much more open 
to question, not for tec:lr.ical reasons, even though the disc implements work better at 
the high speeds achievable by tractors, but for economic reasons. They are, indeed, 
relatively costly. 
effort (Fig. 72). 

They are usually heavy implements requiring considerable draught 

In view of the weight limit impcsad by the animal draught method under consideration 
in this manual, only simple disc harrows can be discussed. These consist of two snaftiz 
each fitted with a IICM of concave discs with spherical caps. The two shafts carrying 
the discs are arranged in a wide '4 open to the front. 

Disc harrow - Fig. 12 ach shaft carries 3 to 6 discs mounted 
vertically which oan rotate on roller or 
ball bearings or on shell or wooden bearings. 
The discs, with internal levelling, have a 
maximum diameter of 50 om and are set 15 to 
20 cm apart. 



Fig. 68 - 2igi-i tines Fig. 69 

Fig.,70 

Flat ,tine Reinforced flat tine 

Fig. 71 - 

Coiled tine 
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Fig. 73 RIOID HANlOW 
(local manufaature) 
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The harrow works the ground thoroughly a6 its discs are set more obliquely to the 
direction of movement, i.e. as their angle of attack is increased. Conversely, it dots 
practically no effective work when the shafts of the two sets of discs are in a straight 
line; in this case, the harrow rolls over the ground and this is, moreover, the only 
way in which the most simple implements can be transported. 

Except in Madagascar, where there are a few,disc harro!:s are only very rarely used. 

Such harrows are sometimes provided in the range of implements for attachment to 
multi-purpose bodies. These are usually as described above, but in some cases they may 
be offset har~ow;~i.e. two sets of discs one behind the other but not parallel. 

The share or disc stubble-sloughs are only mentioned in passing since,they are 
never used in tropical agriculture with draught animals. 

E) SIJWACE TILL&GE IMPLFK3lVS 

The main purpose of these is to prepare the seedbed for good germination of the 
seed. 

1) Harrows 

These implements are far too little known in Africa, despite the fact that they are 
almost essential for seedbed preparation where mschanical planters are used. when seed 
is sown by hand, barrowing ca!? be dispensed wit!lout much harm, although there is always 
the risk of a downpour breaking the big clods left by the plough which will then bury 
the seeds too deep. If, however, it is desired to use a mechanical planter after plougb- 
ing, the harrow becomes not only useful but essential. Indeed, the animal draught planter 
used (which is always light) must be able to roll over the seedbed without too much 
bumping if satisfactory sowing is to be achieved. However, this is nevei- the caee or. 
land which has only been ploughed. 

Harrows are implements which work at shallow depth with simple teeth without shares. 
There are several different types. 

- Rigid spike tooth harrows, harrows consisting of a rigid wood or metal frameto 
which ape attached pointed teeth which arechamperedand arranged verticall:: so 
as to work the soil (Fig. 73). 

- Linked spike tooth harrows, consisting of several rigid frames or sections joined 
together. The most rational arrangement is that in which each unit has several 
longitudinal members arranged in zig-zag fashion and fitted with teeth, hence 
thei? name of Zig-Zag harrows (Fig. '74). 

Fig. 77 - Rol:ing harrow 
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_ Unlike the linked harrows which only have transverse flexibility, the flexible 
harrows have also longitudinal iiexibility. They consist of small frames or 
sections carrying the teeth linked together by flexible links (Fig. 75-76). 

- Rolling harrows with a frame with two ok three cross shafts on bearings. Fitted 
to the shafts are discs with radial pointed helical teeth which interact in such 
a way as to avoid clogging and are self-cleaning (Fig. 77). A very special type 
of rolling harrow is made in Asia, either by local artisans or industrially. It 
has wooden 01‘ metal teeth attached to B roller (Fig. 77a). 

2) Rollers 

Rollers could, at a pinch, be left out since they are ;cctremely rarely used and, 
in the regions in which we are concerned, are reserved solely for rrork at a few experim- 
ental stations and farms. Their agronomic value is not questioned but, in t,:e order of 
priority of equipment for the African farmer and bearing in mind his purchasinp power, 
rollers are only of very minor interest. To this should be added the considerable dn?wht 
effort they need which is often too much for the capabilities of the animals available. 

The railer i$ used to pack the earth, to break up clods and for levelling. The:r are 
sometimes listed under t':o separate categories: 

- compaction rollers which crush clods and bury them, 
- clod-crushers which crush and pulverize, producing a powdery 

soil and compacting the sub-soil. 

a) The compaction roller consists of one or more cylindrical units on a single s'aft 
(Fig. 78). The corrugated roller is only a variant of the compaction roller. 

b) The Cambridge pi ring roller, composed of independent parts or discs on a single 
shaft, is a clod-crushing roller which is more effective than the smooth surfaced 
roller (Fig. 79). 

c) The ring roller is also available as a two row model. It has two parallel shafts 
one behind the other. ?&oh set of roller is nade up of adjacent cast iron discs. 
The arrangement is such that a disc of the i-ear roller passes between two discs of 
the front 'roller. Thin ,roller is particularly effective in powdering the soil. 

d) The "crosskill" roller is a typical clod-crusher; it has two series of independent 
discs with alternately two different diameters on a single shaft, .with a big disc 
between two small ones. One of the two series of discs haa a hub of diameter greater 
then that of the shaft so that all the units can roll on the ground despite their 
different sizes. As their angular speed is not the same, they unclog themselves 
automatically. Furthermore, the rims of the disca are notched (Fig. 80). 

e) The "crosskillette", often confused with the crosakill,is made up of units coneieting 
of small diameter discs, all of the aarns diameter with teeth on their rims. There 
am about ten of these discs on one shaft. A orosskillette generally has two parallel 
&aft8 one behind the other. 

f) The toothed clod-crushing roller has a double row of stare "hose pointa are oblique 
and arranged spirally so that they do not get clogged. It differs from a rotary 
harrow only in its greater weight. 

The frame of the rollers is always very simple and consists of B frame attached to the 
shaft or shaPte of the rollers. 
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Fig. 74 - Two section harrow (zig-me) 

Fig. 75 - Chain harrow 

Fig. 76 - Reversible teeth for spike tooth harrows 



Fig. 77a - Rotary harrows oi- clod cmshe 

upper: Nalaysian wooden type 
Lower: Japanese metal type 

Fig. 78 - Compaction roller 
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Fig. 79 Cambridge or ring roller Disc of Cambridge roller 

Fig. 80 Crosskill roller Crosskill roller discs 
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F) MULTIPLlRFOSETOOL CARRIERS 

A$ previously mentioned, simple implements which have been used in Europe with the 
large animals normally found there, often proved unsuccessful in Africa because the 
strength of the animals available was much less than that of the equivalent of tiopean 
horses oi- oxen. 

The problem was therefore re-examined by some manufacturers! for Africa conditions 
and it was mainly light ploughs which started being made some 20 to 30 years ago. Since 
the last World liar, the failure of various power mechanization experiments has led to i 
return to animal draught cultivation. In a ccnoern for economy in the face of low income 
users, design engineers have, as far as possible, grouped together into a single unit 
various implements whose individual development and limited sales would have been very 
costly. 

Thus, alongside the "simple implements" each for a single operation (ploughing, 
sowing, etc.) the multipurpose machine has appeared which can be used for several 
different operations in succession. 

Such a machine is made up of two parts: 

- cne, which is the came for all purposes, is the 
tool-carrier, body or frame, 

- the other, which c.?.~l be changed for each particular 
use, is the working part OF tool. 

Here, we shall mainly discuss the frame. 

The tillage implement has to be teamed up with the animals, i.e. what it can do 
depends on the powerff animals and there are, therefore, different implements for dif- 
ferent draught animals. 

Generally speaking, the range of tillage implements is divided into those which can 
be xsed for: 

- donkey cultivation 
- horse cultivation l 

- light ox draught 
- medium ox draught 
- Ebopean type heavy horse or ox draught. 

A number of French manufacturers. have made special efforts to meet the various 
requirements listed above, and are producing models for tool-carrier assemblies, for 
ox &aught and for donkey or light ox draught. 

l We should point out that horse drawn implements are less and less considered by the 
manufacturers of multipurpose implements in view of the general unsuitability of the 
horse in tropical Africa for prolonged effort. 
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The British, at the National Institute of Agricultural hgineering, have developed The British, at the National Institute of Agricultural hgineering, have developed 
a multipurpose tool carrier similar to the French implements. A polycultivator is also a mtiticcrwse tool carrier similar to the French implements. 
made in-In&a. 

A wlxultivator is also 
made in India. Finally, in l4adagasc:ar, an Italian engineer has developed equipment with Finally, in l4adagasc:ar, an Italian engineer has deveioped equipment with 
pclycultivator features which has, pclycultivator features which has, in particular, an adjustable track width, a variable in particular, an adjustable track width, a variable 
height of tool-carrier arm and no shaft. height of tool-carrier arm and no shaft. 

The multipurpose tool-carriers wculd appear to mark an important step forward in 
the development of mechanization in African countries with Sudanian/Sahelian climatic 
conditions. 

Among the numerous different types available, there are a few with excellent features. 
There is a wide range of tools available for them, capable of doing gccd work, partic- 
ularly as a result of adaptation work carried cut locally by, or in cooperation with, 
research bodies (such as the Bambey C.R.A.). The development of suitable tools has been 
carried on for "any years in Europe by certain manufacturers and helped by engineers and 
mechanics working on the farms using their equipment. This work has not been possible 
in Africa, with exception of a few research stations with competent personnel. This is 
why the greatest caution must be exercised, particularly in interpreting tl!e assessments 
of the tool users. A user may complain that "the"plough body of a certain multipurpose 
implement is ridiculously narrow for the ground he has to till wt.ereas. in fact, he may 
only possess the smallest of the three plough bodies offered by the manufacturer. 

There ie s clear distinction between the use of multipurpose frames, without wheels 
and tool-carrier frames with support wheels. The frame without wheels can be relatively 
easily lifted and carried b:r the driver on foot to avoid an obstacle. The tool frames 
with supporting wheels, particularly if they are designed for a seated operator, require 
ground which is completely free of obstacles, i.e. which has been tilled relatively 
intensely over a long period. The multipurpose fra?les without supporting wheels (but 
possiiily with small secondary wheels) 8i-e pulled with 8 chain, whereas the tool frames 
with large supporting wheels can be used for transport and have 8 pole for pulling to 
which the animals are harnessed. 

For the equipment on 8 farm, the choice between a set ,of implements consisting of a 
plough and, at least, a weeder/hoe and that represented by a good multipurpose frsme is, 

~abcve all, based on economic considerations. On certain Africa peasant farms, however, 
the plough must be used'& the same time 8s the crop weeding implement. In this connection 
it must be stressed that some plough frames can be fitted with 8 ridging body or a scarify- 
ing tine instead of the plough body, so that a set of equipment could be envisaged 
consisting of two frames with limited interchangeability. 

As regards the relatively high price of the multipurpose frsmes, it must be emphasized 
that their cost must in theory be amortised over all the very varied work they permit, or 
at least over a major proportion of this work. Their use is therefore only economically 
justified if they are used for 8 variety of different crops making up the crop rotation 
system of a farm and not just for 8 single crop, even if this crop offers a high commercial 
return. This extensive use of the multi-purpose frames assumes either fairly advanced 
agricultural development CT effective extension work. so that the means are available to 
extend the methods to all branches of peesant fsrming. 
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MAlXMULTIPLRKSEFFMES 

1) Donkey drauaht 

Tc begin with, in this categuryl there are the hand-operated implements which can, 
however. be harnessed to an animal, then come implements specially designed for donkey 
draught and, finally, others designed normally for light ox draught but whose light weight 
and the small width and depth of soil worked make them suitable for draght by one or 
two donkeys.' These implements should normally be able to be Pulled fairly easily by 8 
single small bullock or COW. 

a) SAND HOE 

The oldest of the implements at pres&t available commercislly consists essentially 
of a simple hoe with 8 single ncn-adjuetable wheel at the front. .It canalso be used 
for weeding (which can be done by hand), light scarifying, ridging and even ploughing 
by meane of a emall plough body. 

It is s tranaitionsl implement between hand cultivation snd dreught mitral cultiv- 
&ion. 

b) idULTIF'UFSOSE TOOL 

Another type of tool can be used for a limited variety of purpose?. It may be 
equipped with 8 small ridger, with & plough body, with 8 more or lees narrow scarifying 
tine which can be ueed for crop-lifting, or with five hoeing teeth. Like the light hoe 
described above, it would sppear to lie at the lower limit of animal &aught cultivation. 

c) Another donkey draught type hoe is derived from the "griffon", a form of hcrse- 
drawn hoe used by the vine-growers of southern Frsnce. 

The hoe has been reduced in weight (it weighs 26 kg) for use in Upper Volta and has, 
to a large extent, contributed to the success of snimal draught cultivation in that 
country by enabling a large herd of Previously unemployed donkeys to ba made use cf. 

It is an angular expsnsion hoe fitted with five flexible stays,to which may be 
e&ached cultivating teeth or tines. The fact that the stays csn be fitted quickly 
means that their number can be adapted to the work in hand, as well as to the draught 
effort available. In addition, one or two ridging bodies can be fitted SC that the 
implement can almost be called multipurpose. 

d) Another light unit recently developed in France is a multipurpose implement 
specially designed for donkey dr8ught. The rectangular, steel bar frame only weighs 
11.5 kg and can be fitted with the following implements: 

- 6 inch (15 cm) plough; 
- two to~five flexible cultivator stays; 
- ground-nut lifter; 
- ridgers; 
- lister type furrow opener. 

e) There-is also a relatively heavy implement (the &essis alone weighs 16 kg) 
which may be more suitable to light ox draught. Once again, it ie an implement which 
lies between donkey &aught and ox draught 



The basic unit has a 40 x 14 mm flat steel bar chassis and two handles with a 
single supporting wheel at the front. A cross-member is welded to~the Pear part of the 
frame, to which the various implements may be attached: plough, ridger, hoe using spring 
tines, rigid tines or shovel points and even a fertilizer spreader. 

2) Light and medium ox dr8uRht 

In tropical agriculture, light ox draught means the use of fairly small anjmals with 
generally insufficient. feed (particularly during tillage work at the beginning of the 
rainy season). As s result, the average dreaght effort is low and is usually not Morse 
than 80 kg with a pair of oxen. 

A model made in France weighs 21 kg for the chassis without tools. Its increased 
variety of usej, which makes it into a real 'multicultivator". 

Among its attachments may be~mentioned: 

- 6, 8 or 10 inch (15, 20 or 25 cm) ploughs, 
- ridgers of various dimensions with 

adjustable or fixed wings, 
- ridging unit consisting of a ridger with mouldbosrd 

or two angle discs, 
- shovel points on rigid tines, 
- wheels with sweeps or skimmers, mounted 

on flexible or rigid stays, 
- harrow with rigid teeth or flexible teeth (weeder), 
- ground-nut lifting blade, 
- fertiljser spreader. 

A multipurpose chassis has recently been developed in France and is only just 
being put on the market. Trials are at present.in progress. Despite lsck of experience 
of its capabilities it can be classified among those implements suitable for light CL 
draught. 

It consists of a rectangular beam with a single front supporting wheel; it has to 
be kept upright by means of two handles. Ten different implements may be mounted on 
this basic assembly: plough, rigid and flexible toothed cultivators, hoe, tool for 
earthing up and splitting back, ridger-digger, lister, lifter, plant&s (Z), (Fig.81). 



Fig. 81 - &ample of ME'LTICIJLTIVATORS 

The basic frame and some 
of the attachments 

Plough Cultivator 

Hoe Lifter 
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0) A medium weight '"multipurpose agricultural implement" based on the same 
principle as those already described consists of a beam with supporting wheel, on 
which various tools can be fitted. It does, however, have a particularly light and 
strong nain beam. It can be equipped a.8 a plough (three different bodies), spring tine 
cultivator, hoe, weeder, ridger, ground-nut lifter, etc. In this case also, the number 
of working parts can be changed to match the available draught effort (Fig. 82). 

d) With another iR&slrment a step is made towards better control of the tools, 
because the fr&me (which is rectangular) is supported at the front by two small wheels. 
These give the unit adequate transverse stability at the price, it is true, of a very 
slightloss in draught effort. 

e) An improvement version of the above his sufficient under frame clearance for 
cultivation on ridges. 

The stability of the chassis is also provided by two supporting wheels, at B maximum 
distance apart of 60 cm. It has the same range of implements, but a plough body for 
one way ploughing of the y4 turn reversible type has been specially designed for this 
model. In addition, it can be used for offset work such as the maintenance of row 
cultivation. 

This equipment is distinguished by the fact that the multipurpose implements under 
this categcry are heavier, loosen a greater quantity of earth and have s wider range of 
uses. An important additional advantbge is that it can be used for transport. This is 
lnade possible by the 'fitting of large metal, or mcr8 often pneumatic, wheels. 

Incidentally, but important also, these implements are not pulled by a chain but 
by a pole - or shafts. 

Finally. the frame for carrying the various tools is a support which is really stable 
laterally (the track width may be mere than 1 m) and longitudinally, since pulling by 
pole makes the whole assembly mere rigid. 

Under these conditions, there is nothing to stop the fittirg of mounted or partially 
mounted tools which are attached in a similar manner to tractor mounted equipment. 

It is alaost as if cxen were being used in place of a tractor, with a seat on the 
implement, but without a mechanical or hydraulic lifting arrangement for~the implements. 

a) "PDLYCULTI'JATOB (Fig. 83) 

The chassis with straight shaft and pole may be equipped with: a wagon platfCrm, 
a broadcast seeder, spring tine harrow, a cultivator weeder, a plough body, 2 POW 
planter, a ground-nut lifter, a mcwer, etc. The straight shaft makes the polycultivator 
only suitable for level cultivation work. 
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Fig. a2 - Examples of a MULTICULTI1~ATOR 

n 

The basic frame and 
some possible attachments 

Hoe - harrow - weeder Springtime cultivator 

Ground-nut lifter Ridger with adjustable wings 



Fig. 83 - A POLYCULTI'JATOF? 

The basic chassis and wxne of 
the possible attachments 

Lifter wagon 

Hoe Row-crop planter 



b) "UNIVIXSAL" CHASSIS MAIIS IN INxcA 

This equipment has been manufactured for several years and it would appear that it 
came cut at about the same time as the E'rench pclycultivatcr. It ccnsi3t.s of a chassis 
with no shaft and with a seat. In addition to the normal versions, it can also be fitted 
with a levelling blade carried at the rear, as well as a "Tong?." - a~ fitting for carrying 
people. 

Another multipurpose chassis made in India has 2 metal supporting wheels and the 
driver may be seated. The shaft is straight but, even so, the large wheels give it 

,gcnsiderable ground clearance. The track width cannot be adjusted, but the tools are 
controlled by a mechanical lifting system. 

The following may be fitted: 

- a plcugh with 46 cm diameter discs (this is 
rare in animal draught cultivation) 

- a disc harrow of the offset type with 40 cm 
diameter discs, 

- a rigid toothed cultivator, 
- a ridger with fixed wings, 
- a rear levelliing blade. 

d) N.I.A.E. MULTIPURPOSE IMPLE4EXT' 

The assembly was designed by the IFaticnal Institute of Agricultural hgineering. 
Lengthy development work was necessary which seems to be continuing at the same time 
as commercial production. Its characteristics are very similar to these of the French 
pclycultivatcr already mentioned. 

e) TROPICULTIVATOR 

This is the version of .the French pclycultivatcr for cultivation an ridges. The 
bridge type chassis, without shaft, gives,* clearance of 0.60 m under the chassis. The 
track width may be varied from 0.60 m to 2 m. The rear tool bar is lifted by a 3 point 
system. 

f) POLYCULTIVA'IOR 

There is another model cf a multipurpose chassis without shaft and with gvcd 
clearance (70 cm). The track width is variable (0.56 m to 2 m). The various versions 
are similar to those of the Tropicultivatcr. 
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IV 

EQUIEWWT FOR THE SOIL PRIZ'AR4TION OF IRRIGATED RICGFIEI,DS, 

DRY OR UXDZ3 WATER 

The preparation of the soil of rice-fields mainly depends on the method of cultiv- 
ation, this depending on the rainfall and the possibility cf bringing in additional water. 
The rice may be cultivated: 

- either dry, or 
- with additional irrigation, whose effectiveness 

depends on the degree of water control achieved. 

Where drv cultivation is concerned, the rice is cultivated like any other cereal 
and, in theor;r, the soil is prepered by using methods and equipment similar to those 
used for other annual crops. We shall not repeat the descriptions of these implemer.ts 
which have already been discussed in a previous chapter; the aim is to achieve clean 
end loosened earth so that good sowing may be carried cut in conditions favcwable for 
the future development of the plant. This is subject to the hazards of climate and the 
yields obtained vary widely, sometimes being insignificant; nevertheless, under certain 
conditions, satisfactory results are possible; average yields of 15 quintals per hectare 
have been reported, particularly in Ivory Coast. 

Rice cultivation under water is, however, the general rule and it is with irrigated 
cultivation that the best yields are obtained, these, mcrecver, depending on the degree 
of water control. It is obvious that rice-fields which rely on rainfall or floods 
(uncertain water reserves) will give less reliable results than those produced with good 
well-controlled irrigation. The methods and implements used for the soil preparation of 
rice-fields depend, to a large extent, on the amount of water available when the work is 
carried out. 

There are two possible cultivation methods: 

- direct sowing, dry; 
- direct sowing or transplanting 

in soil under water. 

In the first case, it is, in fact, a question of conventional soil preparation for 
dry cultivation, contingent on maintaining the original level surface as well as the 
means for making bunds, drainage etc.; the implements used are mostly those applicable 
to other crops (such as ards,,ploughs, disc harrows), whereas, in the second case, it is 
often necessary to make use of implements specially designed for specific tasks, such 
as for puddling and seedbed preparation under water (in particular, rotary hoos). 

Some of these implements can be used either dry or under water (ards, some ploughs, 
rotary hoes, etc.). 

Generally speaking, preparation of irrigated rice-fields takes place at the beginning 
of the rainy season, except in particular cases where, as a result of wfficient control 
of the water in the dry seasoi~, i-ice can be grown cut of season. At the beginning of 
the raiw seascn, however, the animals ai‘e often in bad condition, so that a very great 
effort can not be demanded of them, even though preparation of tpe rice-fields is very 
exacting in energy. 
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This is why, in the following descriptions, we shall have to limit ourselves to 
equipment and implements not exceeding a certain weight, above which any use in tropical 
countries becomes impassible. When we mention European-designed equipment which is too 
large for logical use in Africa, this must be borne in mind if its use is planned as it 
must, in most cases, be pulled by a pair of oxen. 

Despite the appearance of a certain form of power mechanization over the past few 
years, particularly in Japan, animal draught cultivation for rice-growing still plays 
a very important role in Asia; it could also play this role in Afriez since, with some 
exceptions, the African rice-grower mainly uses hand methods for rice Cultivation. 

The soil has to be prepared so that the seed (sown dry or in wed mud, broadcast 
or in rows), or the plant (transplanted) n$y find the best conditions for its develop 
ment through to harvesting. Efforts must therefore be made to ensure as perfect as 
possible a soil preparation (but this often fails to be achieved, rice-growers can 
frequently be seen, in the Sudanian-Sahelian area, for example, sowing rice on very 
badly prepared ground). The wide range of animal draught cultivation implements at 
present in use for rice-growing enables the ground to be properly prepared, provided 
that the appropriate equipment is used. ,The methods used must result in periodical 
oxidation of the soil of the rice-fields while retaining its proper physics1 structure. 

There ape three phases to be ewmined in succession: 

- ploughing proper, primary tillage; 
- seedbed preparation, secondary tillage; 
- forming a layer of wet mud on top of a 

relatively waterproof layer. 

This schematic description of the work is not always exactly followed, sometimes 
the plcughing~may be omitted (direct-treading or puddling in rice-fields under water), 
in other Cases dry seedbed preparation does not take place because the wet mud is formed 
directly on the plcughed land after it has been submerged, finally, seed may be sown 
dry, even though the rice-field is subsequently irrigated. 

Rice-fields under water can.cnly be managed properly if the neoessary infrastructure 
has been established to easupe good utilization and good distribution of the water. This 
mainly involves good levelling and making of buds. We shall, therefore, take a quick 
lock at 'the equipment used for this purpose, before going on to the equipment used for 
soil preparation. 

A) LFX3LLING AND MAKING HNDS 

With irrigated rice-growing it is absolutely essential to achieve good water control. 
This Can only be achieved by correct levelling and careful construction of bunds to keey. 
the water in. 

1. Levelling 

There are two phases in the levelling of a rice-field: general levelling and fine 
levelling. 

General levelling. In areas where irrigated rice-growing is not traditional, this 
involves the use of major power operated earth moving equipment. Fxtrew caution must 
be exercised in order to prevent excessive removal of the top-soil. 
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Animal &aught can obviously only be used to a very limited extent for this levelling 
work, which usually involves moving tens or hundreds of cubic metres of earth per he&are, 
depending on the relative size of individual plots. JAxcept in particularly favorable 
cases, therefore, animal draught can only provide limited additional help. 

Fig. 84 - Earth scccp. Among the animal 
draught levelling implements which can help 
with general levelling, we may mention the 
earth scoop, formerly frequently used in 
Europe, although now they are manufactured 
much less frequently. They are used on dry 
ground which is sufficiently loose for the 
loading effort not to be unduly heavy. They 
hold 50 to 150 litres. Loading is automatic 
and unloading is done by tipping over where 
desired by means of a simple device (stop or 
catch). The distance to be covered must be 

r fairly short (a few dozen metres). A very 
simple scocp, weight emp+.y 60 kg., has been 

Fig. 84 - Earth Scoop developed in Madagascar and should cost 
about 10,000 francs CFA. 

Fine levelling has to be done before seeding, since the soil preparation work, 
particularly the ploughing if it is'dcne in lands, produces srcface unevenness which 
must be removed. The implements used for this purpose are generally very simple and 
can, therefore, if needs be, be made locally; some ape used on dry and others on flcodeh 
ground. Most of them axe multi-purpose and can also help with the paddy (wet mud) 
preparation which we shall discuss later. They are different types of harrow such as 
the conventional wooden-framed harrow with teeth and the various Wpanieh" and "Italian" 
harrows. 

The levellina board consists of a heavy plank 1 or 2 nietres long which is drawn by 
one or two animals. Handles are used to make it dig into the mud or, on the contrary, 
to ,lift out by controlling the tilt of the loading edge of the board. Sometimes, two 
planks can be used together, they are then flexibly linked by, for example, rubber bands. 

The heavy plank may be replaced by a simple log with a pole at the front for attach- 
ment to the yoke or the log may have,ringe for attaching chains. 

The upright levelling scraper works best in water, or at least on very wet ground, 
but it can also be used on dry ground. It consists of two planks and a handle. One of 
the planks may be about 1.80 m long and 0;30 m wide. It is moved forward Inca vertical 
position, perpendicular to the draught l:ze and works along its lower edge. It is made 
stable by a second plank which is attached at the centre of the first plank by a flexible 
joint (hinges or other method), this second plank, which is perpendicular to the first, 
and is about 1 metre long, carries the operator who, by means of handles solidly attached 
to the first plank, adjusts the degree of "bite" of this levelline board and thus ensupe 
that the fin&smoothing off is done properly. 
is reinforced with a metal blade (fig. 85). 

The working edge gf the levelling beard 

The float or levelling sled, is usually a wooden implement, except for the re- 
inforcing shoes and the attachment points. Its effectiveness depends on its length; 
it is therefore, by definition, a bulky implement which cannot be used on small plots. 
In addition, the draught effort needed is relatively too great for the animals w~ally 
available. 
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Levelling Scraper 

Fig. 86 - Polycultivator with 
levelline blade 

Fig. 87 - Indian type 
Rideer 
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Swivellinrr levelliw blades are available, some as wheeled models of the polycultiv- 
ator or multicultivator type: Fig. 86. 

2. Hakingbunds 

The bunds must, to the maximum extent possible, be permanent. They should be well 
anchored and watertight. Bunds are generally built by hand, unless power is available 
permitting the use of big implements. 

Few bund making implements have been designed for animal draught. There is, however, 
an implement which is locally made and is fairly widespread in Asia, and is used in India, 
also for making banks and terracing against erosion. It consists of two planks about two 
metres long and 30 to 40 cm wide put together in a V, with the point forwards (Fig. 87). 
The operator gets onto the V and roughly regulates its working depth by shifting his 
weight forwards or backxeds. Before this implement is used, start making the bund by 
cutting a furrow with a mcvldboard plough. 

In this connection we should mention that an out and return run with a mouldbcard 
plcugh quickly produces a small bund which only needs packing down with a shovel to be 
effective. 

Fig. 88 - EmId former 
A variant of the preceding implement may 
also be used, either for making ditches 
or as a bund former. It also consists 
of two planks, one of which, the biggest, 
(abotit 2 m) is set on the draught axis, 
whereas the other, biased at the top some 
distance from the front, can be displaced 
more or less by moving the attachment 
point by means of a cross-member. A handle 
is provided for the operator to steady 
himself on the implement and also helps 
him to control it. 

Various types of animal draught ridgers 
with shares or discs may also be used to 
rough cut bunds. 

A very simple bund former is used in India. It consists of two wooden or metal 
planks, forming an open V with the wide opening facing forward; The earth, which must 
be well loosened beforehand, therefcre'builds up to the rear as the implement moves 
forward. The walls are concave and thus help to form the bund. Steering is by a handle. 
An implement of this kind is used in Spain where it is called ari %raballcnedora" 

I 
(ridge=) and has been adapted for t,ractor use (Pig. 88). 

Very few animal draught implements have been designed for the maintenance of drainage 
ditches or irrigation canals. An implement exists in Spain which is based on the princjple 
mentioned later for the '*drag+ de talles",but, including in addition, at~each end a 
second disc 10 to 15 cm from the outside discs of the roller; these two additional discs 
whose purpose is to cut the edge of the ditch and the weeds growing on it, are of dif- 
ferent diameter to that of the two other original discs; the implement is 50 to 70 cm.wide 

B) E&UIpIuIm FOR THE PllEPARATION OF.IRRICATZE RICELFIELSS 

The soil should normally be tilled for rice to a depth of about 10 to 15 cm. At 
any lesser depth, weed destruction is inadequate, whereas with a depth of more than 20 
cm there may be s reduction in yields, probably because the org;mic matter is buried too 
deeply for the root system to be able to reach the nutritive elements resulting from its 
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decomposition. In ary case, the working depth must remain constant over the years so 
that the hard sole of plcugh pan, lying as it does some 15 cm from the surface of the 
soil, is not destroyed. There'is thus a layer of impermeable earth which helps reduce 
losses of water and nutritive elements during floodilgwhich lasts throughout the period 
of growth of the rice. 

1. Plcughing 

We shall group together here actual ploughing an+ the work done by other tillage 
implements, since, with rice-growing - particularly flooded cultivation - there is not 
such a strict division between the two categories of work as is the case with dry cultiv- 
ation. 

The main purposes of ploughing in rice-fields are: 

- loosening of the soil, usually to be followed by puddling, 
_~ * :~ r~atian~.af~.t~e-~~cund-~~~~the~~~~rmi-~~t~~,~uf~.,we~~~w~~c~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~_ 

can then be destroyed by other tillage operations, 
- digging in of vegetable or organic matter, with a view 

to achieving a granular structure allowing the right degree 
of permeability favccrable to oxidation. 

To achieve these results, the plcughing must meet two main conditions; 

- the optimum depth seems to be between 10 and 15 cm. 
- it must be done 4 to 6 weeks before sowing or transplanting. 

Ards and plcughs with forecarriages are used almost everywhere for dry plcughing, 
but a distinction must be made: whereas in the Far &et it has been traditional over 
a long period,mainly to use ads without mouldbcards, working without turning the soil, 
in Africa and Madagascar, only ploughs with mouldboards have been recommended; these 
are heavier and therefore more expensive. This is explained by the fact that, unlike 
Asia where animal drawht cultivation is traditional, in Tropical Africa the use of 
draught animals is relatively recent and the plcughs have usually been imported from 
Europe. But Owning over the soil, which has many advantages (aeration, digging in 
weeds) requires a relatively high draught effort which explains why Western type mould- 
board plcughs can only be used after the first rains have fallen, so that there is a 
delay which may be harmful to the'subsequent cultivation operations. 

The Chinese and Japanese ploughs which are a compromise between the ard withcat 
mculdboard and the plcugh, do not turn the soil over completely, and they have the 
advantage of being very light. Some are, as previously mentioned, reversible, which is 
an appreciable advantage for maintaining the previously established levelline and to 
avoid the boundary furrows of ploughing in lands. 

The use of a slatted mouldboard may be advantageous in heavy soils, particularly 
those Of rice-fields, since the draught effort necessary is reduced by ? reduction i? 
friction. As already mentioned, this type of mculdbcard is fitted mainly to the ploughs 
made in Asia. 

One way plcughing is normally to be recommended for rice. Several manufacturers 
have available reversible ploughs weighing from about 30 kg up to 120 and even 150 kg.,for 
reversible plcughs on two wheels. 
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These plcughs were described in the preceding chapter. Practically no changes 
have been designed specially for rice-growing, with the exception of the adoption, 
in certain cases, of slatted mculdboards,which are as yet little used in Africa. In 
some very exceptional cases it is even possible to use them on flooded land. 

Generally speaking, one or two plcaghinga are sufficient to ensure the first 
preparation of the rice-field properly, but that depends on the equipment used. Thus, 
in India, the use of very simple ards sometimes makes it necessary to cover the ground 
at least 5 times. On average, for a plcughing width of lj to 20 cm and a depth of 10 
to 15 cm., 25 to j0 hours per hectare of continuous work must be reckoned, representing 
5 to 10 days' work for one or two men and a pair of oxen. 

b) SEZOXTURY TILZAGE WJIpI.WT 

In actual fact, in rice-growing, turning the soil over does not appear essential 
in all cases. Ards withcutmouldbcsrdswhich are still extensively used in Asia are 
~J!LD*e ~l&e .~~fi~"&o~*~~f&A*~ ~~p~~czkcs ~-~=a~ *a-;-;-:ry * i;;e@-*q-&pme& &.i;*-&**&~~io~*h* ~~~~~ 
following paragraph can mostly be used for this work: disc harrows, cultivators, 
expanding hoes etc. On the other hand, the disc stubble-ploughs which require too much 
tractive effort, are not used with draught animals. 

2. Final Seed Bed Preparation. 

Primary tillage operations by plcughing leav& a lumpy soil which must be further 
prepared carefully so that the sowing (or transplanting) may be.carried cut under good 
conditions; this final seed bed preparation, can be performed by a variety of imple- 
ments, some of which are specially designed for work under water, whereas others can be 
used dry or under w&r, or only dry. 

a) SECONDARY TIIUCE WJIPMENT USED IX PL&CEOF PLOIMS 

Disc harrows drawn by animals can, in some cases, be used for seed :a3 preparation 
of the soil although they are implements which are designed to be worked at a relatively 
high speed. They must be used under clearly defined cnnditicns of ground humidity and 
must often be weightedwhich aggravates the draught problem. In addition, disc harrows 
have the disadvantage of being relatively expensive. Detaiis of these implements have 
been given in an earlier chapter. 

Secondary tillage can be carried cut with tine,dcr toothed tillage implements 
provided that the vegetation is not too dense and that the soil has been cleared of 
stumps and roots. This technique, which has certain advantages (lower draught effort), 
could, in rice-growing, probably take the place of turning over the soil with the ccn- 
ventional plough, when dry tillage has to be followed by other types of tillage on flooded 
ground. 

Bccandinp hoes, as well as the multicultivators and polycultivators a1ree.Q mention- 
ed in an earlier chapter, are also suitable for the dry preparation of rice-fields which 
will subsequently be flooded. 

b) SLIRFACE TILIAGE EQUIPMWC 

All-metal zig-zag type harrows are sometimes used for firal seed bed preparation 
of rice-fields, either dry or under water. The frame is often made of wood and the teeth 
are sometimes made locally; this is the case, in particular, in Madagascar. This design 
of harrow can be turned over and used for smoothing. 
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Rollers (weighted, clod-crushers etc.) can also be used for seed bed preparation 
on dry ground but it must be recognised that their general application has so far been 
hindered by their high cost. 

3. Puddling 

The operation of rSpuddlingtu must comply with certain conditions: 

- it must be carried out on very wet or 
submerged soil, shortly before sowing or 
transplanting 

- it must cause 8 hardening of the plough pan. 

Puddling is usually carried out with implements specially made for the purpose. 

Bevertheless, so?e of the implements already mentioned can be used on soil under 
water even tho~h~~herr were not originally designed for this purpose. It is mainly in 

-Asia that implements speolally deslgned for the purposeare~ibuiid;~6 sdaptations~or-new 
developments have been studied in other countries. 

In this category of implements, we me7 mention: 

a) INPLZlGB"PSWITHFIXEDWORKINC PARTS 

- The peg-tooth or comb-harrow, used throughout Asia, is pulled by one or two 
buffaloes. The Malaysian type'is 1.10 m wide and has 12 teeth 30 cm long. A steering 
handle enables the implement to be lowered or raised'as it is pulled along, to combine 
heading and levelling. The tractive effort demanded is fairly high. The teeth are 
generally round, of 3 to 4 cm diameter and made of wood; but they oan also be metal. 
They are then set closer together (Fig. 89). 

The Burmese harrow, a variant of the former type, has a better designed draught 
line which makes for easier handling and thus'reduces the tractive effort required. By 
removing the teeth, this implement is converted into a levelling board (Fig. 90). 

These harrows have the advantage of being relatively inexpensive and light (about 
20 kg for a width of 1 metre) and therefore easily transportable across country. 

u Fig. 90 - BU rmese barrow, convertible 
into levelling board by removal 
of teeth 

Fig. 09 - Comb-harrow 
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- The Y+enish harrow" OP Swish board", also suitable for power mechanization. 
This consists of a float to which are attached a number of blades like miniature mould- 
boards which loosen the earth, to knead it and produce the desired consistency known 
as %astic". The Spanish board also helps, by reason of its shape, to level the soil. 

Several variants of it are to be found. 

- The '?astrilla" ("Spanish harrow") is made up of a 1.50 to 2 m 1or.g and 25 to 
30 cm wide float, under which are attached, by set screw-a, a single row of triangular 
metal blades (apex forward). The blades are 6 to 7 cm deep with a maximumlength of 25 
to 30 cm. When used for levelling, this impiement is turned upside down. 

Bnother type of harrow consists of 3 :DWS of curved metal blades. ‘he rmr row are 
well clear of the edge of the float. Thee? blades exe permaneritly fired to the platform 
and are not bolted. The two outer blades *If the re& FOW are turned inwards so that 
they we practically at right angles to all the other blades. 

~~~~. -The Acme harrow (an animal draught implement of llmerioan origin and traditfor@lly 
much used in Italy and in Spain) is entirery made of metal. The frame is made of three 
intersecting bars; 2 rows of curved bladea, a total of 12 or 13, are welded to the front 
and rear iron bars (Fig. 92-93). 

Another type of Spanish harrow consis;s of a wooden float about 2 m long and 30 to 
35 cm wide. Spiral-shaped knives, 5 to 8 cm wide and 35 cm long, are bolted to the rear 
0f the float 20 to 25 cm apart. Smaller knives are interspersed with the big knives and 
bolted about 5 cm from them and forming an angle with them open to the rear. The big 
knives turn to the right on the right half of the float and to the left on the other 
half. This implement is therefore similsr to the Italian wooden float harrow. On one 
version of the herrow, vertiwa1 discs rigidly attached to a horizontal bar are substituted 
for the small knives. A board may be on top of the working parts so that the operator 
can ride on the implement. 

In Italy, the "float-barrow" has a working width of 2 to 3 m (in its horse-drawn 
version). It has 2 rows of working parts which clear the rear of the float by e few 
centimetres. The working psrts are small shares of various shapes suited to the soil 
cond\tions of the rioe-fields and are mrde by local :rtisans. These implements are 
used for puddling and a-e, therefore, used under water, but also on dry ground for final 
seed bed preparation aad for le-selliny;. These hamore sometimes consist of two linked 
parts which ez!agle the operator, who rides on one part, to bontrol the irk via handles 
(fig. 94-95). 

In the Camargue, barrowa known as "Italian boarden have somethen been wed for. 
animal draught cultivation and mnbsequently have been adapt&d for use with tractors. 
These implements are derived from the float harrow used in Italy. They ooluimt of L 
wooden plank to which are fittd spM murk& parts 15 to 25 on long md 5 to 12 cm 
high. This plank msy be 2 to 3 metros in langth; it is sometimes linked to another 
plank in front of it trwhi0hwue attached the draught obains, Improv6mnts hwe been 
made to these "Italian floata.. Some are now -de entirely of metal and are dmi 
a, that the mud cannot collect on Top. In the clurrgue (with trmtor olltiv8tioa gn 

sd 
, 

these implements axe practically only psed for pvddling where rice is t~plantOd, 
whereas, in other countries, they are rued ware generally. 



Fig. 91 - "Rastrilla" Spanish harm 
(seen from below) 

fig. 92 -?4cme" Spanish 
halTOW 

9. 94 - Italian 
wooden float- 

Fig. 93 - Acme type barrow 



Fig. 95 - Italian Wooden 
floa%a 

blade harrow (Malagasy type) 
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The blade harrow, developed ii Madagascar, is similar to the Spanish harrows. It 
hasp 2 OP 3 rows of 5 to 7 blades, attached to a wooden float which can be taken apart, 
and so arranged that the cut earth is kneaded; it may be fitted with a levelling board 
at the Fear. 
(Fig. 96). 

This harrow weighs between 31 and 52 kg depending on the type of blades used 

b) ROTARY IMPLEMENTS 

These have to work in a sufficient depth of water to prevent mud building up between 
the working parts. The implements are either puddling rollers or rotary harrows. 

Special Euddlinz rollers of different types are used in Asia. 

- Blade rollers, with metal or wooden frames to which are attached 10 to 15 cm 
blades, which aFe fitted at the centre of 8 frame for working in paddy fields. 

- Traditional wooden rollers with 6 longitudinal 10 cm deep grooves. They are about 
l&m wide and can be drawn by an ox or a buffalo. 

- Iiarmw-rollers are used in Formosa. They consist of a 60 cm diameter, 1.60 to 
2.70 m long roller with 8 to 10 cm wide paddles on its circumference. The action of the 
paddles kneads the soil, as well 8s burying any weeds which may have escaped earlier 
plcughing. 

-Vuddlingut rollers have been developed in Madagascar since 1962. They are mainly 
based on the operating principle of the cage-wheels fitted to certain tractors. In certain 
cases, they enable puddling operations to be carried out in rice-fields without ploughing 
before-hand. These implements were initially designed to replace the traditional puddling 
of the rice-fields by oxen. They are simple but effective requiring only a single pair 
of oxen and caepable of working in small rice-fkelds of B?y shape. The implement has s 
working width of about 0.80 m and weighs about 160 kg. The working parts are 50 mm angle 
iron cleats(a total of 88 on one version) 15 cm long welded to 16 35 mm angle iron crces 
members at right 
wheels (Fig. 97). 

angles to the direction of advance and themselves welded to 3 metal 

This type of roller gives good results in relatively light soil. Unploughed ground 
needs to be worked ever 7 to 10 times which means 14 to 20 ox-days' work per hectare 
instead of 60 to 80 with traditional puddling. In Spain, epecially designed rotary in&r* 
ents have only been in use for B few years. 

- One type of puddling machine made in Spain, ccnsists of s 1.50 m long by 30 cm wide 
wooden plate carrying a platform 40 to 45 cm above it for the driver. To this assembly, 
towards the rear, is fitted, via adjustable linked metal parts, a hollow roller similar, 
in fact, to a age-wheel. This roller consists of 4 or 5 metal blades 5 cm in width welded 
at each end to two thin discs and held inside by two or three welded rings. The blades 
are inclined in the direction of rotation. In certain casee, this implement may be used 
back to front, i.e. with the roller in front. A simple adjustment enables the working 
depth to be varied. 
plate (Fig. 98). 

The draught effort is applied via two rings attached to the lower 



fig. 99 - Disc harrow 

Fig. 98 - Type of 
puddling machine 
made in Spain 
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-Another wider type has 2 co-axial rollers 90 cm wide end 35 cm in diameter. At 
the ends, the two discs are replaced by two adjustable wooden shoes by which the working 
depth can be controlled. 

Rotary harrows (or rotary hoes) of various types are also used for the puddling of 
rice-fields. 

- The type most generally used in the Far &at consists of: at the rear, a row oi 
fixed teeth and, at the front, several rows of straight or curved teeth attached to the 
circumference of a rotating hub. The teeth are either metal or wooden. 

- A rotary disc harrow has been developed in Japan (CECOW) for animal draught. It 
has 6 or 8 curved cut away discs, of 30 to 40 cm diameter and spaced et intervals of about 
20 centimetres sn two shafts arranged in a V. A 90 cm wide harrow (6 discs) only weighs 
25 kg and can be pulled by a single animal. This type of implement is particularly useful 
for very grassy rice-fields since the discs cut up the vegetable matter and mix it effec- 
tively with the earth. Two or three runs are usually sufficient for proper puddling. 
They are said to be capable of carrying out one run covering 1 to 1.5 hectares per day 
(Fig. 99). 

- The toothed roller harrows (which we have already mentioned) have curved metal 
teeth attached to a solid metal hub; a series of these hubs at 15 cm intervals rotates 
on a single shaft. These implements are widely used as clod-breakers in dry cultivation, 
but it would appear that they are also suitable for puddling. 

-A type of rotary harrow has been developed in Madagascar made entirely of metal, 
1.30 m wide and weighing 80 kg, without concrete ballast; it has 45 teeth made of 45 mm 
angle iron with 5 teeth per hub. E&oh tooth is 32 cm long and its tip is forked and 
curved so as to increase the puddling effer+. The 9 hubs are mounted on a single shaft; 
the teeth of two successive hubs are staggered. 

Fig. 100 - "Carret de1 favo" - Spanish disc 
harrow 

Fig. 100 "carret de1 favo" 
Spcoish disc harrow 

A type of disc harrow which oBMQt be 
classified among the rollersor 
harrows, appears to be very widespread in 
Spain. This is known as the "carret de1 
favo". It is 1.5 to 2 m wide end has two 
paralle? metal shafts about 39 cm apart. 
Fach shaft carries 7 to 8 discs, or 6 to 7, 
flat discs, 35 to 40 cm in diameter set 20 
cm apart and exactly at right angles to the 
shaft carrying them. The discs of the two 
rows are staggered. A platform on which 
the driver rides is fitted over the top of 
the discs. 

This implement may be used in dry conditions or in water, particularly for *'discing"in 
green manure which has preferably been flattened or mown beforehand (Fig. 100). 



The rotary implements for use with animal draught andtherefor6 not power-driveqare 
worthy of special attention. They are suitable for the puddling of rice-fields since, 
without breaking the plough pan, they chop up and bury the vegetable matter satisfactorily. 
In additioti, they have the advantage of being simple (local manufacture possible), relat- 
ively inexpensive and only need relatively limited draught effort. Coordinated rseearch 
andtrials are.aeeded in this field in order to develop implementa witable for various 
types of soil and for types of animals. 
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Logic~J.ly, this chapter should start with broadcast cowing. Unfortunately the various 
types of bmsdcestere aret for a variety of rewone, hardly ueed at all in the countries 
in which we are interested. Of the rarioue types of sowing and planting equipment, only 
the single row planters are ueed in appreciable numbers in Africa. 

a) SOWIRG INPLEn5wrS~ 

Sowing is the most important agricultural work after soil preparation. Indeed, the 
correct timing and the vay in which it is carried out have a profound influence on 
germination and on the growth of the seedlinge and the possibility of being able to do 
the weeding at the appropriate time, and in consequence, on the yield. 

There sre various types of implements for mowing or making sowing easier: furrow 
openers, dibbling wheels, broadcast eower~, multi-row seed drillsfar large scale ooltiv- 
stion, end single row precision planters. 

1) Sowing creperation imolementa 

a) THEFDRROWOPJ%l!XS OR MARKERS 

The purpose of the furrow opener is, on the one hand to mark out the row along which 
the need will be eown end, on the other, to form B shallow furrow, of variable depth, in 
which the seeds are eown by band. 

The main interest of this implement is that it facilitstes sowing in parallel lines, 
thus permitting subeequent crop maintenance with animal draught implementa. 

Furrow opener8 or markers can be made of loos1 materials (a bulk of timber with 
"wedgee" at the desired intervals, two handlea at the re&r and a harnessing ettacbment 
st the front). They can 8180 be one of the unit attachments for fitting to multipurpose 
tool carriers; in this latter case, the tines can be set at various spacings by means of 
eliding clamps or U bolts (fig. 101-102). To achieve satisfactory results, these im- 
plements require a very carefully prepared seed bed, psrticulerly in clay soils. 

Like the furrow opener, the maker wheel is used to msrk out sowing linea along the 
ground. But, in this cake, the lines we not oontinuous and the holea made are used for 
sowing in clusters. 

It coneiets of a series of metal wheele (wheelbarrow type), s varying number of which 
sre mounted on 8 ebeft. Flat iron luga We welded to the rime of the wheels St predet- 
ermined intervals. ROW spreiq can be fired or rariable. The Implement is completed by 
s 01etie at ?)?I? fmn+ P""i FZiblJ, e. hoi for l.-'.--* y~~~~~ weighta (Fig. iOjj. 



2) Sowing imolements 

a) THE BROADCAST SOWER 

Farticularly intended for sowing forsge crop seeds, this is berdly used et 811 in 
Africa. Rrosdoast sowing of cereals iS not recommended here. It could however be consid- 
ered for sowing rice in nursery plots, but, in this ease, the seed is usually sown by 
means of a hand brosdcastingfool, becsuse of the smell area8 to be covered end of working 
conditions (sowing in wet mud), or else for sowing cover crops (Fig. 104). 

b) SEED DRILLS 

Seed drille place the seeds in small parallel furrows opened in the seed-bed, end 
then covering them with earth le. 

Sowing in row8 has the following advantages over broadcast sowing: 

- the depth et which the seed is buried oan be regulated 
- even distribution of seed 
- economy of eeed (*bout 3oq&i 
- better root development 
- serstion and insolstion of the base of the stems 
- subsequent u8e of weed control implements is possible. 

Sowing in parallel rows can be achieved by me8118 of multirow seed drills or single POW 
planters. 

b-l) MULTI-ROW SEED DRILLS 

These usually ne*d a drswht effort which is too great for loosl draught animals 
and eze tl.erefore hardly used et 611, with the exception of the narrowest versions 
which are sometimes used in rice growing. 

We may mention, in passing, the most rudimentary of the Chinese rice seeders, whose 
use goes beck for over 2,OCO years and is still in upe now. .It is msde .entirely of wood 
and its system of operation is se follows: en agitstor aonsieting of a bamboo rod, 
vibrated by a pendulum (a stone on a cord) passes through a &utter et the bottom of 
the hopper, end by means of this vibratory movement, osueee the paddy to flow into the 
seed tubee. 

Multi-row seed drills have three nain parts: 
and the buying components (Fig. 105). 

the hopper, the distribution components 

- The hopper, preferably metal because of climatic end parssitic action, hss en 
agitator et the bottom (which is funnel-shaped). 

- The distribution components are fitted to the bottom of ,the hopper. 

l Ezoeptionally, when sowing rice in paddiee, covering the seeds is not recommended, 
they should .simply be spread on the surfsce of the soil. We should slso note that 
cereal seed drills Bre only suitsble for sowing on dry ground. 



Fig. 102 - Furrow openarcmarker Fig. 101 - Aprow opener attachment 
fitted to multi purpose tool 
csrri er 

fig. 103 - Animal draught marker wheels for 
dibbling 



waror types of feed mechanism sre svailsble on the market. In tropical Africa, the 
few types most generally used are fluted roller seed metering devices. Studded roller 
or spur type seed metering devices nyy also be found ,*. 

With fluted roller distribution, either strsight or spirsl, each unit is contained 
in a housing connected to the lower part of the hopper end to the seed tube. The seeds 
go from the hopper to the tube or spout via the grooves bf the fluted roller: this is 
known ‘es forcefeed distribution. To regulate the flow, it is sufficient to very the 
groove’s length by sliding the cylinder in its housing, OF s&&n, to alter the speed.of 
rotation of the roller by means of s 2 or 3 speed gear-box or by interchangeable pinions 
or sprockets (Fig. 106). 

Studder roller distribution (Fig.107) is done by rollers with s double row of 
studs. The seeds are pushed through without being enclosed in s restricted space, es 
in the preceding case1 so t&at there is no risk of the seeds being broken; the flow is 
regulated by varying the speed of rot&ion of the studded roller by means of s gesr-box 
with up to &I combinations. Tlra fsirly high cost price of thie gear-box I;as so far 
prevented the use of this distribution system for animal draught seed &ills used in 
Afrios. It is sometimes possible to change the sprocket cylinder shaft. 

- The seed placement components known es coulters OF %hoes”, consisting primarily 
of hoe ooulters or discs, are usd to open a small furrow, et the bottom of which the 
seed is deposited and, possibly, covered over by means of s variety of devices (small 
chain drs ged along the ground, anal1 light harrow tines OF teeth, small press wheel) 
(Fig. 108 . 7 

Discs sre recommended in stony OP rowh ground; they need less draught effort but 
are more difficult to maintain than hoe coulters (daily greasing nscesssry) (Fig. log). 

USE OF MULTI-ROW SEXD DRILLS 

- Ad.iustmsnt of seed rJsoement oom!aonents 

The distance between rows ie edjusted either by closing off s certain number of 
seed distribution units or by moving the coolter or disc arms sttaohsd to s cross-member 
of the chassis by sliding sleeves, or the two methods together. 

Adjustment of depth of sowing is done by putting different “Sights on the lever 
arm or by adjusting the varisble pressure coil springs. 

- Adhstment of rate of seeding 

The sowing charts supplied by the mantiaoturers only give very approrircate information 
on the choice of preoiee settings. 
using the sot& seeds to be ecwn. 

It is recommended that the rste of sowing be checked 

The recommended checking method is se follows: 

- Adjust the seed distribution in accordance with the information provided by 
the manufacturer. 

l Ae also may cup feed meohanisme, which sre simple and socurate (Fig. 105s) 
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- Jack up the chassis so that the main driving wheel through irhich the seed 
distribution system is actuated may be turned by hand. 

- Set the special feed throughto the emptying position so thst the seeds may 
be collected as they pass through the feed mechsnism (if there is no trough, 
put a container or s sheet to catch the seeds under the seed tubes end coolters). 

- Measure the circumference of the wheel, e.g. C mstres. 

If the working width is L metres, the *Pee sown in square mstres for one turn of the 
wheel is: c x L. The xnimber of wheel turns for one hectare (NT KS) is therefore: 

NT5 = 10.000 
CXL 

- To obtsin the sctual flow carry out the trial with say 100 turns. Weikh the 
seed collected. The rste of sowing will then be m 

loo or 10.000 /lOO 
CXL 

- If the actual flow is not the same es the desired flow, start the trial again 
with a different flow adjustment. 

- when working, seed &ill must be driven absolutely straight. It is advisable 
to watch the contents of the hopper and the functioning of each distributing 
mechanism end also the seed coulters. 

b-2) Sinnle row urecision seed-r&enters 

Unlike the ordinary seed drills which sow relatively irregularly and not seed by 
seed, the precision seed plentsrs sre designed to let the seeds fall regularly, one by one, 
at fairly constant intervals. fi:thermore, the height from which the seeds fell is very 
small (s few centimetres) to prevent them bouncing or rolling along the bottom of the furrow 
(Fig. 110-111). 

The distribution system is c,hain driven either by the main wheels or by the 
planter's preen i&eel. 

These seed planters have, in sddition, other components attached to the frame: a 
ooulter at the front, fingers to cover over the seed, s seed.coolter (shoe or blade) end 
a marker, hinged to the rear frame, whose purpose is to mark the next row. 

Among the meny types of seed planters, the most widespreed in tropical Africa are 
the inclined plsne distribution planters, the horizontsl plste planters and (perticularly 
in F)lglish-speaking Africa) the vertical drum planters, also known as wheel-feed planters. 

b-21) Inclined Plane Dlsnters 

These sre mainly used for delioate seeds, particularly ground-nuts. A distribution 
disc inclined et shout 60° rotstea on one of the inner sides of the hopper. This disc bee 
slota in it corresponding to the size of the seeds to be sown. The disc is sometimes 
rsplsced by s star wheel with cups (for sowing millet) (fig. 112). 

Each slot oatches s seed es it passe. the bottom of the hopper and releases it et 
the top of its travel. The seed then falls freely into s seed tube. The spcing oi the 
seeds is adjusted by altering the speed of rotation of the disc (by means of inter 
chengssble pinions OF sprockets), or by changing discs (with varying numbers of slots), 
or by the two methods together. 
30 cm. 

The free fall of the seeds down the tube is,sbout 25 to 
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b-22) Horizontal plste seed olanter 

A horisontsl plats, with spscss or slots round its rim, rotates at the bottom of a 
cylindrical hopper. The seeds fall into these spsoes end sre carried round by the plste 
to the mouth of the seed tube, near which is an ejection device which discsrds excess 
seeds (Fig. 113). 

Seed spacing is again achieved by sdjusting the speed of the plats or by using 
plates with different numbers of slots. 

The risk of crushing delicate and uneven size seeds is greeter then with the 
previous typo. 

b-23) Vsrtioel drum ole~apr wheel feed olenters 

A drum rolling on the ground sots es the solos of supply; the seeds ssoape through 
calibrated holes on ite ciroumfer~ncs. A furrow opener end seed ooverer move forwerd 
with the drum. The spacing between the seeds, or clusters, cannot be sltered (Fig. 114). 

A disadvantage of this type of seed planter is the small size of the hopper and gaps 
in the rows resulting from the drum not turning properly. 

COMMENT - Various srrsngements are possible with each type of planter; conventional (2 
wheels and handles); simplified planter units for fitting to s multipurpose tool bar; 
arched type for sowing on ridges; etc. 

USE OF ‘SEED PUNTERS 

Two planters can,bs hitched together by mesns of a hitch-her, or two or more 
units can be fitted on s multipurpose frame, in order to make better use of the power of 
the snimsls svailsble. 

The normal sdjustmsnt~ 02 planters are as follows: 

- sowing depth, by adjusting the seed. coulter or shoe; 

- row width by sdjueting the marker. 

While working, keep s watch on hopper contents, the good functioning of the seed 
distribution eystem and driving in a straight line. 

Y) TRANSPLATING IMPL&%&?~~ 

This category of implement covers equipment for plsnting tubers and for trsnsplent- 
i:xg seedlings. The former are et. present prsctically unknown in Africa; while the use of 
the second type is still very little developed. 

These could be used for plsnting sisal seedlings end for transplenting casssva 
cpttinge (power machines are already used for these purposes). Their use could also be 
justified on some big tobscco plantations. 
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FI;. 115a - Planter for tubers 

FIZ. 116 - Spreading fertilizer by sled 



The main components of the simplest transplating implements are two discs which 
grip the seedlings fed to them simply by a person carried by the implement. These discs 
are either both made of thin sheet steel, or one of steel and the other of rubber. The 
seedlings are freed, after about half s torn, in a furrow usually made by ridging tools 
and immediately closed and pressed by the appropriate componenets (press wheels). Correct 
spacing is achieved either by an indicator on the disc or by the ringing of a bell (Fig. 
115). 

In another system, the disc6 are replaced by,wheels fitted with grips round the 
circumference which close automatically at the top and open 88 they reach the bottom by 
means of a cam. 

Most of the transplanters are multipurpose implements. Simply by changing a few 
parts, they can be turned into tuber planters etc. (Pig,.U5a). 

As regards rice, research has been carried on for some years into animal draught 
transplanting implements for working ic water both in Europe ~(1taly)and in Asia (China, 
Japan). Until recently, none has given really satisfactory results, except in China, 
where it is understood, from the little information available, that the use of this type 
of machine may have gone beyond the experimental stage. 

The simplest transplanting implement, pulled by draught animals consists of a sled, 
carrying both operators and seedlings (ronners under the sled make the rows). Trials with 
this latter type of implement, polled by oxen, were carried out in Italy between 1928 and 
1930. It was found to be of limited technical and economic value. 

C) FHLTILISER SPRWING IMPLENEWS 

There is a very wide range of animal draught equipment for spreading fertilizer, 
b-use the material to be spread is very varied and because the quantities to be applied 
may be very different. The following distinctions are made, depending on the kind of 
material to be spread: 

- Distributors for spreading chemical fertiliser; 

- Distributors of liquid fertilisers, in particular liquid manure; 

- Distributors of soil improvers; 

- Farm-:-ard manure spreaders. 

The last three types are hardly used at all in tropical Africa. As regards 
distributors of chemical fertiliers, the following simplified classification may be 
made: 

Ey distribution system: - distributor6 with openings: augers, 
slotted plates, chains; 

- movable floor distributors: moving 
floor, plate type; 

- centrifugal distributors. 
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m spreading method: - broadcast; 
- fertilizer "placement". 

We shall only discuss those types of distributors which sre used to come extent in 
tropics1 Africa, i.e. sugar distributors, plste type distributors, centrifugal spreaders, 
and fertilizer placement distributors. 

We should however also mention a locally made Spanish implement, deeignad to 
fecilitate hand spreeding of fertilizer in rice-fields, whose uee could possibly be 
extended in Africa. It consists of a special sled with a fertilizer container pulled 
by &aught animals. The operstor stands st the rear of the sled and spreads the fertili.z+zM 
by hand, driving the animals st the s8me time. The curved front of the sled anables 
bunds to be crossed (Fig. 116). 

1) Awer type soreaders 

These are fitted with 8, oaet iron or plastic auger attsched to a square shaft. 
Rotation of the auger placed on the bottom of the fertilizer hopper, forces the product 
towards a series of openings or slits. 
(Fig. 117). 

An agitator ie generally fitted in the hopper 

Rate of flow is regulated either by the speed of rotation of the auger shaft OF by 
the size of the openings which ere controlled by en adjustable shutter. 

2) m&e true sDreaders 

A series of horizontal dished plates is fitted at the base of the distributor and 
8re rotated at uniform speed. The fertilizer carried round by the plates is discharged 
by flioker type fingers fed by 8 deflector (Fig. 118-119). 

Flow is regulated by changing the speed of rotation of the plstes and by altering 
by mesne of 8 shutter the amount of fertilizer fed onto the plates. 
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3) Centrifuasl distributors 

The fertilizer is contained in a hr?per, which is generally cone or pyramid shaped, 
and flows out of the bottom whence it js scattered over a width of several metres by 
means of a device consisting usually of one or two horizontal discs fitted with paddles 
and rotated at high speed (500 to 6CO i-pm) (Fig. 104). 

The delivery per hectare depends on the setting of the feed opening (graduated 
indicator) and the consistency of the fertilizer (density, grain size, degree of humidity). 

These oentrifv,al distributors are sometimes used for the broadcast sowing of cereals 
or seed for forage. 

4) Placemen; fertilizer distributors 

We shall only deal here with placement of solid chemical fertilizers. Placement may 
tlso be of value for liquid fertilizers, insecticides and fungicides and, finally, 
lerbicides (solid or liquid) and that it oan be done either on the surface or at a certain 
depth. 

The placement of fertilizers consists in putting them close to the roots of the 
plants, with the dual purpose of providing the cultivated plants with an immediate 
reserve of food (without encouraging the weeds) and of making savings both in the amount 
of fertilizer added to the soil and in manpower, since this placement is often associated 
with another cultivation operation (Fig. 120). 

Fertilizer placement at the same time as sowing is beginning to be applied with 
ground-nuts and, to some extent, with cotton. Tao main types of seed planter with 
fertilizer placement attachment are now sometimes found in tropical Africa; for surface 
placement and for shallow depth placement. 

The first consists of a metal hopper whose trough-shaped bottom has two openings. 
The fertilizer is forced, by paddles on a shaft, towards calibrated openings (inter- 
changeable plates with openings of different sizes enable the delivery of the fertilizer 
to be adjusted at will). The fertilizer falls either side of the row of seeds and is 
incorporated into the soil by meana of two small shares carried on the planter frame (Fig. 
121). 

The second type is fitted with a studded roller type distribution system.and burying 
components ahead of the seed coulter, consisting of two small and very narrow shares whose 
depth can be adjusted es desired (Fig. 111). 

There are also fertilizer placement attachments fitted to a hoe, solely for 
granulated fertilizers (Fig. 122). 

5) Fertilizer olacement in arboriculture 

The normal placement at depth with this kind of cultivation cannot be crone with 
animal draught implements. In view of the considerable &aught power required, the only 
remaining possibility is surface placement of fertilizer. 

The example of coffee plantations, with cover plants BOWII between the rows, shown 
the value of this type of distributor which enables the fertilizer to be placed either 
side of the cover plants thus only benefiting the coffee-shruba. 
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These placement distributors, with a variety of feed systems, sre distinguished 
by their small working width and by on6 or two inter-cbangesble sheet metal spouts for 
directing the fertilizer towards the shrubs (fig. 123). 

6) Meintensnce of fertilizer distributors 

Fertiliser distributors need careful maintenance, Being oorrosive to a greater 
or lesser degree, the fertilisers &Sack all the metal parts. 

It is therefore essential to wash the hopper and the distributor copiously with 
water as soon se spreading is finishea. If the distributor is to remain unused for 
a fairly long time it is advisable, after washing snd scraping, to oil all the metal 
parts. 

VI 

EQUIP#Nl' FOR WEED CONTROL AND CROP PROTECTION 

Removsl of weeds hindering the growth of sown crops has a vital effect on yields. 
With annual rainfed tropical crops, competition from weeds reaches 8 degree of intensity 
quite unknown in temperate countries. The reasons for this are quite simple. 

With rainfed tropical crops, the farmers can rsrely work the soil sufficiently 
before sowing to have much effect on the growth of weeds and thus limit their density 
in comparison with the sown crop. On the one hand, the tillage equipment available 
is generally very rudimentsry. On the other, even with aaequste equipment for 
primary tillage of the soil, the hardness of the ground at the end of the d.ry ee8eon 
often prevents ploughing sufficiently early before sowing for it to be possible to 
plough a second time or even to follow up with effective seedbed prepration operations. 
Particularly with the heaviest African clay soils, the possibility of plaughing sfter 
the harvest, at the end of the rainy eesson, or st the beginning of the dry season, is 
very limited, certainly if only animal draught ploughs are available, which is still 
nearly always the csee. 

The second very important factor concerning the invasion of crops by weeds is thst 
these develop at sn alarming rata, the climstic conditions being very fsvoursble to 
them se soon 88 the rainy 88880s starts., 

Thirdly, Africsn farmers everywhere have 8 tendency to sow the maximum possible 
8res, allowing the minimum possible tine per unit srea for ploughing, secondery 
tillage and sowing; this is because they hsve not yet generally aavsncea beyond the 
concept of extensive agriculture, oharscterised, in particulsr, by the low density of 
sowing. As 8 result tbair crops always tend to be smothered by heavy weed growth; 
the mere 80 because they try to take maximum advantage of the favourable sowing pariod 
before undertsking band weeding of the earliest plots sown. 

Like rainy season crops, rice irrigated by.flooding is extremely sensitive to 
weed control. Despite the powerful destructive effect of flooding on certain kinds 
of weeds, ps=ticularly when there is full water control, 
c.8888, be reduced by 4C$ through lack of weeding. 

the rice yield may, in certain 
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Weeding operetions using draught animals should, under certain conditions, be 
able to prevent the usual heevy crop losses. Weeding operations, however, are really 
just one of a whole series of intensive cultivation techniques which msy effect the 
use of draught animals, as well as crop yields. 

Among these techniques, chemical crop protection is especially important 8nd may, 
on occasion, be carried out with equipment pulled by draught animals. 

Weeds need to be controlled et various stages in the cropping cycle, namely: 
at the primary ploughing stage; during the secondary tillsge and eeedbed prepsration 
stege; end after sowing during the various stages of crop growth. 

THE SOIL 

The physical composition of the soil gives it 8 particul&r structu$e, which is 
infiuenced by previous cultivation operations and by the season of the yee~.Nechanical 

weed control is ccnsi4erably affected by the specific resistance of the soil to 
the working psrts of the implements. In flooded rice cultivation, this resistance is 
normally fairly low since the work is~being carried out in mud or under water and 
particularly because the aoil of the rice-field has been carefully surface-worked 
before transplanting. 

In any case, the effect of tillage operetions before sowing is of vital &nportanoa 
It will not always be possible to carry out mechanical weed control with animal 
draught implements where the soil preparation he.8 consieted only of very rough clear- 
ame work. 

The soil to be tilled may be flat, in ridges or in mounds. Land which is in mounds 
is quite unsuited to draught cultivation because the mounds 8re liable to be irregularly 
distributed snd~ much too big (for example, the mounds of yams may be 50 to 60 cm high). 

Sowing on "flat" ground is the normal practice in Africa. Ridges made before 
sowing ape only found in limited 8re88 where making them may be the only cultivation 
work carried out before sowing. 

The rid e may, for example, 
T 

be 90 cm apart snd 25 to.30 cm high (groundnuts, 
cotton, etc. . Growing crops on ridges has 8n important advantage after sowing in 
that it makes it easy for the draught animals to follow the rows of plants, which, with 
flet cultivation, are hidden by the weeds. Animal draught weed control operaticus 
msy thus be carried out 8s soon 8s the crop appears above ground. 

On flat ground, on the contrary, the crops sown in rows have en eppesrsnce much 
the seme 8s broadcast sown crops, in that the rows cannot be seen being hidden by 
weeds. 

Transplanted rice has a considerable start over the weeds but the first weeding 
should not-be too much delsyed. The rows are easy to see if the seedlings exe planted 
out in PO"*. 

TILT CROPS 

Generally speaking, annual crops ten be broadcast or mown in rows. It must be 
remembered that sowing in rows does not fiecessarily involve the u8e of e planter, aa 
for instance cotton for which no planter was, until recently, used in Africa end 
similarly ground-nuts end millet in Niger. He mentioned, esrller, markers and marker 
wheels for animel draught. They cm else be designed for use by hand. This is the 
case of the multi-wheel markers of the Far East which permit rice to be transplanted 
in square plots. 



Sowing in rows is not, however, an absolutely essential prel3minary to any 
mechanieed weeding operation. There are special "harrows" (weeders, chain-harrows 
and rotary hoes) which can bs used "in all directions', shortly after the sown mops 
show above ground. These will uproot many of the weeds - provided that the sowing 
was done on clean ground, in which the weeds have been prevented from getting a start 
over the sown crop. This fillage, which applies squally to broadcast sown and certain 
row planted crops, quickly becomes impossible as the crops develop. For any later 
weeding, it is essential to sow in rows. In praotioe, this means using a marker when 
a single POW seeder is used. 

Similarly, direct sown submerged rice is sometimes treated against weeds (in 
Ceylon) by means of a levelling board or s harrow frame under water shortly after the 
seeds sprout. At three or four weeks the rice may also be weeded and thinned by 
means of a harrow. 

At present, in French-speaking Afrioa, draught animals for wssi control ars used 
for relatively few crops. Suoh mschanissd weeding could undoubtedly be advantageous 
for the following crops+ at least during the early stages of their growth: ground-nuts, 
cotton, millet, sorghum, oasqava, sesame, beans, earth peas and rainfed rice. Further- 
more, the weeding of irrigated rice transplanted in rows is sometimes, in certain parts 
of Asia, done with animal draught implements. There are certain implements which 
could usefully be introduced for this purpose in Africa. 

The spacing between rows is obviously very important for maintenance work. It 
would be desirable, as far as possible, for the same spacing to be used for sll the 
main crops, in order to simplify the design of the equipment used for weeding, provided 
that the system of twin row8 for high density sowing is adopted. 

Fvxthermore, in Africa two crops a=e often sown together, particularly groundcnuts 
and other leguminous crops, with millet. Generally speaking these combined crops are 
very difficult to weed mechanically because of thr narrow space between rows, except 
in oases where this has been taken into account during sowing - which does not so far 
seem inbe the zase in any country. 

Weeding operations become less necessary as the cultivated plants cover the 
ground, but, in all cases, several runs are essential to ~snsure proper weed control 
during the whole growth period. Spacing between rows is an important factor in this. 

METHODS OF HEED COB'I'ROL - 

Harrowing mentioned above, uproots young weeds by pushing them along parallel 
to the ground.' 

Other methods include hawing, scarifying and earthing up. In addition, animal 
draught "rotary weeders" for rice growing in water do an uprooting end reburying 
job under very different conditions. Bladed roller "bush breakers" can help to keep 
weeds under control in arboriculture (cover crops and natural regrowth plants). 

Some types of hoe have wide and flat cutting blades. These, In theory, attaok 
weeds only and only disturb the soil a little. In addition to their action against 
weeds, they destory the capillary canals. 

Other types of hoes are aimed at tillage of the surfaos layer of the soil. Ifs 
purpose is to give this section of the soil a particular oonsisteney to &low rain to 
penetrate easily (possibly by breaking the crust). 



It therefore reduces the risks of erosion by run-off end fevours root growth in 
the surfsce soil, at the same time as it aerates it. The working depth of the soil 
engaging parts is relatively shallow in order to evoid.loosening the soil to such an 
extent that it is attacked by reinwater thus ceusing erosion. This type of hoe is 
fitted with narrow end more or less vertical working parts. 

Flat weeder blades ere often combined togethser with narrow tines or points. 
Rarely is it attempted to destroy the weeds without disturbing the soil et all. 
Indeed, propagation by cuttings end regrowth from roots occurs very quickly in the 
rainy season if the weeds are not uprooted. 

In relation to the width worked, flat working parts offer very little resistance 
to forward movement, so that speedy work ten be carried out with little draught effort. 
Weeding with these implenents cm be very effective under good conditions. On the 
other hand, it is often difficult to keep the working parts at 8 steady depth - es 
also applies to ground-nut lifters, end they sometimes also-have a tendency to drift 
sideways because of differences in the hardness of the soil and beceuse of obstsclos. 
Thsjse difficult to uss in soil which hes not been properly worked to provide a good 
seedbed. In sddition, the frames used for animal draught cultivation do not always 
remain perfectly horizontal while working and it eppears that, generally speaking, the 
working parts have a tendency to dig in too much, thus working at excessive depth 
(5 to 6 cm instead of 2 to 3 cm). A surface slice of earth is thus cut off. 

Tined working parts, with their steep sngle of entry naturally offer greater 
rssistenos. They axe essier to keep to the correct depth end are generally more 
stable; in certain ceses, ground which hes not been prepared before seeding can be 
worked with hoes fitted with tines. 

Mechanized weeding and hoeing always leave unweeded strips of varying width 
either side of the plant which must be weeded or hoed by hand. These operations 
leave the cut ox! uprooted weeds on the surface. This may be an edvantage from the 
point of view of protecting the soil against wstsr run-off (formation of crust end 
-off) but the vegetable waste not dug in has little chance of decomposing usefully 
for the oultivetsd plants. 

Surface hoeing end weeding must be done when conditions ape favoureble,, i.e. after 
rain and on partially Fe-dried ground (at most, two days after the rain, i.e. at the 
moment when weeds are starting to germinate). 

The clvmbling of the soil produced by surface working parts is gen&:ally such 
that the next rain produces a glazing effect which hin+rs water absorption and oauses 
violent run-off in the furrows left by the working parts. The resulting erosion may 
be serious. 

Furthermore, in certain oases, it has been found that weeding in ,a clay soil, 
necessarily done in very wet ground, produces an impervious hard pan. 

It may be possible to overcome this problem by combining flat weeding with Pe- 
lstively deep hoeing, using rigid tined working parts. 

This scarifying with.nerrow teeth, is similar,in principle though less deep than 
work carried out with a subsoiler. It is one way of working the soil during crop 
growth which doss not disperse the soil particles nor form apzough pan es would the 
wide deep-penetrating share'of a hoe, 



Finally, earthing up can be carried out when the crop has been sown on flat 
ground and the ridges made before sowing can be raised again during growth of the 
crop. 

Farthing up during growth from flat soil is generally easier, as amsult of the 
danpness of the ground, than doing so before sowing, particularly es it is not 
generally done until the growing plants have developed appreciably. We have already 
dealt with earthing up in an earlier section. 

Building up the ridges, and at the same tinedeepeningthe furrow, will put more 
earth on the sides of the ridges. In order to be effective, this requires a wider 
working implement than that used just for ridging. Without a wider set body, the 
zidge would be widened but its top surface would not be covered with fresh earth end 
the weeds there would not be stifled or destroyed, Ridging or ridge building can 
be followed by tillage with an animal draught hoe (weeding, hoeing) in the row gaps, 
together with hand hoeing of the ridges. Some animal draught hoes or multipurpose 
frames, fitted with appropriate multiple working parts , should in theory be capeble 
of ridge maintenance at the sane time as intercultivation. 

Earthing up helps to bury the weeds, whether uprooted or not, and their inoor- 
poration in the ridge. Under certain conditions, if the ridges are intelligently 
built on the contour, it may also help the fight against water erosion and provide 
good drainage to the soil where the roots are growing. On the other hand, whatever 
the consistency of the soil, earthing up demands much more energy than that required 
by other types of weed control work, meaning either more powerful draught animals or 
more repeat runs. 

Rotan weed control imr4ements, such as Japanese type weeders end rotary hoes, 
combine weeding by uprooting with surface hoeing (particularly the rotary hoes). 
In addition,‘the rotary weeders bury the weeds to some extent in the surface layer 
of liquid mud in which they work. 

As regards the rotary shrub-clearers, consisting of rollers with radial or ten- 
gential blades, these are capable of cutting beck vegetation which is not too woody 
bycsushiw the stalks end cutting them at regular intervals. They also scarify the 
soil to some extent, at the seme time as partially incorporating the vegetation, if 
it is not too dense. 

CROP PROTECTIOFI 

Implements designed for animal draught can be used for spraying (by pressure or 
pneumatic) or dusting of low or bushy annual crops, or shrubs. Those which work 
solely by animal draught (the moving parts being driven by the main wheels) ere 
designed for e fairly high speed nf travel, at the pece of strong horses. When 
ox draught is intended, an auxiliary engine for the pump or fan is probably prefer- 
eble. 

Some of these implements are particularly simple and relatively inexpensive. 
Generally *peeking, however, they ten only be used eoonomioslly on big enough ereas 
covering several family farma. 

Dusting does not at present appear to be of interest for low crops in most 
tropical regions. It may with advantage be replaced by spraying which results in 
more lasting deposits of the active component, end thus more resistant to rain. 
Dusting is, however, used on cotton plants in certain dry areas of Central end South 
Lmerica. 
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Spraying can be used for treatment with insecticides, fungicides and herbicides, Spraying can be used for treatment with insecticides, fungicides and herbicides, 
end possibly, also, for spreeding liquid fertilizer. end possibly, also, for spreeding liquid fertilizer. The implements for use .with The implements for use .with 
&imal dreught are designed for the treatment either of low crops or of shrubs. &imal dreught are designed for the treatment either of low crops or of shrubs. 

METHOD OF HITCHING WEEDING HOE BEHIND DSAIJGHT ANIMALS 

There sre three different methods of hitching up implements for inter-row weeding 
operations. Using one enimsl only, e hoe is hitched directly behind the animal es it 
walks down the row between 2 POWS of growing plants. The height of the growing plant 
presents no problem. 

If two animals are used with a centrally attached weeding hoe (short yoke) then 
the implement has to bridge one row of the growing crop. This type of implement ten 
be used only as long as the height of the growing crop is below the height of the 
frame of the implement that bridges the growing crop. Alternatively the hoe can be 
hitched to e pair of animals, with the hoe following dirsotly behind one animal. 
Or the hoe may be hitched to follow in an inbetween row, with the animals walking 
on either side (long yoke). 

It is Pare to find animal draught implements for the simultaneous tillaga of more 
than one row. Some multipurpose frames, however, make it possibie to weed/hoe two 
rows , with cotton for example et 0.80 m spacing or even millet with 1 m spacing. 
In this case, it is essential that successive rows be parallel and it would be inadequate 
merely for this to apply to two adjacent rows (as might be the oese with e 2-row seeder 
without marker). 

The use, in paddy rice-growing, of a multi-wheel marker in two directions et right 
englss to each other, permits such accurate transplanting that animsl draught tillsge 
implements can be used in both these directions, thus considerably reducing the work 
left to be done by hand. 

B. SOME TECWCAL DFZAILS ON EQUIPMERT 

W~MING PARTS 

Weed control is carried out by means of working parts &ached to tines or to stays. 
These may be multipurpose frames which we have alreedy discussed,.or "hoe" fremes. 
For chemical crop protection, special frames, which may have to bridge the growing 
crop ere needed, or else ordinary carts with special equipment. 

A very wide variety of working parts is produced by spscislised manufacturers but 
psrts msy also be adapted from equipment supplied by the major manufactlllers of sgri- 
cultural equipment. 

There are a number of similar types of weeding hoes with often only slight varia- 
tions in the working parts used for the different types of inter-row cultivating 
operations. 

For weeding, use is made either of blades or sweeps parallel to the ground, OP 
"angle blades" or sweeps OP else traingular parts (fig. 124) (duckfoot or shovel points 
on blsdss). 



Fig. 124 

Fig. 125 
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Fig. 127 

Fig. 126 

Fig. 128 



The angle blades are essentially assymmetrical and work on only one side of the 
tine or stay to which they ere attached. They vary in length (e.g. 12 to 40 cm) and in 
width. In addition, the angle of work in relation to the line of forward movement is 
variable with different models. Some have a back piece of varying size, consisting 
of a vertical part attached to the tine or stay which may serve to push the weeded 
vegetation to one side. 

The triangular shares are also known es duckfoot or shovel blades (shovel points 
if they ere narrow) and may be "streight-shou?dered,"i.e. forming en equilateral tri- 
angle, or else they may have one half blade longer than the other. They are then 
called "sweeps". Their working width may, for example, reach 15 to 50 cm (or more). 
They can be completely flat or, which is more usual, the two halves of the share, of 
equal size, form a very wide angle (so that the passage of the share lifts the earth) 
(fig. 125). 

For hoeing, relatively narrow points (e.g. 5 to 10 cm wide) ere used which are 
pointed et the tips and more or less rounded around the tine and also curved from 
front to 1eer. These tines may be reversible, i.e. they can be reversed after one 
tip is worn. They may have parallel sides coming to a more or less sharp point at 
one or both ends ("cultivator shares") or with curved sides coming to e point ("up- 
rooting shares") (fig. 126). 

Scarifying is carried out with much narrower working parts, often no wider than 
their tines or stays (rigid). They may be of square section, working on a diagonal, 
with the tip slightly curved forwards. Another typical shape of scarifier points is 
that of "grassland rejuvenating tines" which ere fairly deep from front to peer, of 
very elongeted triangular section. like a matchet blade. 
length (fig. 127). 

They may be up to 25 cm in 

Harrowing, considered es a method of weed control, includes the use of flexible 
weeders, chain-harrows end rotary hoes. 

The working parts or "teeth" of flexible weeders ere thin and elongeted and are 
attached directly to the frame. They are either narrow, flat, spring steel blades 
attached at one end to the frame of the weeder with the other end folded back on itself, 
or else they are made of small diameter steel rods acting~as both tine and working 
part (fig. 128). 

The length of the teeth varies according to type, from 25 to 50 cm. Designed 
in this way, the teeth ere relatively flexible so that, when the implement is moving 
along, they vibrate at high frequency which is extremely beneficial in,causing very 
shallow loosening of the soil which is sufficient to uproot weeds in their early 
stages of gmwth but insufficient to damage the cultivated plants at a more advenced 
growth stage. Working depth is from a few millimetres to about a centimetre. The 
weeder, however, only works well at a speed above 4 kph. 

Trials with this type of implement, csrried out mainly et the Bambey Agricultural 
Research Centre, have led to the conclusion that, with a tractor, a single passage with 
a flexible weeder is sufficient during the rainy season, provided that the soil is 
worked at the right moment, i.e.that it has partially dried out - up to two days after 
rainfall; under these conditions, two rune at right angles to each other should prevent 
the deyelopment of weeds for about six days. With ox dreught, the flexible weeder is 
ineffective, although it works ressonably well when pulled by a horse (though inferior 
to being pulled behind a tractor) provided that runs et right engles to each other ePe 
made. 
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fi2. 129 - Tip and supporting wheel of ;lull type rotary hoe. 

Fib 130 - Rotary hoe (Japan) 
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The flexible weeder c.11 also be wed immediately before the cultivated plants btart 
to sppear above ground. This method of tillsge replace. the treditioli.1 tillage opers- 
tion. 

The "chain&arrow" worka in much the .a038 wag as the flexible weeder. using the 
surface aci tion of 8 large number of flexible teeth. Thea. ar. very short and are 
attached direotlr to a flexible frame vhich oloaely follow. the unev.nn.88 of the 
ground (fig. 75): 

Rotary hoes have long-toothed wheels rotating side by eida on a common shaft. 
These teeth m.y be mounted on narrow dieos and consist ofilat blades et right angles 
to the rotation axis (and therefore cutting as they .dv.nae), or they m.y be widened 
at the tip, parallel to the rotation axis in the form of an elongated spoon. These 
blades .re owed, either at their tips or throughout their length; -:hey BP. not, 
therefore, simple "spokes" and are different from the teeth o,f the olod-crushing 
rollers we have already described (fig. 129). 

They c.n be moved forwards or backwards, since the teeth are all curved in the 
same direction on a single shaft. These implement. have a tendency to break up the 
soil finely and more or leas deeply, at the same time as they uproot the weeds, when 
moved in a directimeuch that the teeth attack the soil with their tips. They oan 
then stir up the coil to . depth of 2 to 8 cm'. Moved in the opposite direction, 
they pack the soil by breaking up the eurfaoe clods but also (according to information 
from America) by removing sir pockets. It has been found that they do not work 
satisfactorily on wet ground. 

The Eambey Agricultural Research Centre hse recently taken an interest in the UB. 
of these rotary hoes (of the spoon type) for atiim.1 draught. The oonclusion of the 
firat trials baa been that weeds could be destroyed, even at lov speed, by single runs 
at calculated time intervals or by two runs on the 8.m. d.y. It was found that the 
type of hoe used in the triala w.8 not effective against Cyperus. It does rxt o.use 
the formation of . pan (there appears to be . period when the use of such an implement 
would not be recommendedr when the seedlings of the cultivated plant .I'. just ahowingj. 

Botarv weeders of the Japanese type for rice-fields, in which the rice ie trans- 
planted or sown in rows, have drums .LA their working parts (two auoc.saiv. d-s) 
fitted with flat curved teeth like those of the rotsry hoes. These drums can be 
mounted on their shafts with plain or needle bearings. The teeth may also be made 
of piano wire (fig. 130). 

Ye shall not disouss further the ridging bodies used-for making relatiValy bit? 
ridges. For weed oontrol, IL.. may be made of sm.11 fixed ring ridging shares 
(shovel blades) 25 om wide for sxanple, .d mouldboards which .re either "double 
mouldbo.rds'B similar to the shovel blrdes but ne+rro~.r (15 to 20 cm) or "single 
mouldboarda" (homing to right or left), making up, 
body with ita mouldnoerd (width 12 to 20 cm). 

inasingle p.rt,..n.Uplough 

for splitting-baok (fig. 131). 
They can be unsd for eu-thing up and 

AS regards animal draught ohemio.1 prop protection eauipment, those which have 
proved most suitable for ~8. in tropic.1 agriculture 91. pre..ur. sprryors. Vith 
these, the ohsmic.1 liquid. .re atomized by passing, under prsesw, through a special 
device celled . nozzle. The implementw have . hori.ontd boom vith nooslea "for low 
crops", and . vertic.1 boom for oroherds. These booms oonsist either of a met.1 
frame carrying the nozzles rith a flexible pipe trking the pressuriwd liquid to eaoh 
nonale or, more simply, lengths of met.1 piping containing the liquid under prsssure 
with the nozzles screwed directly into them. These pip.. .r. joinedtogethe- by flexible 
piping and .I% fed from the pump in the s.me way. 



The nozzles may be of the centrifugal type. In this case they usually contain 
a thin outlet spray disc with a calibrated hole‘(ueually of a diameter between 0.7 and 
1.5 mm), end a swirl nozzle which may be a swirl plate with 2 or 4 spiral passages on 
its inner surface, or a set of two thin cylinders, the first of which has two spiral 
passages end the second, a series of holes so arranged as to direct the pressurized 
liquid solely into the spiral passages (fig. 132). 

Between the swirl nozzle and the spray disc is a space which forms the swirl 
chamber, which is cylindrical, or rather, on ',precision" nozzles, conical. 

When it reaches the swirl chamber sfter passing through the passages, the liquid 
is given a rapid whirling motion and forms a head on the edges of the exit hole from 
which the droplets of liquid fly off, pertly under centrifugal action, The centri 
fug.1 action may be more or less violent, depending on nozzle form.With an alternative 
action, which applies only in the owe of fan nozzles, the droplets tend to be thrown 
directly in the axis of the nozzle. The stronger the centrifuge1 action, the finer 
the droplets end, for equal pressure, the less range they have. 

The fan nozzles, without centrifugal action., heve only one calibrated outlet hole 
in the middle of the U-shaped slot for flattening the jet. In this case, the droplets 
are formed as a result of the very considerable chan e 

7 
in speed of the liquid in the 

very short time it takes to pess through the nozzle the flow of the "system', is the 
same at all points and the diameter suddenly fells from that of the supply pipe to 
that of the exit hole, i.e. 
greater) (fig. 133). 

by a factor of 10, so that the speed becomes 100 times 

Finally, with deflector nozzles, the liquid breaks up into droplets against a 
flat surface at right angles to the direction in which it comes out. 

Centrifugal nozzles are used for fungicides and insecticides, where.6 fan and 
deflector nozzles, which produce much less fin droplets, sre used for spreading herbi- 
cides and fertili@%w. 

The pumps are either: diaphragm spray pumps, usually hand operated, or piston 
pumps (oftendouble action) operated by hand or by a crank on a main wheel; or 
Z-piston hub-pumps; 
136, 137). 

or 2- or >piaton pumps driven by an auxiliary engine (figs. 135, 

In the 0.88 of wheel driven pumps or hand operated pumps, the pressureobtained 
ere relatively low (of the order of 4 to 7 kg). This applies even with thh mobile 
wheel-driven pumping units where the speed of trevel can be fairly high. However, 
the pressure at the nozzle obviously depends on the total flow from the nozzles 
which is a function of the fineness of their outlet holes. 

STAYS AND FRAMES 

The various working parts we have described (other then for rotary hoes) for 
mechanical weed control may be fitted to frames with rigid or flexible steys. 
Generally speaking, light implements, slich as animal draught implements sre more 
steble, do a better job end me easier to adjust end handle when they am fitted 
with rigid stays rather than flexible onbs. With the latter, the unevenness of 
soil resistance is smoothed out by movement of the working parts so that a relatively 
large width ma 
quality (depth 3 

be worked with low dreught effort. However, the regularity end 
of the work suffer considerably. 

Rigid stays ere generally vertical end may be fitted, partially in certain oases 
on their forward fscing sides, with 8 rounded shield which prevents or reduces 
blockages. 
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With aninal draught implements, the flexible stays usually consist of ncre or 
less closed C-shaped single blade flat springs. There are also S-shaped flat spring 
which can be stiffened up by means of one or two short blades at their upper ends. 
Square section springs, with one or two coils or without coils, seem to be little USC 
in animal draught cultivation. 

We have previously described multipurpose franes, multicultivators and polycult: 
vatcrs, which can be fitted with a wide variety of working parts for weed control. 

There are also tools designed specially for weed control operations Lweeding, 
hceing and ridging, but usually excluding scarifying for resscns of strength). The: 
ere known es scufflers or weeding hoes. 

Ross can be classified, according to their weight, as,donkey hoes (maximum dray 
effort 30 kg), designed specially for the limited draught capabilities available ,to 
the African farmer and as 02 hoes, of which there are mere types and which are reall: 
the European type horse hoes widely used in Europe until recently. These are much 
heavier. 

The hoe, being a weed control tool, must be adjustable for width far different 
row spacings. There axe two main types of working width adjustment, i.e. the methot 
of srpanding the frame of the hoe: 

a) AWGQ-IAR EXPANDING HOES 

The frame consists of: 

- a central beam with the depth adjustment wheel at the front. The handles 
are attached to the rear of the frame. 

- two side beams which are attached to the front of the central beam, 
from where they can pivot inwards and outwards. The side beams are 
normally,linked at the ~88~ by means of a crank or a lever sliding 
along the central bean. The working width is adjusted either by a 
screw sd.iustment or by a or by a lever bolted to B 
quadrant OP by a rack or finally by two flat steel Quadrants, each 
welded to the middle or end of one of the cross-members, which slide 
ever each other and are locked in the desired position by a butterfly 
cut or by a can lever. 

These hoes have the advantage of being easily adjustable without need for dis- 
mantling;, adjustment is sven possible during work without bringing the draught anim 
to e halt. The control system is, however, rektively complicated and thexXore 
costly and the angle of attack of the working parts on the cross-members changes as 
the working width is changed. In extreme cases, a long and tedious adjustment must 
be carried cut on each stay attached to the cross-members by rotating them in their 
brackets. In normal use, however, this secondary but nevertheless important adjust 
ment ia very rarely made, with the result that the quality of the work is often im- 
paired. 

Angular expansion hoes are usually fitted with s toothed quadrant lifting level 
a forked joint system, or a screw lever acting on a metal wheel at the front, to a13 
adjustment in depth of the working parts. 

With scne models it is possible to make both horizontal and vertical adjustmen< 
an important advantage with offset draught. Their StXys are nearly always rigid. 

,d 



b) PAUUEL EXPANDING HOES (fig. 139) 

Depending on type, the frame has one OF more beams end, when there are more than 
one, their distance apart is fixed. Acriscntsl holes ere made in them through which 
pass the cross-members cerrying the tool-stays; the working width is adjusted by 
sliding these cross-members lsterally. With the types in general use, the width can 
only- be aitered when stationary and involves the fairly lengthy work of loosening 
several bolts and tightening them up again. 

With the lightest hoes, the single central bean does not have holes for the slid- 
ing cross-members, these being attached by clamps whose tightening is easier than that 
of bolts. 

As with the angle hoes, the perellel hoes have n front wheel whose brecket can be 
set to various positions rslativs.tc the chassisby means of B lever and toothed 
quadrant or by an adjustable clamp. 

SPECIAL FRAMES 

Sons of the soil working parts we have described earlier ere only used to make up 
special implements end csnnct be attached indiscriminately to any frame. 

bar. 
This applies to weeder teeth, which ere fitted side by side on a special frene 

This ten have e pole or shafts attached to it, or it ten be fitted to the tccl- 
carrying member of a multipurpose frame. 

It also applies to the teeth of e chain-harrow, which ere, in feet, no more than' 
extensions of the frame of the harrow, itself consisting of small steel wire units 
linked together. 

Similarly, implements with rotating working parts, rotary hoes, rice-field rotary 
weeders end undergrowth clearers with blsdercllers, all have special freme with draught 
sttacbments. 

In the cese of rotary ho&, the toothed discs eveileble for power-driven cultiva- 
tion ere usually fitted in "sections" of 6 or 7 with two parallel shafts on the frame 
one in front end the other behind. These sections ere grouped together in varying 
xxnbers to build up a complete assembly. Their exes of rotation ere all psrpsndicti.sr 
to the direction of travel. However, units with only e few discs on e single shaft 
ere sometimes fitted by certain Anerican menufactursrs in hoeing units for working on 
CP very Qhse to the POW. 

The implements of this type available for animal draught cultivation have two 
sets of these discs aids by side, with their shafts forming en angle between them 
(as is the case with the "skew-treaders" of nulc)l-farming). Others with toothed 
discs inclined in relation tcthe spokes but not curved, have four ata of dices CB e 
rectangular chassis. 

Animal draught rotary weeders for rice fields as made msinly in Jepan. 

CROP PROTECTION EQUIPMENT 

A pneumatic knapsack sprayer is available. 
and can also be used for dusting. 

It has e 3 hp 2-stroke petrol engine 

A pulled duster, on an srchsd chassis, 
the main whesl (fig. 140). 

is being produced with the fen driven by 



Fig. 140 - Animal draught 

Fig. 141 - Animal draght qmyer 
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The other implements of this type axe pressure sprayers. Some have a beam, "4 cse 
tots1 length may be es znxh es 6 rn~ attached to the rez.r of a cart and e hand pump 
frlnnhY#r action piston or diaphragm I whxh the operator controls standing in the cart. 

) be sprayed is pumped from a suitable container (fig. 14:). 
\ -- -- - - -_ _-. 
Fhe liquid tc 

The 8s@ecial fame to which ere ettached tanks containing et ieast ij0 iitres ere 
often of the arched type, with under-frame clearance of up to 1.60 m. 

The horizontal beans may be set et different heipht.8. 

Most types ten be fitted with a~ auxiliary engine to replace the main wheel drive. 

VII 

HARVESTING EQUIPRENT 

As a result of the use of tine implements mentioned esrlier, crop yields have in- 
creased and this eggravates harvesting problems. Unfortunately there is li.ttle 
suitable animal draught harvesting equipment: available. Whether it is e question of 
harvesting grein, forage or fibre crops, or fruit above CP below ground, etc., equip- 
ment must be appropriate to the product to be separated from the rest of the plant 
end thus it must be specific to its purpose. 

For animal draught, there are et present only very few implements available which 
are suitable for the crops grown in the areas we are considering. In certain ceses, 
existing equipment could be adapted, such es tuber lifters for cagsave or yens, but 
the draught efforts needed would be too much %r the local animals. It is difficult 
to use implements, such es reapers 01 binders, which get bogged down in the rice field 
end may case considerable losses through shedding of the paddy. Also their use would 
necsssitate unduly exacting work such es special prepareticn of rough fields to make 
then suitable fcr%&rvesting by mowing mschine. Finally, there may be no suitable 
equipment for harvesting, es is the case, for example, with millet or sorghum. 

In consequence, a few years aso, there would have been nothing to say in this 
connection. Happily, enimal draught ground-nut lifting equipment has recently made 
its eppearsnce. The use of eninal draught eqilipment ten still be recommended for 
other crops, provided certain conditions ere net. 

A. EfARPESTING OF FGK4GE CROPS 

In addition to the cost of ecquiring certain specialised equipment, which really 
means only buying it for multi-farm use, its use implies the fulfilment of two conditions 
First, since it cm cdly be a question of mowing natural pastures, these must be rea- 
sxxbly free of shrubs. There 81~)) in most cases, too many stibs end the only 
equipment cepeble of dealing with these woody plants is unfortunately power-driven. 

Accepting that a pasture consists mainly of grass either nsturally or es e result 
of improvement, the grass is often in tufts which ere much bigger end tougher then the 
graminaceas or lsgumincus plants of tempsrets regions. We do not intend here to go 
into the methods to be followed to enccursge plants suitable for mowing and their 
proper distribution. 

Under csrtsin conditions, mcwiUg mechines can be used end perhaps r&es, after 
tedders. 
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Cutter bar mower for anima: &aught. 



These implements; end particularly the tedders, were originally designed for hcrse 
draught, but certain types could be used with European oxen. which are slower then 
horses. 

They were then adapted.t.0 the tractor end were then superseded by power-driven 
machines specially designed for power mechanization. In view of the smell number 
of horses to be found in the regions we ere considering end since their draught effort 
is fairlybw, the only mechines which can be used ere those specially designed for ox 
draught, since, otherwisei the cutter bar spsed would be too low . . . unless the mowing 
machine were fitted with en auxilisry engine. 
powerful and not over-worked. 

The oxen chosen nust.obvicusly be 
There are' very few menufacturers who still make ordinary 

cutter bsr mcwcms for eni& draught (fig. 142). 

For haymaking work, other than mowing we would briefly mention tedders. For 
animal draught very few forked implements fig. 143) ere still availebls. l . 
the implements ere ccmplicsted end must move fsirly quickly to be effectivs. 

Furthermore, 

As regards "dump-rakes", 
able. 

or side-rakes, here again, very few types are now *veil- 
The tyljes designed for enimal draught or i&ended for power mechanizeticn end 

adapted for draught animals ere ill-suited to African requirements. The rough terrain 
end the weight of the implements (dump-rakes 01 side rakes) make their use difficult, 
with rere exceptions (fig. 144). 

There are, nevertheless, smell types of dumprake designed for motor cultivators, 
some of which are made in Frence. 
preferably those of pclycultitiatc+s. 

They could be.adapted to multipurpose frames, 

B. GRAIN HARVESTING 

The harvesting of wheat, barley, cats, end rye, can be csrried cut with ccnven- 
ticnal equipment such es reapers, binders, or mowing machines fitted with bunching 
attachments.E These cereals are, however, very little grown in inter-tropical Africa 
and sorghum end millet which are the more common cereals ere not suitable for these 
machines. Menufacturers making then can still be found in Europe. Strong horses 
z?e needed for pulling then. 

For harvesting rein fed rice, 
have, 

of the varieties currently grown, these mechines 
in addition, the disadvantage of esricus losses due to shedding even with reapers 

which do not bind the sheaves. In the case of binders, a relstively light machine 
with e single ~SUIVS,S conveyor would be prsfereble. '&are the harvesting of irrigated 
rice is concerned, the risks of bogging down ere edded to the other disadventages, 
particulsrly since sons of these hervesters weigh more then e ton. Transplanted rice, 
like the '@ass of permanent pesturea, has the disadvantage uf fcrmiDg tufts which ere 
very difficult to now. 

To sum up, there ere few intermediate alternatives between the sickle end the 
conventional combine harvester for harvesting rice. 
equipment can help with threshing. 

However animals, with or without 
The paddy is stacked on e threshing floor end the 

e~imels tread it with their feet. It must be stacked sufficiently thickly for their 
hooves not to crush the grein. The straw is then shaken end removed, while the paddy, 
chaff, etc., are collected for winnowing. 
is *bout 140 kg of grain per hour. 

The output withrice, using e pair of oxen, 

This method, used in Asia end in the countries surrounding the Mediterranean (where 
buckets ere sometimes used to stop enimel droppings from getting mixed with the grain) 
is worth introducing more extensively in inter-tropical Africa end Kedagascar. 



Fig. 145 

Binder 



It should be pointed out that the threshing floor must be cleared of weeds and 
levelled and then coated with a mud mixture, consisting of clay and animal droppings, 
which is left to dry before the treBding cut. 

Sometimes a sled, a roller or a kind of disc harrow with flat discs is pulled by 
the +nimals on the threshing floor in order to B eed up the operation (Middle East). 
Such a device with three rows of discs (fig. 146 1s made in India. 7. 

C. HARVESTING OF GROUNLNLITS 

As already mentioned, draught animals are beginning to be used for the lifting of 
ground-nuts, mainly with simple and light equipment. For additional tasks, other 
equipment may be considered. 

1. Lifting 

Animal draught equipment for lifting ground-nuts and thus facilitating extraction 
oftk pads from the earth has only recently come into use in Africa. For example, in 
Senegal, the number of lifters in use amounted to only 1,000 in 1963. These are 
however simple blades attached to a rudimentary frame (ori inally special equipment 
but subsequently attached to a multicultivator frame, etc. . B Working at a depth of 
5 to 10 cm and therefore~below the ground-nuts, these implements cut the roots below 
the level of the pods and the gyncphoree joining them to the stalks and, at the same 
time, break up the soil. This soil ic difficult to penetrate by the blades, parti- 
cularly since the harvesting in the Sahelian area must be done as late as possible 
at the end of the rainy seascn when the soil is getting harder and harder. If the 
harvesting is done earlier, the yield falls by about 1 or P$ per day early. If, 
however, the soil is allowed to get too hard, the crop has to be abandoned; 

The effort demanded is as much as or more than a pair of African cxen can provide. 
This is why it is impossible to consider the use of real digger? which would raise 
all vegetable matter out of the ground and deposit it on the surface. Although such 
diggers used to exist in the United Bates where the draught mules are mere powerful, 
they are no longer manufactured there. 

The efficient capacity of lifters depends mainly on the condition of the ground 
when the harvesting is done. This depends primarily on the compo&ion of the soil, 
'its humidity and its consistency, and also on any soil improvers incorporated in it 
OF special tillage work which.may ?&we been done, such as ridging and possibly irri- 
gation before the harvest, etc. 

In practice, what can be achieved by lifters depends primarily on the humidity 
of the soil, which varies from region to region, from year to year, etc. Drought 
is often a serious constraint in the Sudanian-Sahelian region, particularly when the 
rainy season stops early. 

There is a wide variety of lifter blades. The simplest are flat rectangular 
blades with straight or cul-yed dr V-shapad cutting e&es. They may hew extension 
fingers fitted forming 8 eim@fied grid. They are attached to one or two stays. 
Most countries -have their own type or types of- blade which are appropriate to their 
particular ecolcgy (figs. 147, 148, 149, 1498). 

The flat straight-edged blades, although simple and strong, are not usually very 

satisfactory as 8ccn as conditions become difficult, i.e. fields covered in weeds, 
hard ground, etc. 
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Fig. 747 Sketches Of various types Of 
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Fag. 148 - Hccpe type lifter 



Fig. 149a. Curved blade lifter. 
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Thickness 

Fig' 15' - Improved "Guntakas" used 
in India 

F::. 152 -Lifter on frame with wheels 



In the Sudanian-Sahelian era.% of Africa, blades in the form of a hoop were 
pcpvlar et one time . Now, however, swept beck V-shaped blades ewe preferred; these 
are similar to a wide weeder share end are attached to a stay which is curved on its 
leading edge in en attempt to stop clogging. It is important to be able to vary the 
entry angle of the share considerably, depending on the hardness of the ground. The 
first mcdels of these lifters were designed end made in France. In Senegal, their 
use is already widespresd. In Biger they era beginning to become popular. These 
blades are proving satisfactory, in both hard end loose soil ("deck" or "dicr" in 
Senegal), with creeping end bush varieties of ground-nuts, whether or not planted in 
POWS, on condition, however, that the blade of an appropriate width is selected. 
Indeed, the manufacturers uswll~ have available several widths, between 2C and 50 on 
and even up to 60 cm (for the sand-dune soils of Niger). 

For example, a. wide bladeis recommended for "creeping varieties", whether in rows 
or not, in lccse soil, end a narrow blade for bush varieties in hard ground. 

Lifters with swept beck V blades usuallg need less then 100 kg of draught effort. 
This may sometimes be as low es 40 kg. The narrow blades could, if need be, be p-llled 
by a horse in very lccse soil (free running send). 

Twelve hours will be needed for lifting one hectare (in loose, clean and still 
fresh soil). 

Swept back V blades are made by severs1 multicultivator manufacturers for fitting 
to their frames. In Senegal "Pclyculteur" is made with a harnessing attachment 
enabling a "medium unit" lifter to be fitted end, for the lighest soils, two lifters 
may be fitted tg this pclycultivatcr. 

Furthermore, village blacksmiths sometimes fabricate lifter blades copied from 
imported ones end these are often quite satisfactory. They are fitted to a variety 
of frames. 

The swept back V blade lifters seem to be less suitable for the soils in which 
ground-nuts are grown in Madagascar; although it may be that the latest, stronger 
types have not yet been tried. Malagasy farmers have also been using hoop, or curved 
tme lifters. Host often, however, it has bean found that suitably adapted plcugh 
bodies era the most satisfactory. Sometimes only the share remains, the mculdboard 
being completely removed. In other cases, the mculdbcard is cut down, only the base 
being left; or again, latticed mculdbcards may be used. Flat blades vith straight 
cutting edges have also bean tried but do not appeer very effective, even though more 
powerful draught enimals era available in Madagascar than in Senegel. Arched pcly- 
cultivetcrs fitted with such lifters era an advantage for strsddling the POWS. 

A ridger, with the wings remcved;is ccmmonly used for ground-nut lifting in 
Nigeria. In Argentina, in the Province of Tucuman, the grcuad-nuts "are lifted with 
a pointed ard without mculdbcard". 

In India it appears that, of the methods and equipment used or tried, only two 
BPS reasonably satisfactory: the scoop type pctstc lifter end, especially, the 
"guntekas". The latter era psrticularly suitable for crerping ground-nuts. 

The gcntekas BPS lifters with straight or ccnceve blades of variable width. It 
is the only type of implement in this country which gives an acoeptable output: 0.6 
hectares per day (8 hours). However, it often needs 3 psople to work it properly; 
one men on the guntake to give weight to bury it 6 or 10 cm and, usually, e woman 
walking each side to stop the stays from getting clogged (fig. 150). 
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These implements have the advantage of being well-known and ere made and repaired 
locally; they need, however, a pair of strong animals to pull them. 

As an improvement on the straight blades of the&vnt&e, the Indians seem to prefer 
blades with a conoave outting edge to those with an angular edge. 
may be chamfered (fig. 151). 

The working part 

In tie State of Bombay, they use lifter blades fitted to e. frame with two big 
wheels, and which can be adjusted for height by a lever and quadrant. This adjustment 
is easy while moving, whereas the guntakas have to be adjusted before harnessing. A 
straight b&de for ~creeping ground-nuts is at'qshed laterally, by means of a single 
stout stay, to the rear of the chassis. I&.~ ite its advantages, this equipment is not 
wideljr used. Its output is said to be similar to that of a guntaka (fig. 152). 

The Japanese use curiously shaped lifter blades, sometimes similar to sweep blades. 
These are fitted either to an animal draught frame or, more usually, to a motor culti- 
vator. 

The best kinds of lifting blade, like some of those described above, generally 
leave less than 1% of the nuts in the ground. This figure is comparable with the 
average results obtained with hand lifting. Some blades, however, may under the 
same conditibns leave a higher proportion of pods in the ground. 

plaited 
rice straw 

In order to glean thepds left in the ground 
after lifting, Indian farmers tie fairly tightly 
plaited rice straw between the stays of their 

@ntakas and run through the field again. In 
this w?.y they bring up any detached pods which 
escaped the first passage (fig. 153). 

i!g. 153 - Gleaner for pound-nut pods 

Fig. 153 - Gleaner for ground-nut pods 

The special shape of some lifter blades fitted to anti-clogging stays enables 
them to bring the ground-nut plants partly above ground. 

2. Raking and gathering 

After lifting, the groun&nuts must be collected for haulm removal. B&ore 
gathering them into piles o.r putting them on drying frames, it is helpful to gather 
several rows of ground-nuts together. There bre two possible ways of doing this: 

The Use of Side Rakes (see above) 

Conventional side rakes are often ill-suited to ground-nuts, whose foliage ia 
liable to get caught up in the raking tines. This could be overcome by fitting them 
with radial anti-clogging bars. 

Finger wheel side rakes may be suitable although they make poorly vent'ilated 
windrows, which is a disadvantage for haulm removal. The reservations made earlier 
about the use of this type of equipment with slow draught animals would still apply. 

Dump rakes would be better. Unfortunately, as we said earlier, very few are 
still being manufactured. It seems that a, rake of this type has been adapted in India 
to a wooden chassis for raking ground-nuts. It would, however, have to be fitted with 
wheels to avoid damaging the crop. 
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D. J2RVESTING OF TUBERS ANE ROOTS 

Animal draught implements are very little used for harvesting yams, tar s, sweet 
potatoes. c*ssava, potatoes, etc. 

On the one hand, the implements which could be adapted for such work are heavy 
and costly consequently the animals avai&ble would not be able to pull them properly 
even if the farmer was financially able to buy them. Additionally, the shape of the 
roots and tubers, even if they are not too deeply rooted, make the use of mechanical 
devices difficult. Furthermore, the surface covering - OP the presence of stalks - 
is a further obstacle to their use. It is, therefore,only for potatoes that animal 
draught lifters can be envisaged, since the reasons quoted above for not using true 
diggers for ground-nuts, also apply here. It should be noted that, in the regions 
with which we are concerned, even et altitude, it is unusual to grow potatoes. 

Potato lifters consist of a share, usualPy oonoave, which has to penetrate the 
ridge where the tubers are clustered.. It is attached by 8 stay to 8 frame with 8 
smell front wheel. Provided that appropriate .tillege operations have kept the soil 
sufficiently loose, these implements can be harnessed to one, or better, two pairs of 
fairly powerful oxen. 
(fig. 154). 

Fairly simple ridger bodies ape often used for this task 

If the special lifter share is fitted with erteneion fingers, or if the ridger's 
xaouldboards are replaced by slats on fingers, the result is a simplified digger which 
needs about the same draught effort es a ridger, i.e. at the top limit of the capabili- 
ties of the animals available. 

There can be no question of apron or drum type diggers, which put the tubers on 
top of the soil from which they have been separated, because the &s-qht effort in- 
volved becomes much too great. 

Fig. 154 P0tat0 lifter 
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VIII 

TZANSPORT: OX, HORSE AND DXKEY CASTS 

Transport by domestic animal is certainly much older than what has become known 
as animal draught cultivation. Whether it be in Mediterranean Asia or in tropical 
Africa, animal transport has been, and still is, en important means of transporting 
goods or even people. In these countries, it is quite commonplace to meet a donkey 
on the road, heavily laden with its owner snd, possibly, an additional load. 

It is less common, though by no means rare, to see a pack-ox carrying a man or 
a load, particularly in the arid regions of Africa. In Mauretanie and Mali for 
example, this particular work is done by zebus. 

As regards the horse, it is not in the least surprising that it should be en 
extremely common means of transport, as used to be the case in Europe. 

The actual c.+rr*@ng of loads is hardly rational from the point of view of work 
done. However it only involves a very smell investment. 
peck animals (after the camel), 

With donkeys, the finest 
the fa~stening of the load is often rudimentary and 

consists merely of a few curd lashings. Some carriers have made OP bought begs or 
wicker baskets for the loads and in order to ensure better balancing on the animal's 
back (fig. 155156). 

It must, however, be said that pack transport is not really advisable end should 
be reserved for mountainous areas which are impracticable for wheeled vehicles. 
Everywhere else, the cart should be used because its efficiency is far greater. 

In addition to the pack and the cart, we must briefly mention the sled. Sleds 
are certainly not advisable for transport on roads, but they are useful for short 
distance transport on very wet ground. On en ill-drained rice-field during harvesting, 
even a rudimentary sled can often be extremely useful for carrying paddy in sheaves. 
It is, moPeover on wet or evei- 
wiil be best (II. 

flooded ground that a sled's traction coefficient 

Neither pack transport, nor sled txansport is the real answer for the rural popu- 
lation. The real answer is wheeled transport by cart. 

It, should be pointed out that it .is of interest not only to the farmer, but also 
to the rural population in general and even to the townsmen. Indeed, the owner of 8 
cart is not necessarily a farmer; he may be a trader, &n artisan, a coal merchant, 
etc., which explains why, in certain regions of Africa, many donkey or horse-drawn 
carts are seen in the towns and very few or none at all out in the country. 

The farmer has only recent17 become interested in the cart. The majority of 
locally manufactured or imported vehicles have been used for non-agricultural trsns- 
port, partic-xlarly with draught donkeys and horses. Carts first came into use in the 
portsfco urban transport purposes. 

If has always been difficult to amortise the cost of an agricultural cart, which 
is a considerable investment, indeed one of the biggest of all the range of equipment 
the farmer ::ay require. Without quoting precise figures, a cart costs about three 

xl) The traction coefficient is the ratio between the effort provided by the draught 
animals to move the lord and thr load itselc. 
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to five times 8s much es a medium-sized plough. This is why it is not always possible 
to equip farmers with them, particularly because, on the farm, they do not directly 
contribute to increasing crop yields, whereas the relationship between the plough and 
an incresse in crop yield is much mere obvious. 

Nevertheless, since the farmer is above all a carrier, the importance of the cart 
is self evident and this is well proven by the success of the many efforts made, 
wherever draught animals are available, to make them available et a reasonable price. 

Certainly, some of these efforts were made a long time ago; Malagasy artisans 
have been meking carts for over sixty years and,.in that country, professional cert. 
wrights make wooden spoked wheels with metal rims, of B type very similar to those 
which, until a short time sgo, were made in all countries of Europe and still are in 
some of them. 

In other countries, such as the Central African Republic, less skilled artisans 
with more limited tools make solid wheels sawn from previously assembled blocks of 
timber. For nearly twenty years, however, the basic raw materials for making carts 
have been scrap car chassis or even just front aties with the steering system blocked. 
These axles with their original pneumatic tyred wheels, together with a simple piat- 
form attached above the axle by two angle irons or iron bars, with a wooden pole OP 
sho.fts, make up a cart which is sturdy and relatively inexpensive. UnfoPtunately 
for the cart-nights, car accidents are still too rare and old cars are seldom dis- 
carded. Furthermore, wheels without sties and thus without sny form of suspension 
are ill adapted for conversion into carts. 

At the present time, carts available locally in Africa may originate from: 

1. Importers of complete carts. This is a simple enough way to provide 
for locsl requirements but it is B costly way of doing it because, in 
addition to importing the mechanical perts, the wooden platform and 
pole are also imported. 

2. Importers of carts without flooring or pole. 

3. Local artisan81 OP semi-industrial marn&&urers who import axles 
and wheels and make the platform and brackets, the pcle or shafts, 
the rails, etc. 

Local manufacture of carts by the third method is the most reasonable way to do 
it; primarily because it reduces the import cost while still providing sufficient 
technical guarantees) secondly because it gives the local artisans work within their 
capabilities and, finally, because it may lead to the creation of a smell industry 
which will not necessarily always be limited to the partial manufacture of carts. 

It is, however, necessary to know what type to manufacture, and past and present 
trial and error show that it is indeed difficult to define the ideal cart; one which 
would please everybody, need no naintenence, be cheap to buy and be well suited to 
all possible transport requirements and to the draught animals. Before going into 
technical details, we shall try to define a few general principles. 

A. DUUGHT METHOD 

1. Donkey-cart (fig. 157) 

This must naturally be light, i.e. weigh aboilt 1OC to 140 kg empty and be able to 
carry a load of et Least 500 kg across country without distortion or breaking. 





Sketch of cradle fitting 

Cradle fitted to a Koroocan 
typebarda 

Fig. 156 - Sketches of MDroccm type pack barnessing for carrying varioull loads 
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The floor area must never be less : 2 square metres. The ground clearance of 
the axle, if possible, should be more thi,~ 0.25 m 80 that it can clear obstacles and 
avoid accidents by catching on a stump, etc. The ideal is to do sway with the axle, 
the wheelsthen being carried by arms, but this raises problems of solidity and eese of 
manufacture. 

The spacing of the sbafte, preferably made of metal, is about 0.50 m at the tips, 
their length in front of the platform being 1.40 m. 

With the box-cart style, its capacity must be about 0.50 cubic metres. 

2. Siwle ax-cart 

The possibility of single ox draught is too often overlooked although it can be 
very useful, for example, in all o&see where it ia desired to substitute the ox for 
the donkey and where the fanner may, to begin with, have only one animal (e.g. Upper 
Volta). 'The interest in using a single ox is partly because of the draught capability 
of an OX harnessed to a cart (this will be examined later) and also because the donkey- 
cart previously described can be used without major modifications. 
necessary to provide longer (2 m) and wider spaced (0.65 m) shafts. 

It is only 
The harness will 

consist of a neck or withers yoke, depending on local custom, but the yoke can be 
permanently attached to the shafts of the cart. More complicated harness can also 
be used with a collar, if maximum use is to be aade of the ox's draught power. 

3. Ox-cart using a pair of oxen 

For many years this is the system which has been most widely advocated. A great 
number of designs are available, of which the following ere the general principles: 
the empty weight must not be much more than 200 kg, while the useful load must be able 
to reach 1,000 kg without distortion OT breakage. 
to 4 rn2 with a maximum width of 1.50 m. 

The floor area may nay from 2.5 m2 
A minimum ground clearance of 0.30 m muet be 

provided. The pole may be made of wood, never lees than two metres in length, provided 
that the essential (and sometimes forgotten) condition is met that the fanner can cut 
a spare pole of acceptable dimensions from tklooal woodland. If this condition 
cannot be met, a metal tube is preferable, provided that it is very solid, even if it 
is mope expensive. Many are the carts in good condition which remain permanently 
unused following breakage of the pole, simply because the owner cannot find a pole of 
the right dimensions near his farm. 

4. Horse-cart 

~Thisie practically only used in Senegal and ie little different from the donkey- 
cart S. 

B. DJTAILS 

1. Choice of wheels 

Among the many questions concerning the design of carts, that concerning the type 
of wheel is certainly the most prominent. The choice relates both to size and type 
of wheel. 

a) &GE DIAMETER METAL WHEELS (fig. 159) 

These have certainly been in use the longest, since GdLLIENI introduced them in 
Madagascar at the end of the 19th century and they probably appeared in Africa at 
about the same time. 

They may have e. diameter of 1 to 1.20 m and the rim width may vary from 10 to 15 
cm. 



Fi& 157 - Donkey-cart with shafts 
(us&l1 load 400 !cg) 

Fig. 158 - 1,000 1:~ farm wagon "AFRICA No.2 type", with 
pole for ox draught. 



Fig. 159 Some Q-pea of cart wheels 

Fi2. 160 



In all cases piain bearings are used, either cylindrical or conical. Sinetimes 
the manufacturer inserts, between the axle neck and the wheel hub, a pair of split 
bronze bushes whose frictior A coefficient is lower than that of csst iron agsinst steel. 
This design wee introduced following unduly rapid wear of the hub, which was really 
caused by lack of PJbricaticn, but which resulted in both wheels and axles being 
scrapped. The bushes are a definite advance, their replacement being cheep and easy, 
provided that the necessary spares are available. 

As regards lubrication, here again there ere two solutions, neither of them perfect. 
T4e first is a grease-chamber relatively well sealed against mud and dust, but which 
needs removal of the wheel to be refilled, which is rarely done. The other saltitian 
is to fit a grease cup screwed into a hole tapped through the hub into the grease 
chamber. Although, technically, this second solution may seem preferable, it is not 
so in practice since, in addition to the fact that the existence of a grease-cup does 
not necessarily mean that the owner will use it, it very often heppens that the cup 
gets unscrewed OP breaks and then mud, send and dust can freely enter the grease 
chamber and cause very rapid wear (fig. 160). 

The large diameter wheels are heavy end relatively costly. This means that the 
piatform has to be ux%aly high, if it is desired to fit it above the axle by means of 
einpie brackets. &, a result stability may be endangered end loading is always 
difficult. If ti:e platform is set bet:;een the wheels, directly on the axle, it is 
certeinlx lowered to a reasonable height (the rsdius of the wheel plus the diameter 
of the axle) but, at the sane time, its width is limited since it must always be 
appreciauly less than the wheel track. 

b) ~SMALaL llIti!ETE3 NETAL VHEELS --.. 

The oharacieristixs of these are much the same as above wj,?h a diemeter 50 to 80 
cm and a rim width uxally of 8 zc i2 cm. 

P-e ixbricetion problems are the s&me or if enything less favcurable since the 
baarings ZTO mePer the sand CT mud awl the wheels rotate faster. 

The rollir,g coefficient is always less good end the ground clearance is reduced. 
These disadvantages are, bowever, compensated for by lower cost and weight end by its 
being eesy :o extend the %%Pt body above tie wheels, without unduljj raising the load 
above grcund. 

c) FETAL XSC WHEELS WITH SOLID Oli SFOZI~E WBBE3 "YRES -. 

These wheels a:'? un'~vor~ally uqcpular, They are heavy, czetly end fragile in 
ibe-t the solid nbbss t;-res., and smwi nor8 SC ti:? sponge rubber, are easily gashed~ 

by 'x,'>gb road suri‘aces end sti;mps. h%ile the z3Lid tyres may last a reasonably 
lcng time. the others q,uickl:; wee: C!itj this et least seems to be the result of 
Isolatefi experiences, since sponge rubber tyrrs are very rarely found. 

d) METAL DISC hXE!ZLS 'JL'T!1 l'NE3KATT.C TYRES -. .-- 

This is obviously the ideil :nc.em sr.:l~irtion , particularly if, as is of.ten the 
case. -they C;'R fi-lted~ critil ball or roller bearings. 

hide: fheir advantages ma; be listed: lower draught effort (see later), rel8tiVe 
fisribility of ni~speneion with gccd effect on chasaj.c life, ability to mrivc witiio,lt 
making deep rats, li&tneas, etc; 



Among the disadvantages, cost is a very relative one, since the metal rims are 
cheap and 145 x 15 car tyres for ox-carts or 135 I 13 for donkey-carts are available 
from obsolete stock and are also soid at reasonable price. The only serious dis- 
advantage is the risk of punctures and it is this risk which, for a long time, was 
the reason why metal wheels were the only ones to be recommended. It is indeed a 
fact that carts are too often seen permanently abandoned because their tyres are 
punctzred or merely deflated and that their owners have neither the tools, nor the 
necessary technical knowledge to carry out the simple repair needed. 

This however is.not a valid reason for condemning the pneumatic tyrc: initially 
extension workers sh,ould take on the repairs and press?~:~-e checking themselves. They 
must check that a cgrt's tyrns are always correctly inflated and, in particular, they 
must make the users understand that they must stop at once if they get a puncture. 

A second stage, particularly in thorny areas where punctures ai-e liable to be 
relatively frequent, may be .to equip each user with a set of tyre-changxg tools and 
a puncture repair outfit. . 

Pneumatic tyred wheels are automatically associated with ball or roller bearings. 
This need not be so sixe there are ?.lso carts withpl& bearings on which pneumatic 
tyred wheg?ls are fitted. ' 

2. Choice of bearings and axles 

This brings &s to the advantages of the various types of bearing, plain or ball. 

We have already mentioned that plain bearings wear out quickly and that this 
defect is to so&extent remedied by split bronze bushes. It was thought for a iong 
time that ball be,xings wore out &van quicker and ibat they should not be used. 
There were even attempts to introduce axles rotating in wooden bearings! NOW, 
provided that the ball bearing is properly greased when fit+& is reasonably protected, 
or better still, sealed, one can be reasonably sure that it will last a very long time 
without attention. The contrary would, indeed, be surprising; it would be extrk 
ordin.ary for a cart wheel bearing to fail when a similar bearing on a oar has to with- 
stand at least as heavy loads at far higher speeds without necessarily being better 
greased. Despite their slightly higher cost, the present tendency towards the use 
of ball or roller bearings with pneumetio tyred wheels &ems well justified (fig. 162). 

Fig. 162 - Bearings 
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As regards the axles, various manufacturers provide 35 mm square section steel 
aties for carts with a useful load of 500 kg and 40 mm for ox-carts with 1,000 kg 
useful load. This ,is the'most usual type but it does not exclude others. Thus, 
in Ix&omey, some locally made carts have Citroen rear suspension .arms with their 
bearings, resulting in new style carts without axles and therefore with considerable 
ground clearance. Ibnkey-carts use the parts from the Citroen "2 CV" and ox-carts 
the arms of the "ID". These arms are welded to a tubular cross-member on which the 
platform is laid. This is just one example among others but is worthy of mention 
because of its originality. 

3. Details of the loadinp platform 

When the transport of bulky but not heavy products io involved, a platform with 
detachable side members is advisable. The cart may then be supplied with or without 
the side members. The platform in all oases should be provided with the means to 
attach the sides. It is a good idea to have the sides sloping outwards in order to 
increase the useful capacity to some ex+ent. It seems unnecessary to deliver the 
side members complete and it should be sufficient to supply ,the metal mountings 
already drilled and with bolts. The user can then complete the work with local 
materials, provided that he is given the necessary instructions. 

The platform may be made of metal (with B single piece of sheet iron) or of hard 
wood. This is a question of local cost price and of weight. One of the recognized 
advantages of the platforms of someimported carts is precisely the saving in dead 
weight resulting from the use of metal; a thin iron sheet welded to a light frame 
results in both strength and low weight. The simplest arrangement, consisting of 
an angle iron frame to which pl&nks o&n be fitted, sometimes results in a very heavy 
platform. 

4. Arrangements othertban olatform and side members 

Few box-carts are seen in use. Nevertheless, simple home-made arrangements 
can produce a t&-up box,-cart wilich can be very useful for transporting manure, stones 
and all bulky materials. However, with such arrangements, the dead weight i? very 
high, sometines asmuch as the useful load, so that efficiency is much reduced (fig. 
163). 

Water-carts are more numerous, ht they are nearly all to be found at research 
stations and agricultural institutes. In view of their high price, the best thing 
for the peasant farmer who already owns a cart is to buy one or two 200 litre casks 
which he can carry temporarily on his cart as and when required. The height and 
weight of the casks, however, 
(fig. 164). 

does not make them particularly easy to fill and empty 

Four-wheel wagons are not in generai use, probably because of their high cost and 
the draught effort required. The si@est consist of two sets of wheels connected 
together by B central beam or pole also known 8s B "perch". The front set of wheels 
pivots in a turn-table, resulting in an excellent steering lock. The few examples 
in use at the research stations are satisfactory uince, with good draught animals, 
they can oarry big loads without the need of adjusting the weight disttiution. A 
wagon could probably be used on a collective basis by a group of several peasant 
farmers (fig. 165). 

5. Various manufacturers 

In addition to local msnti~eoture, which will certainly go on devd.oping, at least 
on t!se 'i:&sis of imported wheels and axles (e.g. in Senegal), several manufacturers 
still m&e types of cart suited to the req':irements of the countries in question. 
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C. PRACTICAL TWSPORT POSSIBILITIES 

Trials are at present in progress to assess, on the one hand the charactsristics 
of the ideal cart and, on the other, their practical possibilities with various draught 
animals. 

In faot, the type of terrain and, particularly, its hilliness, will have a consi- 
derable influence an the useful load of a cart, &pending on the capabilities of the 
animals. A specific example will serve to illustrate this concept, though a reninder 
of certain definitions will first be given. 

A rolling coefficientnay be established for any vehicle travelling on ground of 
a particular type; it is the ratio between (a) the force needed to move the vehicle, 
and (b) the load carried including the dead weight. This coefficient will be lower 
as the bearings turn more freely. It will be affected by t‘ne dimensions and type 
of wheels, etc. It is found that this coefficient will vary from 0.01, on, for 
example, a concrete surface, to 0.1, on damp agricultural soil, to reach and even 
exceed 0.25 in marshy ground. 

& an absolutely smooth, level, concrete surface, the movsnent of an ox-cart 
weighing 1,250 kg (1,000 kg useful load plus 250 kg dead weight) will require a force 
of: 

1,250 x 0.01 - 12.5 kg 

This is within the capability of any draught animal, although a much greater inst?:?- 
taneous starting force xi11 be required to overcome the inertia of the load. 

On damp agricdtural soil, however, the force 'to ix developed hecomes: 

1,250 x 0.1 :: 125 kg 

This is a full load for a~ pair of oxen and this will also apply on sandy soil. 

Let us now consider what haypens when going up slq~s of knotin steepness. 

The formula for calculating .the theoretical force is: 

T = kP+Pi 

wi:ern P is the total weigh-c of the loaded vehicle, k the rolling coeflisiat, i the 
steepness in metres per metre length of slope and T the draug?:r effx?' require-, tc 
move the vehicle. 

Let us take a concrete surface slope of ateernesv 0.10 E per met~e: 

T D 0.01 x 1,256 7 i,2517 x 0.10 = I::.5 kg. 

It is thus seen that, much more ,than the rolling coefficierrt, it is the 'zype of 
ground and, particularly, the steepnes:; c:‘ the slopes vhiah det!t?mine the nseful loed. 

All other things bein& qlal, pneumatic t::red wheals have better roilir;i qnli.tlon 
than iron wheels and this ni-~n.: particularly trz on muddy or sar.dy ground. A pnwnatic 
tyre manufacturer claims that, oonpared wit:1 zm iron-rimmed cart wheel. a pnewctic 
tyred wheel reduces the roliing coefficient by trx? followjng ::ercentagez): 
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Fig. 164 - Water cart 

Fig. 165 -&wheeled wagon (pneumatic tpes) 



It would be interesting to know the percentage for sandy gro-ad. 

The effort to be developed when going,uphill nay cause the draught animals to stop, 
which is not very serious. It must not, however, be forgotten that slopes are downhiil 
just as often as they are uphill and that a pair of oxen with a withers yoke finds it 
very tiring holding back a load, if only because the yoke slips forward and tends to 
strangle them, not to mention the braking effort we have discussed. In the worst case, 
an accident may occl~p because of involuntary running away of the draught animals. The 
remedy would be to fit a braking system (a mechanical device), but this solution is 
often impossible, slthdugh one manufacturer has made available a brake controlled by a 
lever for M&dagascar. Usually, the load has to be limited to an acceptable weight for 
both downhill and uphill work. Going up or down hill alters the longitudinal balance 
of the csrtto the detriment of the efficiency of the draught animals. This is why 
four-wheeled wagons are more often used than carts in moutainous countries. 

Whether the wheels are metal or not, however, the maxinnn forces will really 
depend on the steepness of. the slopes. Thus, although choice of wheels is certainly 
important, it may be less so for the success of cart work than other factors, of which 
price is probably the most vital. 

Practical experience proves that, on relatively flat and firm ground a reasonable 
useful load for a pair of oxen is 800 kg and up to 400 kg for a donkey, with the 
essential provision that the load must be properly balanced. 

Recent experience in Madagascar has shown that some locally manufactured carts 
were completely out of balance, even when empty, because of the position of the axle. 
With one of these carts, empty, the downward load of the pals (bearing on the necks 
or withers of the oxen through the yoke) was checked; it amounted to 75 kg. With a 
driver sitting at the front of the cart on the special shelf for the purpose, the 
vertical load went up t0 125 kg. To bring the vertical load down to a still high but 
more reasonable figure of 35 kg, the rear of the platform had to,be loaded with a 
weight of 250 kg! 

A well made cart must be correctly balanced when expty. This is one of the 
important characteristics to check. Care must be taken not to upset this balance 
unduly by ensuring that carts are loaded evenly and correctly. In no o&se must the 
downward load at the end of the pole OF the shafts exceed,about 20 kg. 

In conclusion, let us say a few words about harnesses. Those needed for a cart 
with 8 pole and pulled by a pair of oxen are the same as for a plough, but the pole, 
which takes the place of the chain, is attached to a central ring on t:le yoke. In 
other cases, the yoke is sinply lashed permanently to the pole for quick harnessing 
up, which implies at least one spare yoke for other work. 

In the all too rare case of a single ox-cart, we have already mentioned the value 
of the single neck or withers yoke, but a collar may also be used. 

With +ankeys and horses, the collar or the lightest breast-harness must be used. 
This has already been discussed in the first part of this manxal. 

In oonclusion, it is very important to note tbat,even in regions where the animals 
can do other work, it is often with the cart that animal draught is first used and, to 
begin with, for taking people and produce to market. Later, the owner uses his cart 
for transporting seed, implements, etc., between the village and his fields and does 
the same for his neighbours. Finally, and unfortunately all too rarely, the cart is 
used for carrying manure. Wbmat must be stressed is the fact that, because he needs 
his animals at various times of the year, the farmer must provide shelter and a 
reserve of forage for them near their shed or rudimentary stable - their work brings 
him in money. 



when they are well treated and well fed, the animals work better. When the 
cultivation season arrives, having not been put out with a stock breeder's herd during 
the dry season, they can immediately start working in good condition in the fields. 

One can not over emphasize the importance of the cart as a vital factor in 
agricultural development. 
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DRAUGHT AXIMALS 

A SOURCE OF ENZRGY FOR RAISING ilATER AND OTHEX TASKS 

I 

In the preceding part of this handbook, we have dealt extensively with equipment 
powered directly by draught animals without mechanical intervention. As swan as we leave 
the field 01‘ the road, however, matters become more complicated when we want to apply this 
animal energy to "farmstead'r work. It was quickly found that, here, "animal draught" could 
not be used directly like it was for pulling an a-d, since it was necessary to develop a 
circular or to and fro movement. In other words, it was therefore necessary to design a 
complicated system of animal power gears to convert the animal's effort and adapt it to the 
particular task to be performed. 

Tie use of animal power gears was steadily increasing in temperate zones until some 
50 - 60 years ago. The peek of its use, in Europe and North America, was reached at the 
beginning of the 20th Century when the applicable transmission systems were technically well 
developed (perfectly machined gears, high qulity cast iron and steels, etc.). At that 
time as yet little use was being made of inanimate sources of energy (the sleam engine was 
still expensive and electricity was out of reach, while internal combustion engines were 
hardly in existence). 

More then twenty manufacturers of animal power gears were marketing their products in 
France alone, for driving such implements es threshing machines and for pumping, OP mwe 
precisely for raising water by means of bucket conveyors, chain pumps, etc. This steady 
progress towards the improvement'of and the general use of animal poxer gears continued in 
Europe and North America until the appearance of petrol and paraffin and subsequently diesel 
internal combustion engines which really started spreading from about 1920. Since that time 
the use of animal power gears has declined rapidly in these countries. Nevertheless sane of 
the traditional rudimentary animal power gesrs, often of wooden construction, are still being 
used for lifting water, mainly in North Africa, the Near and the Far East. In South East 
Asia they are also being used for sugar cane crushers. 

Animal power gears could still perform a useful function in certain parts of Africa, 
particularly for lifting water in remote villages. Tiiis would apply particulariy in cattle 
rearing areas oi- where draught animals are used. A water lifting device can be worked with 
one or two &aught animals. On the other hand it would not be practicable to use animal 
power gears for operating farmstead equipment, such as thrashers, shellers or grinders 
because they have too high a power requirement. There is only limited power available from 
an animal power gear. The continuous power output with an ox for instance is on aver-e 
equivalent to l/8 of the weight of the animal. 

The average working speed of draught animals on a circular track is 0.60 M for Oxen 
or donkeys, and 0.70 I4 for horses. Thus the power available from a power gear worked by e. 
single animal is something like 0.16 HP for a donkey, 0.25 HP for a horse or light ox and 
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0.32 HP for an ox of 400 Kg. In practice one may expect with a pair of animals an output 
of between 0.30 and 0.60 HP for a period of 45 minutes. Account has to be taken of resting 
time and that the maximm number of hours worked per day may not exceed 4 hours. 

There are still a few manufacturers in Europe, notably in France, Poland, Portugal and 
Spain who can deliver animal power water lifting devices. Such devices ape presently being 
used in the Cameroons, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta. 

In addition to various t.ypes of water lifting devices, animal power gears are also 
being used for sugar cane crushing machines with vertical cylinders. These are used by 
rural artisans in India and several countries of South East Asia. This type of cane 
crusher is still being manufactured mainly in India end in Britain. 

In all those tropical regions where draught animals are helping in the development 
of the country, the use of animal power gears can provide a definite improvement over 
human power whilst awaiting the introduction of the internal combustion engine. However, 
it is advisable to use animal power gears only where the power required can be adjusted to 
match the available power of the animals. Thus the input of a suga- cane crusher can be so 
controlled that it matches the available power. And a cup type water lifter can be powered 
by a donkey in good condition to lift l/2 cu.& of water from a 20 m. deep well per working 
w. 

An argument against animal power gears is that they are relatively expensive in 
comparison with internal combustion or electric motors. However they are not intended to 
be used where electric power is available. Moreover, they are more reliable, they do net 
require maintenance end furthermore they make use of a type of power that is all too often 
underemployed and the running costs are very moderate. 
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RURAL RANDICRdFI'S 

In the previous chapters we have discussed draught animals and the equipment operated 
by them. In the next part we shall deal with the economic aspect of the use of draught 
animals. In this part, however, we shall consider how the maintenance, repair and even 
manufacture of certain equipment or harnesses can be done at user level, in other words 
to what extent these tasks can be done by rural artisans. 

Although at present for the most part, only hand tools for agricultural requirements 
are made by ra??aJ. artisans, their activities should, in the future, expand vigorously as 
a result of the provision of new agricultural implements. 

Indeed, the aftersales service needed to keep this equipment in good condition hardly 
exists at all in tropical Africa. While there has usually been a rather casual approach 
to the maintenance of the equipment and the replacement of worn out parts, it must also be 
admitted that 8ctne firms which have competed in providing this equipment, would encounter 
financial difficulties in providing a proper after-sales service, in their area of 
coverage, for all the wide range of different implements of different makes which they 
represent. This would very often mean, solely for spare parts, keeping etocks worth more 
than the equipment sold. 

As Q direct result of the lack of an after-sales eervice, the ueer could give the 
impression of being wealthy, because he often abandons his implements(l). It is probably 
quite normal to accept that the smell scale sales agents in the bush are not in a position 
to provide an after-sales service for the equipment distributed in relatively small numbers; 
particularly if this is meant to include not only the supply of spares but also their 
fitting and possibly, also, general overhaul of the implement. Nevertheless, the work 
has to be done somehow. 

Straightaway, it seems logical that this service should be provided by the black- 
smiths alreajjr in the vi11 ages who should thus develop into farriers or rural nechenics. 
"iis inDlies &oquatc training and .thc provision of the appropriate equipment for their IfOr!:. 

RUT 'aXAT IS AN AFTER-SALES SERVICE? 

It consists in ensuring, at all times, the speedy repair of agricultural implements 
which develop faults or which break down after supply. 

Indeed, it is important that the equipment is always kept in perfect nrrting order 
and that, when necessary, the results of accidents or breakdowns can be remedied in the 
shortest possible time, regardless of the geographical dispersion of %'he farma. 

Since, generally spedcing, the manufacturer, or importer, is not at present in a 
position~to provide en after-sales service for his equipment and that, in most cases, 
the individual fanner has no training to enable him to carry out the s!zallest repair, 
only the rural artisans could (and must) become the cornerstones of the proper maintenance 
of animal draft implements, and, in consequence, of the satisfactory development of its 
extension. 

As regards development of the use of animal draught implements, several other 
activities will come within the scope of rural handicrafts. We may mention eaddlezy 
(at least one of its aspects, harness-making, is of interest to animal draught 
cultivation), woodworking or carpentry (making yokes) and sometimes backetaaking. These 
are the activities we shall now examine. 

(1) From the commercial point of view, it may seem better to replace the whole 
implement rather than a part but, from the economic point of view such action is 

undesirable both for the farmer and for the adminiatrative,authorities and indeed, in the 
long run, for the supplier too. 

a 



To begin with,.we should briefly recall how the aftelcsales setice for 
agricultural implements is organized in countries where agriculture is sufficiently 
modernized, inEurope for example. 

Various &ofassions are involved in the maintenance of agricultural equipment; 
starting from t&e manufacturer or importer, these are:- 

- the regional concessionaire; 
- the dealer-repairer; 
- the rural artisan. 

The.first, on a regional scale, is rather like a “wholesaler”’ who distributes the 
equipment and supplies the spare parts. 
repair shop. 

He may also undertake major overhauls in hie 

The second, on a more limited scale, sell6 and rrpaire agriqultural equipment; his 
conventional and material links with the oonceesionnsire may vary widely. 

scale. 
Finally, the rural artisan deals with breakdowns on a village or group of villages 

In addition, he often has a close relationship with the dealer-repairer for whom 
he acts as local feeler, particularly in reporting hi8 clients’ needs. 

In Africa, theee various intermediaries (who are useful if not eseential) do snot 
yet exist because of the small numbers and wide variety of implements at present in ~8. 

I. PRESENT STA’IVS OF RURAL EANDICRAFl’S 

At the present time, as regards agricultural ewpment, rural handicraft6 are 
limited mainly to the manufacture of local design of implement, sometimes copied from 
extremely ancient types. We may mention, aa an example,‘the hand hoes and the carts 
of Madagascar, the traditional hand hoes in Africa, and more or less rudimentary 
harnesses (fig. 174); 

Little maintenance work is undertaken by the artisan. This is because the farmer 
waits till the last possible moment when parts are worn .out or have failed completely 
before going to eee the artisan, whose main activities consist in eharpening B tool, 
replacing a cartwheel apoke and, sometimee, welding a broken pert. 

When it is a question of improvements or repairs, the work is usually expensive 
(prices .sre based on import prices or on those of repairs carried out in a city workshop) 
and badly done because of lack of technical skill and equipment 88 well as bad choice 
of raw materials. 

These features apply fairly generally. A diietinotion must, however, be made between 
Malagasy rural handicrafts and thoee of mainland Africa. The Malagasy artisan is 
appreciably more capable of maintainin&repairing animal draught implements, one re.sson 
being that he umea more advanced methods and is better equipped. 

A difference should also be made in rural handicrafts between the profeseions of 
blacksmith and saddler. The firet should be capable of maintaining and repairing 
agricultural equipment while the second should be able to make various types of harness 
used locally, which sometimes implies that he knows the rudiments of woodworking. 

Under what oorlitionn, hoxver, do these artisans usually work? 

A. TIiFa BLACKSMITH 

The equipment, tooh and wor!:inC moth&c briefly described hcrcaftcr rcprescnt what is 
Conorally found in French-speaking Africa. 

The uorkzhop and too13 ape cxtrcmol!i rudimentary (ficr. 175). 
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FIP, 114 - Some trxlitionnl tools mule by nrtisnns 
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Fig. 175 - Sketch of a Nigerian artisan's traditional for,;~. 

Sketches of tl?cl:smith's tools 

k 
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The workshop is generally set up under 8 round shelter, of average diameter 3.50 m, 
mede of posts driven into the ground on which is laid e framework of branches over which 
may be added a matting covering. 

The forge, made locally, is directly on the ground. It should be noted that 6ome 
blacksmiths using portable bellows have dismantled them end set them on the ground eo thet 
they can work sitting down. 

The anvil ie a simple block, generally of truncated cone shape, end whose striking 
face is 12 to 15 cm in diameter. It is driven into a tree-trunk buried in the ground. 

The vice ia hardly used et all end very often the artisan use8 his feet instead. 

The too18 usually consist of: sledge-hemmers end clew hemmers, pincers end tonge, 
cold-chisels, files, etc. 

A very few artisans have heok-sews and light anvils. 

Working methods arc extremely simple. The workmen rarely takes measurements. The 
use of geugea, the square, the mould, etc, in unknown. The fuel used ie wood or chercoal 
(often of lowqlality). The raw meteriala no longer come from the extraction and treatment 
on the spot of iron ore, but usually consist of scrap iron. 

B) THE LEATHER WORlc3R 

This artisan traditiondly worka in leather end skins to make fancy leather goods end 
articles for shoe-meking end, sometimes, ssddlery. So far, he has not had occasion to 
make harnalrn~!~ !'or animals. 

He haa r't,:z..i workshop end works at home. 

His equpyloent, mostly locally made is extremely limited: paring-knife, polisher, 
bradawls, sciesore, hemmer, etc. 

He either buys his raw materiels (leather, fabric thread) OF makes them himself 
(tanned ekine, fine stripe of leather instead of thread i . 

As regards working methods, it may be said that his skill is eome compeneetion for 
his lack of technical knowledge. 

So that rural handicrafts may plw the important pert they are capable of in the 
development of animal draught cultivation they must either be trained or their ekille 
improved, but this involves qualified experts. The artisans should also be given the 
necessary eqUpment for dealing with new requirementa. 

II. IKPROVEldENT OFRURALHANDICRAETS 

What part can the rural artisan play in the development of animal draught cultivation, 
how ten his equipment, training end working methods be improved? Theee era various 
quetltions we sbel? briefly exemine below. 

A) 'Cl03 ROILS OF ilEG HANDICRAFCS -_I 

Development should enabla:- 

- the bleckemiths to be in a poultion to maintain and repair (end poseibly adapt) 
local.ly or re~onallg dietributed agricultunsl implemente; their main ConoeFn 
~11 be to help the Grmsr, whoa requirements they should be able to meet 
a:oispletkiy, 88 re~a~,l!~ bolh aninai draught implements (maintenance and repair) 
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and the treditionel agricultural tools (hoe, %xb, sickle, lmives, etc.) whose 
quality will have to be improved; 

the harnese-mekere to be in B position to meke the various types of harnesses 
reoommended by the qualified Services (Yokes, collars, saddles, traces, draught 
po>.es, etc.) and to maintain and repair them. 

IMPROYEIIENT OF EQUIF'MQiT AND WORKING WETHODS 

1) The blacksmith (fig. 176-177) 

He must be taught how to improve his present methods, to know how to uee better 
toola and how to make use oC new methods. 

The main requirements for improving methods end traditional tools ere as 
followe: 

- the uee of better fuel with a higher celorific value; 

- general practice of working standing up; 

- adaptation of the treditional equipment to this new method of working, 
involving raising the roof of the workshop but also the forge and the anvil. 
It will then be necessary to have a bench for the tool8 and these latter 
might need longer handles; 

- the use of measuring and marking instruments: rules, square, compasses, 
scribers, gauges; 

- the uee of ancillaq forge methods: hot and cold cutting, stamping, 
punching and splitting, welding and brazing; forging of steel (shares, hoe 
and harrow teeth), tempering; 

- the ues of various assembly methods: hot rivetting, oqvecetylene welding, 
the uee of ecrew, bolt6 end washers; 

- improvement in finishing: the use of files, a mould, a polisher; 

- the routine maintenance of end simple repairs to mechanical fanning 
implements. 

2) The hamese-make~saddler 

The harnese-maker, whose ekilla are generally considered to be good, meet 
however be given additional training so that he may improve his treditionel 
methods end, in particular, he must be able to do e limited emount of wood- 
work. 

He should, therefore:- 

- be taught the us8 of a wider renge of tools (pedal operated knife, curved 
bradawl, oonpasses, punching tool, etc.); 

- learn new working methoda (two needle l ewing, leather thong sewing, 
maximum use of local raw matsriale, etc.); 

- be shown how to meke the new articles expected of him (yokes, collwa, 
traces, etc.). 
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cl IMPROVEME~ OR TRAINING OF RURAL ARTISANS 

The rural artisan blacksmith, as described above, will be an important link, if not 
en essential one, between the Manufacturer or Importer and the User of agricultural machines, 
It is, however, only gradually that the rural artisan will be able to play this part. He 
must first be trained. 

It is the responsibility of the appropriate public services to undertake or promote 
theeatablishment of the necessary basic tools and equipment. 

We cannot list here all the requirements for training the rural artisan. After 
mentioning some of the steps taken in certain countries for improving the professional 
qualifications of the rural artisans, ws shall give two examples of such training, at 
different levels. 

In Madagascar, the Minister of State for Rural Economy has created a Technicel Aid 
Company (the S.A.T.E.C.) responsible for working out and then implementing a programme 
for improving rural handictiafts. The aim is "to teach the ruxl artisans the simple 
techniques of mechanics, forge work, welding and brazing, so that they can repair 
agricultural implements and make various simple agricultural tools or machines." 

In Senegal, a factory meking agricultural equipment (SISCOMA), considered it vitd 
to set up, within the factory itself, a professional training center. This trains the 
members of the distribution network and the agricultural extension workers and also runs 
a series of coursss for rural artisans "who can thus improve their rudimentary methods 
and acqoire an extensive knowledge of the implements they may sometimes be called on to 
repair". 

It is to be hoped that other local factories making or assembling agricultural 
equipment (ABI in Ivory Coast, TROPIC in Cemeroon, SIDEKA in Madagascar) will adopt a 
similar attitude towards the training of rural artisans. 

In Upper Volta, a harness-making workshop has been set up at ths instance of the 
local SATEC agency and trains harness-makers to make the various types of harness used 
locally. 

In Niger, the U.N.C.C. is concerned about the rural handicrafts problem and is 
planning to organize a mobile workshop (temporarily the best.solution) pending the training 
of the village blacksmiths to maintain aid repair agricultural equipment. In order, at 
least partially, to alleviate present difficulties in this field, the C.E.E.M.A.T. 
Engineer responsible for the practical training courses in agricultural mechanics is 
adjusting his subject matter to include a large amount of simple mechanical work and is 
meking particular efforts to provide specialist training for certain rural.artisens. 

In Mali, the local authorities, faced with the general distribution of agricultural 
equipment and with the fact that, for the moment, the local artisans are unable to carry 
out maintenance or repair work, have made special arrengements. As an integral part of an 
experiment they are financing, these authorities have called on the C.E.E.M.A.T. and the 
B.D.P.A., jointly, to train qualified technicians and to equip the service vans, which are 
ued On a roving basis for extension work, for the repair of agricultural machinery. These 
Vans carry the necessary tools end sets of spares for the maintenance and repair of locally 
distributed implements. (fig. 17&179). 

- 1st example: The training of nrral artisans in Chad (Pala and Fort Arohembaolt) 

The aim here is to train general purpose rural artisans to work on their own account 
in the villages of Southern Chad, where animal &aught cultivation is developing. 

The instruction is essentially practical and is given by the I.L.O.; it is 
ed to train pupils to become o&wright-blacksmiths (working in wood and in 



Fig. 170 - MAIS service van 

accommodation section 

Fig. 173 - mi2 service van 

work-benc5 and forge 
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SOURCE AND STANDARD OF PUPILS 

These are young adult Chad citizens, 18 to 30 years old, from the upcountry villages 
where they want to work. 

Their level of education is generally limited to 2 or 3 years at a rural school. In 
most casee, they have already lost the benefit of this schooling, dimmed by time and the 
lack of opportunity to make llse of the knowledge pined. Candidates are however required 
to know how to count and be able to speak either French or Arabic in addition to their 
mother tongue. 

SOURCE AND STANDARD OF INSTRKTORS 

Other than two International Labou? Office experts who are specialists, one in iron- 
work and the other in woodwork, three Chad instructors help with the training. The latter 
are young men from the south of the countqi whose scholastic knowledge is at about primary 
school certificate level, with additional technical training to professional competence 
certificate level; they must be able to speak one or mope local dialects. 

LENGTH OF TRAINING 

The total duration of the training course is abvdt 9 months and includes:- 

- basic training: 120 working days, made up of 60 days on wood work and 60 on 
iron work 

- practical in-service training: 70 working &aye. 

TRAINING MEXROB 

Two workshops, one for wood and one for iron, enable the pupils to worb as 
apprentices using very simple tools, without any motive power, similar to thbse they 
will have to use in the villages where they will be working. The details of the training 
programme have been worked out on the basis of the following criteria: 

- local manufacture by traditional artisans; 

- new requirements resulting from the recent introduction of animal draught 
cultivation. 

During their time at the Training Centre, the pupils make some of their tools the- 
selves (forge tools, bellows, various gauges, etc.). The others are made available to 
them, thanks to a loan from the Chad Development Bank (B.D.T.) of about 90,000 F CBA, 
repayable in 3 years. 

They are also given instruction in basic business methods which is eesentiel since 
these artisans are granted a loan by a State bank to set themselves up, solely on the 
guarantee of the future succees of their business. 

A roving mobile workshop assists with the practical in-service training. This is 
carried out in the home villages of the pupils, and enables them to be helped in setting 
themselves up. 

COST OF TRAINING 

The premise8 used are old disused Amy buildings on the outskirt.8 of Fort Archembaolt. 

The cost of training (operating expenses) haa been estimated at 200,000 F CFA per 
pupi:. 



- 2nd example: Training of nrrai artisans in Madagascar 

The Rural Development Commission considers that the artisan should be trained 
where he notily works, OP under 8e nearly similar conditions 88 p?sSible. 

In order to do this, a mobile workshop has been used to set up demonetr8tion 
centres. The artisans taking pert in the demonstrations are then visited 
individually, each case being considered separately. 

Training of the artisans varies with their level of development. They may be 
grouped into two main categories: 

LEv!3Ll: These are artisans working in the most traditional wey with bad tools and, 

who usually have very little money. Their monthly income is estimated 
at about 4,000 Malageey francs~to feed a usually large family including 
children too young to help. 

LEWSL 2: These are artisene using better tools and more rational methods. Their 
monthly income may be assessed at about 10,000 F. Their training must 
be specifioally orientated. Greater emphasis must be laid on 
organization and management. 

The technical training of the first group (Level 1) covers: 

- plough repair end maintenance operations: how to repair a wheel, beat 
out a share, straighten a mculdboard, beat out or remake a bar point 
sh8re, and adjust the plougb; 

- improvements to tools (tongs) and the introduction of new tools (die 
stampe, taps and dies); 

- the manufaoture of items in general use, in order to make use of slack 
periods (yoke rings, wheelbarrows, forks, small hand tools). 

The technical training of the second group (Level 2) involves: 

- maintenance and repair operations on a variety of implements; 

- modernization of equipment (drill, hand-press, sheet metal roller, 
bending machine for wheel rims, etc.); 

- oq@oetylene or electric-arc welding (1); it is, indeed, essential to 
introduce welding to the artisans; nothing really oonstr,ctive can be 
done without the assietance of this new technique (some ,+dvanced artisans 
already poeeess oxy8cetylene welding equipment, often win an acetylene 
generator, and one of them even has electric welding equipment); 

- the manufacture of small items; 

- the production of a&cultural implements (rotary rice WE .der, csrt). 

The technical training of the two groups is completed by commercial training 
~appropriate to their level. 

(1) In view of the coat of a new acetylene generator (45,000 Malagasy frsncs), it io 
difficult to insist on its puOhaB0 when it is desired to popularis welding. The 
uee of bottled acetylene seems more economical. A definite opinion can, however, 
only be given when t,he efficiency of locally made generators is Icnown. 
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III. FROM RLR4L AFlTISAN To DSALER-REPAIRER 

Although it may eeem to be asking too much to want, straightaway, to establish a 
network of deale~repairers similar to that found in countries where agriculture is 
highly mechenised, there is no question but that the matter must be examined in the 

years to come with a view to progressive training towards this profession. It will, 
indeed, have a major part to pl&y and that stoner than might generally be expected. 

A) llBROLEOFTHEDEALER-WAIWSt 

He will be respcnsiV& for selling agricultural equipment, which means that he must 
be capable of assemblin< the equipment made by the factory, adjusting it and demonstrating 
it to the fanners. 

He must be able to maintain it and w it, like the rural artisan, but at a more 
advanced Level. In order to do this, he must know how to UQB the implements, be capable 
of using modern working methods and have the neceeaary tools. 

He will be able to manufacture certain simple agricultural implements and to w 
other more complicated implements to local conditions. 1nthi.s role cfmenlifsctumr, 
he muat be organized to meet demand and be encouraged towards production of work of 
impeccable quality. 

As a B, he will have to learn how to keep accounts, complying with current 
social and financial regulations, how to assess hours worked and their value and thus 
establish prices for his work. 

He mu& be capable of diversifying his activities in order to ensure full emplcynant 
for himself. 

There are now in Madagascar, as a result of encouragement from the Bandicraftlr 
Economic and Technical Centre (CSm), a certain number of highly qualified rural 
ax-ham who are undertaking, under adequate supwviaion, the manufacture of various 
cub-assemblies for simple agricultural implementrr, such aa parts of rotary weeders 
or puddlillg harrcws. 

These artisans get their raw materials from the CETA and deliver the manufactured 
sut-asaemblies to it. The mein advantagea of this sytem are-the quality of the raw 
materials used and that of ensuring s market for the parts made. 

B) HOW CAB TODAY'S RURAL ARTISAN BECOME TOMORROW’S DZUER-SFPAIRER? 

The most highly technically qualified rural &issn will never became a first cleas 
deale+repairer without a basic knowledge of the aeccunting and management appropriate 
to his profeasicn. In addition he mu& become familiar with the implements he has to mall 
or repair and have adequate apuiplant. Finally, his responsibilities mwt be clearly 
defined. 

1. Commercial training 

Thie must be applied particularly to the establishment of cost pricea, repair chergea 
and bock-keeping. 

- COST PRICES 

The method of calculating cc& prices must be very simple, 80 that it mq~ be 
understood and applied by werybo&r. To begin with, a simple method of weighting the 



price on the basis of all an6illary expenses should be Med. 

Papvat for time worked must also be taken into account. 

When eeverel workmen are employed, lebcur costs must be calculeted. 

The problem of amortization must be examined as eccn as implements are acquired. In 
this connection, a parallel mey be established between payments spread over e period by 
means of bank loans and the progressive building up of a reeerve for buying new equipment. 

- ESTASLISHWEPl'~OF A SCALE OF CHARGES 

It must be possible to work cut a scale ci &erg-es on the basis of the cost of the 
work or of the items produced in large quantities. For particular work, the concept of 
an estimate must be understood. 

The agricultural extension workers must be informed of the scale of charges so that 
they can in turn advise the farmers. It should show the cost of the commonest repairs 
and that of items q ede by the ertisene. 

- BOOK-KEEPING 

It is absolutely essential to keep a daily accounts bock end an invoice ledger, 
prepare invcioes, m&e inventories etc. 

F'inslly, the dealer-repairer must be able to go through a spares catelcgue and write 
cut an order. 

2. Knowledge of equipment 

It is up to the mentiaoturer or his local representatives to advise future dealer 
repairers concerning all the manufactured items they till be responsible for distributing 
and maintaining. 

This may be done at training courses during slack periods for the dsale+repairers. 

3. Working equipment 

When a ~re.l artisan has to sell Ned equipment, repair it and supply spares to the 
usex'e, in short, do what is expected of him, it is clear that the workshop, as described 
earlier, will no longer be adequate. 

It will no longer suffice to use a space open to the four winds, nor a scanty set of 
t301s. On the contrary, in addition to the workshop itse& there must be space for the 
storage of new equipment and spare parts. In addition to the conventional tools, there 
must be a certain number of special tools end gauges appropriate to the equipment 
distributed. These tools may be furnished by the manufacturer. 

4. Ares to be serviced 

The ep8e to be serviced will depend on the number of implements distributed, their 
complexity and the drive of the dealercrepairer and also of the prcfeeeicnel skill of the 
fanners (who mq themselves be able to carry out verious minor mechanical tasks). 

A priori, it seems that en area of up to 20 km rediue round the workshop will be the 
best suited for the distribution of animal draught cultivation equipment in that, on the 
one hand, it will provide sufficient work for the dedehrepairer, and. ton the other, a 
speedy repair service for the farmers concerned. 



This will mean that the dealeprepairer will have to provide himself with a means 
of transport, possibly a van, so that he can take care of his incoming stocks, deliveries 
and field service. 

5. Investment needed 

The adaptation of existing buildings or, more often, the construction of new ones, the 
acquisition of the necessary set of tools and of a vehicle will constitute a very heavy 
expenditure - even the best rural artisan all rarely have the necessary capital evaileble. 

Euying on credit will therefore be essential. The necessary loans may be granted by a 
National Development Bank or WI Agricultural Credit Bank, or again by the local manufncturers 
or importers, in whose interest it is to set up the dealeprepairers. In some cases, the 
manufacturers mqy themselves essume the responsibility for the buildings and the working 
tools and equipment and +he setting up in business of the deal**repairers they have 
trained; the latter then become mana~rs of the lcoal businesses thus crated. 

C) MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS ON THE FARM 

In the same way as the better rural artisans must be capable of becoming dealer 
repairers, the better fanners must gradually take on tn: mzin+:znaacc of, 5s xl1 as the 
necessary minor repairs to, their agricultural implements. 

The maintenance of, and certain minor repairs to, agricultural implements needs en 
essential minimum of tools, the details of whi?tl are too varied to be listed here. The 
tools must be for working with both metal and wood. 

As the tools are to be used to keep the agricultural eqxpment in good running 
order, they must themselves be properly looked zfter. 

0 

0 0 

The rural artisans have a very important part to play in keeping animal draught 
cultivation equipment in good running order. Any operation aimed et the extension of 
animal draught implements must therefore take into account the presence and the 
qualifications of the rural artisans in the area concerned. Their absence may temporarily 
be made up for by state controlled agencies. Some authorities establish such agencies, 
OF use those already in existence, for distribution and provide them with maintenance- 
repair equipment (which necessitates management of stocks of equipment and spare parts). 
This solution should only be a temporary one pending the establishment of local artisans. 

It seems essential to train and increase the competence of the rural artisans, in 
the same way es for agricultural supervisors, and extension workers concerned with 
agricultur2.J imp?ements. 

The best of these rural artisans will be able to become tomorrow’s dealer-repairers, 
with all the competence normally expected of such a profession, while, at the same time, 
the fanners will gradually become more capable of carrying out day-to-dqi maintenance of 
their implements themselves, even doing minor repairs. 
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ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Measures aimed at improving the agriculture of the developing tropical countries 
must be wdertsken on a large soale to aohieve the best results. This means that 
measures must be taken simultaneously on all factors affecting production, working 
methods, use of good seed and seedlings, fertilizer application, crop protection, crop 
production and etook-raising topther when possible, with increased mechanization and 
improvement of methods of managsment aud orgauization; all these factors are 
interconnected. Among them, mechanization is particularly important. 

I. MECHANIZATION AND PROGRESS IN TROPICAL AGRICULTGRE 

The provision of mechanical agricultural equipment results in en increase in output 
both from the land and from labour. In addition, it is one of the essential conditions 
of any human and social progress for the majority of the agricultural population of all 
countries, whether developing or wealthy and induatrielised. 

A) MFXHANIZATION OF AGRICULTURE - ACHIEVING INCREASED PROIXTCTIVITY OF U.ROUR 

Agricultural productivity is the ratio of production to the amount of work needed 
to achieve it. 

Some examples, taken at’ random from the many C.E.E.M.A.T. references on the subject, 
may give us an awareness of man’s limited working capacity unless he is helped by 
appropriate eqipment, however rudimentary. 

- in Madagascar, in the Basse Ikopa region, cassav+groning involves 143 or 87 
days’ work per hectare, depending on whether the work is done wholly with hand 
tools or with the aid of auimal &aught cultivation implements; 

- In Senegal, with ground-nut growing, these figures are respectively 480 and 311 
hours’ work per hectare. 

In the first case, the productivity of the work done is approximately doubled, simply 
by using animal draught cultivation implements. In the second Case, the increase is 
again considerable. 

B) MECHANIZATION OF AGRICULTURE - ACRIEVING INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY OF THE L4ND 

This is a much less tangible aspect of the value of the mechanization of agriculture. 
Although it is less well-lmow and is also difficult to measure, it should, nevertheless, 
certainly not be over-looked. 

1. Increase in unit yields 

Various operations, made possible by increased working capacity and speed of 
execution, are proof of the techuioal advantages of mechanization. 

- Cultivation operations carried out at the appropriate time. 

i=+ 
au IRCT trial, carried out at BOSSANGOA (Central African Republic) in 196% 

3, confIrmed the best date for eowwg cotton (15th June) aud demonstrated the fall 
in production of 1% for each day’s dele,y in sowing. The use of a planter is therefore 
well worthwhile. 

- Work made possible by the use of additional power. 

Eurmple: land difficult to plough before the rainy season. 



- Improved quality of work. 

Examole: in the Cameroons, in the Diamar6 Department, the CFDI’ observed that the mere 
fact of ploughing the earth increased cotton yields by 10 to 20$ compared with manual 
preparation with a hoe. 

- Speedy harvesting, limiting losses. 

Example: sow.8 varieties of ground-nuts, with a short dormant period, germinate in 
the ground if they are not harvested as soon as they are ready; hence the value 
of lifters. 

2. Intensification of cultivation 

Additional cultivation activities, multi-cropping rotation of crops (cash crops and 
subsistence crops), growing inte-season crops, growing green fertilizer, etc. are all 
new activities made possible by mechanization. 

3. Improvement in the quality of the produce 

The improvement realized as a consequence of crop protection treatment, of 
harvesting at the best time and of good preservation as a result of transport of the 
produce to sheltered storage and, possibly, better processing, all lead to an increase 
in the value of harvested crops. 

c) MECHANIZATION OF AGRICIJWGRE - A FACTOR OF SOCIAL IMPROVEKE~ 

Improvements Ln the oroductivity of the labour and of the land lead to an increase 
in the rtandard of living of the fanners who find their incomes increased. The 
nutritional standards of the farmer aud, more generally, of all the inhabitants of the 
country are also raised. 

By facilitating heavy work, replacing most of the arduous tasks by animals or other 
scuroes of power, the mechauization of agriculture relieves man of much physical effort. 

On no account, however, must the ob’.igations involved in the use of animal draught 
cultivation be glossed over: training of the animals daily care (feed, grooming), 
maintenance of equipment, oonstruction and maiutenauce of a cattle-shed, transport of 
straw for litter, transport of manure, etc. are some of the addition&l tasks that the 
farmer must face. All this work is, however, very well compensated for by the advantages 
he gets from his equipment (faster and less arduous work, and, in particular, the 
production of manure). 

From a more general point of view, we should remember that the provision of 
agricultural equipment is of interest to the majority of the population in ocuutries 
which are still mainly agricultural. It therefore seems capable of being a peat step 
forward towards equitable income distribution in countries with a mixed economy. 

Finally, the mechanization of agriculture is also likely to have very favourable 
consequences on the pneral economy of the country, which we cannot, unfortunately, go 
into in this manual. We shall merely make a few comments, in the next section, on 
rural economics as applied to the mechanization of agriculture. 
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II. AMOUNT OF CAF’ITAL TO BE INVESTED. HAIRTENANCE AND AMORTIZATION 

There is practically no information available on this economic aspect of auimal 
draught cultivation. Some Authors have tackled this particular aspect incidentally, 
sometimes making a distinction between studies on the matter at individual fam level 
and those made at a national level. 

The information available about the relatively old animal &au&t cultivation 
methods is too scattered and their large scale extension is too recent for it to be 
possible to make a valid economic assessment. 

The main items to be examined in such a study will however now be indicated, so that 
the technical experts concerned may make a preliminary approach to these questions. 

Investing in equipment means inoreasing the means of produotion. The fain must, 
however, be in a position to accept the euggreted new equipment. In other uorde, it is 
essential that this equipment should fit in with the organioation of the farm, as it is at 
present, OF as it is likely to become, The introduction of any uew equxpwnt on a falrn 
must, if it is to be economically viable, be accompanied by some reorganization. 

It is therefore difficult to be specific about the amount of capital to invest, 
without basic data on the organization of the farms, or data enabling au assesewnt to 
be made of the implements needed to equip the farms rationally. Fcrthezmore, each 
case must be treated on its particular merits. 

Knowing the details of a particular farm, what then would be the various appropriate 
categories of investment? 

1) The drau& animal e 

Depending on climate, the countries concerned, the animals available and traditional 
customs, uni’ts of draught bullocks, cows, horses, donkeys and even camels mqy be found. 

Whichever of these draught auimals is involved, the sum invested applies either to 
the purchase price of trained animals or - which is pore diffioult to asesss - to the 
cost of raisin the animals by the farmer himself, to which must be added the oost of 
training them 1) . i? 

On some state rcn fanns the value of drau&t animals acquired by a faxmar may include 
incidental expenses such as: lnaintenauce of the animals before distribution, trausport, 
insurance, vaccinations, etc. 

2) The cultivation implements 

When the equipment appropriate to the fam has been deoided on (some faotors in 
aseessing this “appropriataness” am given in the next section), otioulation of the oost 
of their purohase does not present any difficulty. 

3) Incidental expeueee 

Under this category of expenses may be included, on the one hand, the building of 
a deep-litter cattle-shed for housing the draught animals and, on the other, the provision 

(1) In order to simplify matters and for araae where animal draught OUltitntiOn is 
already sufficiently developed for there to be markets dealing in draught animsla, 
it would seem more appropriate to keep to the rates found in these markets. 



of a shelter for the implements. 

In addition, to complete the picture, one could also mention human investment; for 
exemple, when a member of the family goes to a Centre to learn how to train animals and 
how to use ani&%l draught implaments. 

SONE NXANPES OF IBvEsTKENTS’NECEsSARY ON Till3 IWMlOlXJCTION OF ANIMAL DRAUQST CULTIVATION 
ON SEWEOALESE FARI&% 

The crop rctation~atam used is as follows% ground-nuts, millet, green manu’e. 

- let case 

The equipment (medium sized unit) consists of: 

- a tooP frame, fitted with two small metal wheels, with attachable tools 
(multicultivator), 

- soart, 

- a pair of oxen. 

The cultivated area is 6.40 hectare, (3.20 ground-nuts; 1.60 millet; 
WW?.) . 

1.60 green 

The family consists of father, mother, young brother, a paid employee, a lC-year 
old child and an infant. 

The investments are as fcllowe:- 

- 2-row planter 
- 2-wheel forecarriage 

‘;,A$ ,” 

- chain harrow 5:325 F 
- spring tine cultivator for weeding 
- lifter i% F 
- PlOugb 4:750 F 
- cart 27,OOO F 
- a pair of trained oxen 25&Q F 

TOTAL 112,937 F CFA 

- 2nd case 

The’equipment (large unit) consists of: 

- an arle fitted with pneumatic-tyred wheels oarrying a chassis’on which w be 
mounted a cart platform OF a tool-bar (polyoultivator), with the attachable 
tools appropriate to the working oonditions; 

- a pair of omh 

The cultivated area is 8.80 hectares (4.40 ground-nuts; 2.20 millet; 2.20 green 
WUlFe). 

The family is the same ae in the previous case. 

The investments are as follows:- 

(2) From J. Monnier’s !Wontribution to the study of ox draught in SenegalV@; Waohinisme 
Agrioole Tropioal No.10 and 11. 
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- chassis plus pole 30,605 F 
- iron freme platform 5,325 F 
- wooden floo&g 

_.. 
2,500 F 

- tool-bar “,680 F 
- lever 1,875 F 
- spring tine weeder 6,645 F 
- chain harrow 5,325 F 
- 24.0” planter 
- 2 lifters :tig ; 
- arms for attaching the lifters (328 F 
- PlOWh 8,900 F 
- a pair of trained oxen 25,m F 

TOTAL 144,977 F CFA 

(The Author has not taken into aooount the cost of building a deep-litter cattle- 
shed or an equipment shelter). 

AN EXAMPLE OF = INWSTI’BNT NECESSARY FOR TRE INTRODUCTION OF AND6AL DRAUGRT CULTIVATION 
ON A FARN IN TRE CE2ilX4L AERICAR REFVBLIC( 1 L 

The crop rotation system used is as follows: 

- cotton in the first year; 

- ground-nuts and aaiee in the 2nd year with rice and sesame at the taildnd of 
the season; 

- in the 3rd year, planting of oassava outtitrgs among the traditioual food OrOPB; 

- in the 4th year, harvesting of the oassava and start of fallow (2 years). 

Unlike the preceding case, the staudard cultivation sequence consists solely of 
independent items. 

The cultivated area is 2.10 heotans (0.70 COttOni 0.50 @WUndnUtSi 0.20 mabe; 
0.50 rice; 0.20 SeSme; 0.70 oassava and traditional food crops); 2.80 hectares are 
however worked if the end of eeason orops are taken into account. 

The composition of the family is not stated. 

The investments iw ae followe:- 

- plcugh 
- cart 
- harrow 

8,945 F 
27,ooO F 

5.500 F 
- hoe 
- 2 yokes (of different lengths) 

11,000 F 
2.CCIO F 

- 2 harness ohaina 
- a pair of trained oxeu 33;tiO F 

Tmu 89,345 F WA 

(The cost of making a deep-litter oattle-shed and an equipment @helter has not been 
taken into aooouut). 

(1) From R. Morel'~~ “A rural development teohnique; animal dru@t in the OSAKA 
Province of the Central Afrioau Republic” ; Yachinimme Agrioole Trcpioal No.13 - 
January-Uaroh 1966. 



COMIcaT: 

If the total investments are related to the area under cultivation, the following 
amounts in round figdres are obtained:- 

- For Senegal: 

let case (6.40 ha cultivated) 17,650 F per hectare 

2nd case (8.80 ha cultivated) 16,450 F per hectare 

- For the C.A.R. (2.80 ha cultivated) 31,900 F per hectare 

These figures sliow how important is the farm’s organization and, even more so, the 
area cultivated, as a factor in assessing the equipment needed. 

It is for this reason, there being no possibility of increasing the area cultivated 
per farm, that the organizers of the operation carried out in the C.A.R. had to organize 
the standard cultivation sequence to cover 2 and even 3 farms grouped together into an 
“Association”. This solution involves, however, various difficulties which it would take 
too long to gc into now (the inditidualiem of the farmers, difficulties which can be fore- 
seen at peak working periods, bad maintenance of the draught animals and the equipment, 
etc.j. 

B) WAINTENANCE 

Maintaining means keeping in good condition. The length of time the equipment owned 
can be kept in use depends on good maintenance. 

This is an oft-neglected aspect of plans for the introduction of animal draught 
cultivation. Like the equipment and the shelters, the draught animals must be given 
constant attention, the coat of which must be taken into account. 

1) The draught animals 

While everybody knows that an animal has to be fed, it is quite co~llon to find 
that animals doing a considerable amount of work are not given the additional feed 
necessary for keeping them in good condition. 

In addition, the work involved in looking after the animals (feeding, grooming) 
and the veterinary charges they are liable to incur are all items which must be taken into 
account. (In the aunex on the calculation of the cost of using draught animals, there is 
some useful information on how to m&e such calculations.) 

2) The equipment 

The equipment wears as it is used and this is quite normal, but it also wears 
quicker the less well it is maintained. 

Ploughsharee and the hoeill blades of a hoe must be replaced aftoz they have 
been worn by work. However, when ir plan&er becomes unserficbable because it haa been left 
cut in the open or when a cart axle wears because it has not been lubricated, this is due 
to l&k of proper care which should not have occurred. 

The replacement of parts which wear normally aud such neceesary items for 
maintenance as paint, oil and grease are expenses which are easily oalotiated. 

3) Shelters for animals, feed end equionent 

These are generally made of ojrl bite and pieces and often need no more than 
minor maintenance, which., other than a few days’ work, does not involve any rod expenses. 
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Cl AMORTIZATION 

Amortization consists in progressively rebuilding the capital sum used to acguire 
the means of production on a farm; this rebuilt capital allows the means of production to 
be renewed when they are no longer fit for ~88. 

It is thus easy to understand that the lonpr the means of production can be kept 
in use, the smaller will be the annual amortization inetalments. Accordingly, it ia moat 
important to try to prolong (within reasonable limits) the life of the equipment by means 
of good maintenance. 

1) The draught animals 

In this oaee the amount to be amortized is the purchase price, less the reeele 
value. The latter may be practically nil (in the OQBB of horeee or donkeys) or considerable 
(oxen resold for slaughter). 

The length of time enimele can be used for draught work varies in the different 
countries and the average figures which may be taken are shown in the annex. 

It should be noted that, in view of the frailty of animals, it is advisable 
to insure them. 

2) The equipslent 

There is not yet, in the French-speaking tropical countries, a secondhand market 
for agricultural equipment. The emount to be amortized is therefore the purchase price. 

Detailed observations have not yet been made on the subject of amortization 
periode for animal draught cultivation equipment. 

It ia usual to base calculations on en average of 5 years, the figure 
nomelly used by the Agencies making loans to the fanner. There is, however, no question 
but that certain oatagoriee of well maintained equipment can be used much longer, for 
exelnple for 10 yeare; thie applies, in particular, to plougha and carte. 

Naturally, when estimating poseible life (in years), account must be taken of 
annual utilizaiion OF, in other words, of the area over which the implement ie required to 
work. 

3) The shelters 

Being made of odd bits and pieces, it is generally considered that these should 
be emoz-tieed over 5 years. 

0 

0 0 

Other economic aepeote could aleo be exemined, in particular, tile concept Of intereat 
on the oafiital invested (an example with figures, taking this sdditionel item into aocowt, 
will be found in the ennex.) 



III. COMPARISON OF TIME AND C06T OF CULTIVATION BY SAND, WITS DRAUGHT ANIMALS AND WITS 
POWER EQUIPMENT 

It is more advantegeous to extend a new method which reduoes the u8e of menpower when 
time is preoious, when the work is urgent or when the optimum period is short, rather than 
to introduce a new method which reduces work in the off-season or during slack periods. 

The problem of peaks of work when the farmer is snowed under with urgent agricultural 
work is well known in farming. It is 8 major bottleneck in agricultural development, since 
it is a factor which limits the area worked and, to some extent, also limits yields. 

The other aspect of the problem ie under-employment. This appears in various fame: 
slnoet permanent underemployment in some oeeee, very marked seasonal undsrcemployment in 
others and, in meny ceeee, oonoealed undetimployment. 

Assessment of the finencial value of working time has, however, two edvantages 
(although thio sesesment is difficult in an economy which still includes 8 oonsiderable 
proportion of subsistence level living): on the one hand, it enebles all the date to be 
reduced to a more general efficiency unit and, on the other, it enables production costs 
to be examined. 

Whatever the apparent advantages of 8 particular working methcd es shown below in an 
example, it is advisable, before introducing new methods (e.g. the substitution of draught 
animals for memel labour or powepopereted equipment for animal draught cultivation) to 
take account of the existing fanning system. This is necessary in order to see whether new 
methods can reasonebly be applied without introducing any unduly advanced innovations which 
might give rise to unfevourebla coneequenoee. 

A) WORKING TIDIE 

To illustrate the considerable differences there may be in working time, depending on 
the eouroe of power used, we shall take the example of ground-nut growing. 

1) Entirely menuel cultivation 

CULTIVATION TASK 

- Ground preparation (cleaning with the hand hoe 
stacking end bxuning weeds) 

- Shelling the seed nuts 

- Sowing 

- Hoeing immediately efter sowing 

- Other hoeings: 

. first 

. seoond 
. third (rarely carried cut but reccininended) 

- Menual weeding (large weeds) 

- Lifting (creeping varieties of ground-nuts) 

- Gathering and stacking 

- Threshing, winnowing 

TCTAL . . . . . . . . . . 

HOUSS/HECTAHE 

30 

70 

60 

35 

50 
50 
i5 
20 

60 

20 

50 

480 hours 
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Work carried out with 8 polycultivetor and the following ettachable implements: 
plough, 2-row plenter with fertilizer attachment, weeder, spring tine cultivator, and 

CULTIVATION TASK HOIJRS~TAHE 

Men Animels 
(peir of oxen) 

- cleaning the ground 
- surface soil prepsration 
- shelling of need nuts 
- sowing and fertiliser appliostion 
- light surface tillage 
- hoeings (three) 
- manual weeding elong the rowe 
- lifting 
- gathering and stacking 
- threshing, winnowing 

TorAL . . . . . . . . . 

(In order to retain the similarity witb the working conditions set out ebove, the 
work of ploughing in green manuree ia omitted here.) 

Work cerried out by means of treck tractors (45 hp) for soil preparation end four- 
wheel trectors (35 hp) for the other aultivetion teaks. 

CULTIVATION TASK HOlJHdHECTAHN 

Men Treetor 

- soil preparation 

. stubble-ploughing 2 2 

. disc-harrowing 1 

- shelling seed nuts 70 
- sowing (4-row planter with fertilizer attachment) 2 1 

- harrowing 1.5 1.5 
- Hoeing (semi-portsble hoe) 2 2 

- weeding by hand along the MWI) 50 
- lifting, putting into rows 2 2 

- gathering end stacking 20 

- mechanical threshing 12 2 

- hendling of ateoks and esoks 15 1 

TM’AL . . . . . . . . . . . 177.5 12.5 
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4) Nl powelcopereted oultivetion 

This method Of graving ground-nuts is not oarried on in tropical Africs but is 
rsgulerly used in the United States. 

CULTIVATIOll TASK 

- Soil preparetion: 

. ploushing 

. secondary tillege 

- ehslling, chemical dressing of seeds and 
mechanical grading of seeds 

- sowing 

- weeding/hoeing 

. weeder (2 IUS) 

. hoe (2 runs) 

- lifting 2 rows et 8 time, shaking, putting 
in small piles or rows 

- threshing, miscellaneous handling 

HOURS/HECTARE 

Hen Tractor 

2 2 
1 1 

0.5 

2 1 

1.5 1.5 
4 2 

4 2 

15 2 

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . 30 11.5 

5) Commente 

Summary of the hours worked per hsctare 
7 MAN ANINALS TRACTOR 

- Entirely manual cultivation 480 

- Animal dreught cultivation 311 53 

- Partial power-operated equipment 977.5 12.5 

- Nl power-operated cultivetion 30 11.5 
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COSTINO OF DAY’S WORK 

(in F. GFA) 



what do these figures tell us? At first sight, it might be considered that the 
third type of farming with poweroperated cultivation is the most desirable. Indeed, in 
this caee, the cultivation of a hectare of ground-nuts only requires 4 days’ work. 

Is this possible, however, technically, agronomically, economically end psychologic- 
ally? 

Before trying to answer this question, it seems appropriate to compare the costs of 
the first three farming methods (since the third method, Nl power-operated cultivation, 
actually does not, at present, apply in countries which are inadequately equipped generally 
end have abundant manpower). 

B) PROFITABILITIES COMPARED 

We do not at preeent have the basic data for celculeting the cost of a particular 
method of cultivation end, even less 80, the overall expenses of a particular farm. It is, 
therefore, mere appropriate to eeeeee the value of the manpower used for different farming 
methods, and this, naturally, for each different crop grown, if necessary. This is what 
1s usually called the %alue of a day’s manpower”. 

Taking the foregoing example again, that of ground-nuts, and despite the many 
approximations needed for euch calculations not based on a particular farm or equipment, 
it is still possible to provide the very simple guide lines for making such an assessment. 

It is merely necessary to subtract from the market value of the harvest all the 
expenses other than manpower and to divide the result by the number of men days devoted 
to work on the particular cultivation. Although this ma~r sound simple, its practical 
application needs fairly numerous estimates, 88 the following examples show. 

1) Entirely manual cultivation 

MARKET VALUE OF THE CROP 

The average ground-nut yield in Senegal is about 600 kg per hectare and, for 
convenience of calculation, the selling price ia estimated 88 20 F CFA. 

The market value ia therefore 20 x 80 - 16,000 F 

CULTIVATION EXPENSES 

- seed: 7Okgat ZOF- 1,4COF 

- emcrtization of hand toole per hectare: 100 F 

The cultivation expenses e&w therefore 1,500 F/ha. 

VAUJE OF DAY’S MANPOWER 

With 8 hour working daye, manual cultivation needs +L 60 deye work per ha. 

The value of a w’e manpower on manual cultivation of ground-nuts is therefore 

I about 240 F. 16.000 601,50C 
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2) Animal &au&t cultivetion 

MAFiWJ! VALUF, OF THE CROP 

With the cultivation done better, particularly better working of the soil, take 
done et the right time and the use of fertilizer, the yield easily reeches 1,2CC kg per he., 
i.e. et 20 F the kilo, a market value of 24,000 F. 

CULTIVATION EXPENSES 

- seed: 70kgetZOF-1,4OQF 

- The equipment used is, in this owe, e polycultivator with the implements 
alreedy mentioned. The cost of this outfit is estimated ee 150,000 F CFA. it enables about 
10 hectares to be cultiveted e year. 

Amortized over 5 years (which is probably low) the ennual expenditure is 

m = 3,000 F 
5 * 10 

- The draught animals worked for 53 hours, i.e. at an hourly cost of 50 F 
(see annex on the calculation of the coat of using draught animals), a 
co&of 2,650 F 

- 100 kg of fertilizer was used et an average cost of 20 F a kg, i.e. 
2,000 F. 

The cultivation expenses thus amcunt+a 1,400 + 3,000 + 2,650 + 2,000 = 9,050 F. 

VALUE OF DAY'S HMiPOh'ER 

311 hours' work represent about 39 daya. 

The value of e dey's menpower on animal draught cultivation of ground-nuts is 
therefore: 24,KJO - 9.050 = about380 F 

39 

3) Partial powe>owrated cultivation 

MBRKFP VALUE OF CROP 

Identical with the previous case, i.e. 24,000 F. 

CULTIVATION COSTS 

- Seed: 70 kg at 20 F 1,400 F 

- Fertilizer: 100 kg at 20 F 2,000 F 

- The equipment expenses are difficult to calculate. 

One hour's work by a tractor and the necessary ancillary equipment will be 
estimated at en average of 1,250 F CFA(l); i.e. an expenditure per hectare of 1,250 x 11.5 
- 14,375 F 

(1) Bearing in mind that the tractor driver's work has already been counted in the 
number of manpower days worked. 
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The cultivation costs thus anox& to: 1,400 + 2,000 + 14,375 m 17,775 F. 

VALUE OF DAY'S HANF'OWER 

177.5 hours' work represent ebout 22 days. 

The unit value of a day's manpower on power-operated cultivation of ground- 
nuts is therefore: 24,COO - 17.7Q = about 280 F 

22 

With entirely manual cultivation 

With animal draught cultivation 

With partial power-operated cultivation 

These figures call for some comments. 

240 F 

380 F 

280 F 

They are based on theoretical data. For example, with animal draught cultivation, 
it is only necessary for the polycultivetor not to be made full use of (5 hectares 
instead of 10) to show a considerable increase in the amortiaatioi. charges, and, in 
consequence, a reduction in the value of a day's manpower. Similarly, in the case of 
power-operated cultivation, a higher average tractor-hour cost (which might be the 
consequence of under-employment) would also result in a lower day's manpower value. 

How much importance should be attached to these figures? 

To the extent to which they were established on a particular farm, where exact 
measurements were taken of the time spent working and where the cultivation expenses 
wa'e calcula-ted thoroughly and accurately, it seems that the figures may be t&en as 
COrPeCt. 

The example given here is based on a single crop, ground, nuts. The same 
calculations can be made for a single cultivation operation. Thus, a study carried out 
in Madagascar resulted in an assessment of the value of a day's manpower spent on weeding 
rice-fields. Under certain conditions (weeding with a Japanese rotary weeder on rice- 
fi;ld$aFw;$ transplants at 30 1: 30) it was eetabliehed that this value was more than 

. 

What precisely do these figures signify? 

On the one hand, that, in the example given, it is more profitable to cultivate 
ground-nuts using draught animals end power-operated equipment than using manual labour 
alone. 

On the other, to use a particular example, assuming that all the manual cultivation 
work wes done by one man, that it is preferable to be self-employed, with Q value of a 
day's manpower of 240 F, than an egrioultural labcurer on e farm if the standard daily wage 
is less then thet amount. 

finally, end particularly, on the basis of a specific farm, these figures can be 
used to assess the value to a farmer of the introduction of a new item of eqcisment. 

They are only eppliceble, however, if they are related to the farm in question. An 
example will serve to illustrate this restriction. 

Let us assume that, in each ceee, the area put down to ground-nuts 
he. The ennti income under each method of cultivation would then be:- 



- Entirely manual: 240 F x 60 (days) I 5 (ha) = 72,000 F 

- Animal draught cultivation: 3@Q F x 39 (days) x 5 (id = 74,100 F 

- Partial power-operated cultivation: 280 I 22 (days) x 5 (ha) = 30,800 F 

There is practically no difference between manual and animal draught cultivation, 
while pcwelcopereted cultivation produces ea income markedly lower than that of the other 
two cases. 

In the second case, the only advantage of animal draught cultivation will be a 
reduction in the annual time spent working on the farm and, in the third qcase, in 
addition to an even shorter ennoel duration of work, there is also a considerable fall in 
income. 

This example demonstrates the importance which mxst be attached to the area cultivated 
or cultivable on the farm when it is desired to introduce new equipment. In other words, 
end this has been en accepted fact for a very long time in countries with modern agriculture, 
any introduction of new equipment on a farm must be accompanied either by an increase in 
area cultivated or by a reduction in manpower or, by increased yields; if not there will 
inevitably-be increased under-employment of the available manpower(l). 

These veri~us factors are closely connected with those set cut earlier concerning 
the criteria f-2 selecting new equipment 'with the best chances of SUCCCSS. 

cl HOW To JUICE THE OPPORTmSS OF INTROXJCINO NEW EQUIPMENT 

The study of this economic aspect of agricultural mechanization is long and complex 
because, on the one hand, of the existence of many different implements end, on the other, 
of the extreme diversity of the farms to be equipped. 

Within the limited scope of this manual, we can only hope to touch on the main 
principles involved in equipping the fanner. It is appropriate to leave, to the technical 
experts responsible for training and extension, the practical application of the various 
factors which depend on the requirements and characteristics of the farms where they 
are doing their work. 

Indeed, it will, es a rule, be their responsibility 30 study the most appropriate 
methods to be adopted in each particular case. 

Generally speaking, an implement is appropriate when it allows the necessary 
agricultural work to be carried cut under satisfactory conditions from a technical, 
agronomic, economic and functional point of view. 

1) Technical considerations 

The mechanization of agriculture must be aimed at increasing the area that can be 
cultivated or substituting machines or implements for manual labour. Thequipment should 
be able to achieve the same output or, preferably, a higher output. 

Each technical expert may, of course, have his personal opinion about which machine 
he considers suitable for doing the required work properly. No single individual can, 
however, know everything. Accurate guidance on the subject must come from pooling the 
ideaa of a country's various technical experts, together with the results of trials 

(1) There are some exceptions to this statement , particularly when it is a question of 
equipment neetied to perform a cultivation operation within a short and clearly defined 
tine (e.g. sowing), or else when there is the possibility of sub-contract work on 
other farms. 
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carried out by an Agricultural Hlechenisaticn Trials Station(l). 

The standard of the afte+sdes service, whether it is provided by the manufacturer, 
the dealer or the local artisan is aleo a factor which must not be aver-looked (see Part 
Four). 

2) Amancmic considerations 

The problem is mere complex: as a result of frequent local experiments, tropical 
agronomists have learnt to be cautious. It may seem surprising that, generally speaking, 
it is not possible formally to advise for or against the use of the plcugb for tropical dry 
agriculture. 

In no case must the proposed implement lead to deterioration of the structure of 
cultivated soils (particularly through erosion). Agricultural technical experts should 
be capable of proposing suitable methods to take care of the specifically agronomic 

I 

problems which may arise. 

3) Economic considerations 

~ 
Mechani&on of a farm always means heavy investment when compared with the farmer's 

income. The purchase of a 10,000 F CFA plough is just as much a problem to the Malagasy 
or African farmer as is,the purchase of a combine harvester to the European farmer. 

~ It has already been shown how to make a simple assessment of the economic conse 
quenoes of any change in the equipment of a farm. Let us repeat that none of the aspects 

I 
of the problem must be overlooked: 

- the possibility Df increasing the area cultivated; 

- increasing the productivity per hectare; 

- reducing the nanpower needed; 

- the possibility of carqing out other work on the farm, such as changing 
over to other oropa (replacing"aubsistence" by "cash crepe"), of catch-crops 
(made possible by speedier lifting of the previous harvest, e.g. onions in 
certain Malagasy rice-fields), artisanal work (e.g. basket-making or pottery) 
or, finally, external work (contract work for neighbouring farmers). 

The financing of mechanization raises problenls which are difficult to solve. 

In view of the present limited financial reecurcee of the fanners, the purchase of 
equipment means, that most of them, have to apply to a national credit rgenoy (of the 
Agricultural Credit type). This agency must not exact a high rate of iatereet on the 
capital loaned and must only demand modest guarantees from its borrowers. 

The creation of Associationa or Cooperatives for purchasing fairly expensive equip- 
ment or which is intended for use on severe.1 smell farms whose aree cannot be increased, 
does not solve the problem. Although they may allow more rational uee of the implements 
purchased, such groupings have, to begin with, restricted financial meene (a cooperative 
is only rich when its members are). Here again, therefore, requests have to be made for 
loans or subsidies. 

(1) We have purposely not mentioned, here, imported implementa which have sometimes beer, 
made available to fanners following bilateral trade agreements end without prior 
technical study of the precise requirements. 
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4) Fuuctionel considerations 

The fsrmer must show interest in acquiring the implement and he must be capable of 
using it, at.least with advice from competent technical instructors and extension 
workers. 

This a;ipect, which has already been discussed in Part Two (General Remarks) will 
not be further developed here. 

To ecm up, before considering the introduction of auy new equipment on a farm, it'ie 
advisable to weigh up all the possible agronomic and economic consequences of this 
introduction on the existing farming systems. 

IV. COMBIl4ATION OF THE THREE CULTIVATION METHODS 

As we have been able to establish from the examples of the growing of gi-ound-nuta 
in Senegal, when work is done by draught animals, some work still remains to be done with 
hand tools. 

Indeed, since at the present time, it is impossible to conceive of power-operated 
equipment which can carry out all cultivation operations without human intervention - if 
nothing else the equipment has to be driven by man - animal draught cultivation cannot be 
considered a method which eliminates all menual labcur. 

A combination of these three cultivation methods may be arranged in various ways:- 

- animal draught cultivation with manual assistance; 
- power-operated and animal draught cultivation; 
- power-operated and animal draught cultivation with manual assistance. 

A) AliIUL DFMJGHT CULTIVATION WITS MANUAL ASSISTANCE 

This is the type of combination most usually found in Africa in areas where action 
has been taken to extend animal draught cultivation. 

On the basis of the reasoning which prompted the technical experts to recommend 
the purchase of equipment, the implements purchased were usually only suitable for a 
single cultivation operation, at least in the early stages of the introduction of animal 
dreught~cultivation. It was .e question of removing or alleviating bottlenecks, for 
exemple, sowing within the vital time limits (resulting in a considerable increase in the 
number of mechanical planters in Senegal), or of allowing larger areas of land to be 
properly prepared (ploughs for rice-growing in Mali and Guinea), etc. 

Later, it became apparent that the removal of ane bottleneck was likely quickly 
to result in another. For example, the feasibility of quicker sowing (leading to au 
increase in the areas cultivated) no longer allowed the fanner to carry cut proper 
hoeing of the larger areas sown. 

Thus, in certain areas where the farmers *ere ready to accept new ideas, it became 
possible in time to carry out many different cultivation operations with draught 
animals for a particular crop. For example:- 
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- with ground nuts: soil preparation, sowing, fetiilize*spreading, intetircw 
weed control, lifting and transport of the harvested crop; 

- with cotton: soil preparation, sowing, fertilizer-spreading, inte-row weed 
control, transport of the harvested crop; 

- with rice: soil preparation, acwing (dry cultivsticn) transport of the 
harvested crop. 

B) POWER-OPERATED CULTIVATION WITH MANUAL ASSISTANCE 

Certain cultivation and prior-to-cultivation (land preparation) operations are 
difficult, and even impossible, by hand or with the assistance of animal draught; indeed, 
in some cases these operations need implements driven through a power take-off (present 
tendency in countries with modern agriculture where the use of rotary implements is steadily 
developing. 

Depending on the operations involved, the use Of a tractor m&y become more and more 
essential. With some, such as power operated cultivation of rice at Richard Toll (Senegal), 
the tractor, or-the power-operated implement, carries cut all the operations which can be 
mechanized. 

Elsewhere, with other operations, mechanical power is of interest only for soil 
conservation (for example, the CUMA at Grimari and the old SUERS in Guinea), or for 
bringing new laud into cultivation (power-operated land clearance for coffee-shrubs at 
DALOA in Ivory Coast and deep ploughing of very heavy soils for cotton at SEMNORD in the 
Cemeroons. There are many areas in tropical Africa where there has been the maximum 
possible application of mechanical power for all operations. In very few cases, however, 
have econcmically viable results been achieved to date, for the various reasons set cut 
in the Introduction to this manual. 

To use power only for soil preparation (necessitated by difficult soil conditions, 
the lack of draught animals, etc.) can, together with good management, give satisfactory 
results. This is the case, for example, with the cotton-growing in "Association" carried 
out by the CFDT in Senegal, with rice-growing by the SCAERs in Guinea (at least during 
the last few years of the operation), with the CDMAs of GRIHARI and with rice-growing in 
North Cameroon (SEMARY). 

A combination of working methods, tractor power and manual labour, may be justified 
eccncmically when the necessary prior studies have been carried cut and good management 
organized, contrary to what may have been urBen elsewhere, i.e. that such a combination 
was only a "hybrid compromise" which could not have lasting good results. 

A combination of mechanical power and manual labour has also been criticized for 
causing a reduction in the amount of work done by the farmers concerned who "sit under 
a mango-tree watching the tractor work for them". Against this statement, which may 
indeed be true in certain oases, the example mqy be quoted of the old SCAEFI at DRAGGEDA 
(Guinea) where, on average, the fanners, with their animal, d13e.ught cultivation equipment, 
work twice the area tilled by the Power Cultivation Section. The example may also be 
quoted for certain modern peasant farms such as that at MWEA in Kenya. 

hired) 
This confirms, moreover, that any introduction of new equipment (whether bought or 

cannot be successful without changing the organization of the farm. 

Indeed, the introduction of any new technique, is only valid when it has been 
thoroughly prepared from all point.8 of view including, and most important of all, 
psychclcgical preparation of the fanners concerned. 
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c) POWER-OPERATED AND ANIMAL-DRAUGRT CULTIVATION WORK WITR MANUAL ASSISTANCE 

Such ccmbinaticno of working methods have so far only rarely been directly applied. 
There are however acme "reccnvenicns" of power-operated systems to a combination of power- 
operated and animal draught cultivation work, such as that in which the S&MA at BOIJLEL 
(Senegal) is taking an interest. From the beginning, however, these reconversions are 
burdened with a very heavy infrastructure and implements which are not always very 
suitable, thus considerably hindering efficient management. 

Nevertheless, two cases may be mentioned where a combination of these various 
working methods has been orgauieed with satisfactory results. These are the operation 
started by the B.D.P.A. in 1952 et the SAKAY, in Medagascer and the YXMA de GRIMARI" 
operation in the Central African Republic, for which "~8 recommended the use of animal 
draught cultivation far the various cpersticne following on preperation of the soil by 
tractors. 

Certain other operations ma+v also be reported where land improvement (clearance, 
levelling, drainage or irrigation works) bee been done with pcwe-operated equipment 
and on whicii the subsequent cultivation is done with animal draught equipment. 

It appears that the reason why practically no operations of this kind have been 
organized, is that the agricultural technical experts have a tendency to feel, when 
draught animals are available in a region, that it is cut of the question to recommend 
the intrcductio,~ of tractors. Such au opinion is partially justified at present, while 
the Fescurces of the developing countries still do not pelmit the widescale introduction 
of imported power-operated equipment. 

The agriculture of these countries must not, however, be considered to have 
reached its final stage. As a country develops, SC will the proportion of its population 
working in agriculture decrease, while the desire to work with new techniques will in- 
crease; all reasons which will inevitably lead, over a period of time - to which it is 
still almost impossible to set a definite limit - to the general use of power-operete'd 
cultivation equipment. 

Whenever possible, the combination of the three working methods discussed here 
(pow=*operated, animal draught and manual labcur) will have the following advantages: 
first, of allowing increased areas to be cultivated and, second, of causing au increase 
in productivity and production (this, naturally, on the assumption that all the 
necessary precautions are taken to ensure the viability of the actions taken) and, 
finally, of progressively putting the farmer in contact with the equipment he will 
sooner or later need to use. 

It is this final point which deserves attention in those countries where such 
operations are already possible. 
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ANNEX 

SIMF'LE WETHOD OF CALCULATING TIIE COST OF 
USING DRAUGHT ANIKALS IN TROPICAL COWl'RIF3 

This is a working method enabling a.calculation to be made, with reasonable sccuracy, 
of what the ccet may be of using draught animals in the ,?aricus cultivation operations now 
being developed. 

The study of the.profitability of animal draught cultivation itself, a much broader 
and mere complex problem, will not be examined here for lack of sound information on the 
subject. It is one which needs a lmowledge of many specific and detailed factors, 
particularly the size of the farms with relation to the equipment end, naturally, to the 
kLnds of crop grcvm. 

The hourly cost of utilisation depends on how the enimela live (whether sheltered or 
kept in the open air), how intensely they we made to work (annual duration of use) and 
'aat species is being considered Lox, donkey or horse). 

Cenere.lly speaking, tropical Africa cxen are meinly used, horses sometimes (chiefly 
in Senegal) and donkeys rarely (Upper Volta) with grazing for feed and, frequently, very 
low utilization rates. 

There are, with draught animals as with tractors a certain number of items to be 
examined in turn, which, although they are often identical, are for convenience's sake, 
listed in a different order. 

The mein calculation items to be studied are as follows: 

- capital costs, with amortization end interest; 

- expensee for feed, in which a distinction mey be made between normal feed 
(maintenance ration) end high quality feed (working ration); 

- neintenenoe erpenees incluung grooudng end other care, harness, shoes and 
veterinary charges; 

- operating expenses; 

- overheads, including housing and $nsurance of the enimals. 

Like the assessment of the hourly cost of operating tractors, that of operating 
dreugbt animals haa various characteristics which are Peculiar to the African countries 
andMadagascar. In perticular, we may mention : 

- feed, at least 88 far 88 natural pastures are concerned: very often, the 
latter do not involve any expenditure; 

- ehoes: the enimels are very rarely shod; 

- veterinary attention: often provided free by the responsible Services; 

- housing for the animals: unfortunately, very rarely provided. 
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Nevertheless, so that the Read& may be ewere of all the factors involved (if 
only on a research Station or 8 big farm, where the various restrictions listed above do 
not apply), all the items which should enter into the oalouleticn will be examined. Two 
examples with figures, one concerning a fsaily farm end the other, work on a research 
Station or big farm, will serve to show both the simplicity of the oalculeticn to be 
carried cut and the considerable difference in the cost of the draught animals in the 
two ceses considered. 

0 

0 0 

THE DIFFEXENT ITEMS IN THE CALCULATION OF THE COSTS 

1) CAPITAL EXPENSES 

4 Amortization 

In calculating the emcrtizeticn, account is teken of the market value of the animals 
end not the capitalized breeding expenses. Indeed, if the animals were raised on the falm 
itself, which is;morecver, often the cese, these expenses may well be above or below the 
market value(l). 

The amount to be amortized will therefore be the purchase price or the market 
value (2) less the resale value (or slaughter value). 

The value to be amortized mw, in certain cases, be nil or even negative; 
when the resale value, after use, is higher than the purchase price(3). 

for example, 

It should also be noted that the resale value may be practically nil. This is the 
ceee with donkeys end, in cartein countries, with horses, where horse-eat is not eaten. 

(1) In agricultural bock-keeping the increase or decrees8 in value found will rather be 
shown in the profits and losses account under the stock-breeding section. 

(2) The purohese price includes the cost of training the oxen. This cost may be 
considered negligible if the training is done by the fenner himself. On the other 
hand, es part of the cperetion of extending animal draught cultivation, it may 
account for a relatively lerge part of the selling price of the enimels. This is 
the ceee, in perticular, in Senegal, where trainers are paid on a flat rate basis. 
of 2,500 F CFA per pair of oxen. 

(3, IqSenegal, a pair of oxen is cited which, weighing 280 kg a heed when purchased, 
ere resold after use as draught animals for 5 years, 'at 8 higher price; this because 
of a gain in weight of the order of 100 to 120 kg 8 heed. 
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The time the animals are kept in use for draught work varies from country to country; 
the average values may be taken as fcllcws:-. 

- oxen : 6 years (I) 

- horses : 7 to 8 years (2) 

- donkeys: 8 to 10 years. 

b) Interest 

This should theoretically be calculated, like any capital asset, on the real value 
of the stock. I" order to simplify matters, it will be calculated at 6% (3) and applying 
this to 75% (4) of the purchase price of the animals (trained and ready for work). 

2) FEED COSTS 

Here, a distinction must be made between high quality feed and cce.rse feed. The 
letter is generally, particularly on family farms, considered to cost ncthing(5). 

Although, with developed agriculture, when deciding on the animals' rations, account 
is taken of the energy value of the feed, the quantity of digestible nitrogenous matter it 
contains, its bulk and its cellulose ccnte"t(6), etc., in cur case and as a first approach 
to the question, cn1y the energy requirements of the enj.mele will be considered. 

(1) I" Senegal: responsible farmers usually keep their draught animals for five years end 
resell them in good condition. This figure of 5 years rnw be considered en acceptable 
average. Some speculators m&e their oxen work for one or two years and then resell 
them. On the other hand, cases are quoted of animals having worked for 8 to 9 years 
end which are then resold et a profit for slaughter. 
In the Bculel region, the oxen (GcbrkN'Dame crosses) are trained when 3-4 years old. 
They are used until they are I,6 and sometimes even 12 years old which means 3 to 8 
years' continuous use for cultivation work and for various transport tasks (water, wood, 
feed reserves, harvesting, etc.). 
I" Ivory coast: a partial census of draught oxen (in the Kcrhcgo region) showed 8 
3-year clds, 22 4-year clds, 10 5-year olds and one 6-year old. 
In Mali: according to a" inquiry carried cut in 1960, 30,000 oxen wer+e in use for 
cultivation work, their ages lying between 4 and 12 years. In this country there is 
a tendency to make young oxen (3-yeer olds) work and to keep them in service for a 
long time (up to 12 years in extreme cases); they are frequently used for 8 years. 

(2) Nevertheless, it is frequently found, in the towns, that horses are still pulling 
ca-ts,when they are 15 years old. 

(3) Mea" rate of "medium term" loans granted by local Agricultural Loan Funds. 
(4) Although we take 5% in the case of agricultural implements, we allow 75% here; this 

to take into account the fact that the value of the draught ax+nala increases during 
the first few years of use and, generally speaking, then falls off very slowly; with 
equipment, the value starts felling immediately after purchase. 

(5) Nevertheless, in countries where agriculture is highly modernized, account is taken of 
the fact that the consumption of feed by draught animals results in a loss of income as 
compared with its possible consumption by animals in milk. 

(6) Trials have proved that the animals of tropical countries assimilate high cellulose 
content feed better then those of temperate countries. 
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Daily enera requirements 

These requirements were given in detail in Part One, Section VIII of this 
manual. 

b) Forage values of local feed ecuroes 

A table of references wee given in the eeme section of themanual. 

C) Theertimeticn of feed ccsts,with particular reference to high quality feed 
millet, sorghum end maize; casseve roots, etc.), must be based on selling 

prices on the local market end not on their cost price to the farmer (.a 
figure mcrecver which it is usually quite impossible to calculate). 

3) l&UHl'EliANCE COSTS 

=I Grooming and other oei-e costs 

When this work is done by the family it is usually not taken into account. 
On big farms the basis for calculetion will be 125 hours' work pep animal 
per year (i.e. about 1/2 an hour a day). This figure, moreover, may vary 
widely, depending on the amount of care given to the animals (for example 
the need to bring water to them or to take them to a drinking place). 

b) Harness 

Depending on the type of harness (various yokes, collar, breast-strap, etc.) 
and the quality of the materials used in making them, harnesses may be 
amortized over 1 to 5 years. 

With a specific type of harness, this amortization time will itself depend 
on the annual utilization of the draught animals. 

c) - Shoes 

Animals are very rarely shod in Africa. 

d Veterinary charges and medicaments 

This group of expenses is, in ecme African countries, covered by a "Veterinary 
Assistance" scheme under which the farmers can, on request, get the necessary 
prophylactic treatment for their animals free of charge. 

In other countries, or with large private and even sometimes state farms, 
this has to be paid for. Although not many references are available, it 
appears that the average annual expenditure may be assessed at @$ of the 
value of the animals. 

In Section IV of Part One of the manual, will be found a list of the main 
prophylactic treatments to be given to the animals. 

4) WAGES OF THE DRIVER 

Even if the work is done by a member of the family, the hourly or daily wage, 
depending on how the animals are used, must be taken into account. In any oaee, in 
assessing the Bmcunt to be entered under this item, the possible incidence of social charges 
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and paid holideqe must not be ovelrlcoked.(l) 

5) OVFMEAE 

4 Housing 

An animal needs an enclosed space of about 30 m3 for it8 shelter. This .dea 
of size is given for information: in the French-speaking tropical coon -ies 
the animals en usually housed in traditional type partly open shelters. 
These constructions will be amortized over 2 to 4 years, depending on th* 
quality of the materials used. 

b) Inmlrarlce 

When a farmer uses his own animals, this expenditure is very often nil, 
but it is one which must not be over-locked when the draught animals are 
bought on credit. In this case, insurance is even compulsory in come 
camtries such as Madagascar (Mutuelles de 1'Alaotra) and Senegal where 
the animals are marked(Z). 

0 

0 0 

(1) As an exemple, in the Republic of Congo Braseaville, the emplayers’ social charge 
contribution amounts to mere than 255 of the wage paid to the employee (March& 
Tropicau No. 944 of 26/11/64, page 2872). 

(2) In Senegel, only B/lOths of the animal's value is insured, the hide b ing estimated 
as worth Z/lOths; it is understood that the annual rate is 8$ for an aimal sold on 
credit extending over 5 years. 
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EXAMPLES WITH FICUREX 

The following example" relate to the hourly cost of using draught oxen (the most 
frequent case) on a family farm and also on " large farm (with paid labcur). 

1) ITEMIZED DETAILS OF COSTS 

- Purch""e price of a pair of trained oxen 
(each weighing 350 kg) 

- Resale value (for slaughter) 

- Value to be amortized 

- Amortization time: 

- cost pQr Ed') 

6 years 

of high quality feed (e.g. millet) 

- Cost per Fo of cowse feed 

- Cost of a withers yoke (to be amortized in 2 yscr" 
with annual utilizationof lens than 750 hours) 

- Hourly wage of manpower (including miscellaneous 
charge") 

. family farms 

. large farm 

- Annual cost of housing (on large farms) 

2) COST OF UTILIZATION (F CFAI 

32,000 F CFA 

20,000 F CFA 

12,000 F CFA 

15 F CFA 

5 P' CPA 

1,500 F CPA 

30 F CFA 

35 F CFA 

5,000 F CFA 

EXPEXDITUXE ITEM 

FAMILY FARM 

HOURS' wow PER YE&R 

250 500 750 1,000 1,250 

Amortization: 12,000/6 2,000 2,000 
Interest: 32,000 I 3/4 x 6/100 1,440 1.440 
Maintenance feed or coarse feedstuffs p.m. p.m. 
Working feed or high quality feed-stuffs 
(see Annexes to table on next page) 3,780 7,470 
Grooming and other care p.m. p.m. 
Harness 750 750 
Veterinary charges p.m. p.m. 
Housing p.m. p.m. 
Insurance 
32,000 x ~/IO x 8/100 = 2,048 2,050 2,050 
Driver 7,500 15,000 

Annual Total ?7,520 28,710 

Hourly cost 70 57.40 

2,Coo 
1,440 
p.m. 

11,250 
p.m. 

750 
p.m. 
p.m. 

2,050 
22,500 
39,990 
53.30 

2,000 
1,440 
piTI. 

14,940 
p.m. 

1.500 
p.m. 
p.m. 

2,000 
1,440 
p.m. 

18.000 
p.Ul. 

1,500 
p.m. 
P.". 

2,050 
37,500 
62,490 

50 

LARGE FARM 

- Expenditures itemized above 
- Coarse feed (see Annexes to table 

17,520 28,710 39,990 51,930 62,490 

on next page) 10.950) 
- Grooming Bnd other c"re 
- Veterinary charges 32,000 x 8/100 

;,;i';; i d = m 

- Xousing L'OOO) I 

(1) FT = Feed Unit" 
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ExPEuDITuRx ITEM HOURS’ WORK PER YEAR 

250 500 150 ‘&@J 1,250 

MOE FARM (c0nt.d) 

- Driver (5 F per how more than 
in previous case) 

Annual Total 

Hourly coat 

1 ,250 2,500 3,750 5,030 6,250 

46,330 58,470 71,000 84,190 96.WO 

185.30 "6.90 94.70 04.20 76.00 

3) ANNEX TO THE 'TABLIE 

d WarkiM feed 

The animals work for 6 hours doing “average” work. 

With 350 kg oxen, the working retion in this case is 2.95 Fu i.e. about 3 FLI 
per animal; snd it has been assumed that high quality feed w”” needed. 

- Number of hours worked per year 250 500 750 1000 i 250 
i.e. in 6-hour deye, “bout 42 83 125 166 200 

- Fu needed per animal 126 249 375 4% 600 

- Cost of this feed 
(at 15 F per BlJ) 1,890 3,735 5,625 7,470 Y,@JO 

- i.e. for 2 animsl” 3,780 7,470 11,250 14,940 18,000 

b) Maintenance feed 

Throughout the year, regardless of work: et a rate of 3 FIJ per day per animd, 
the acnual requirements will be 365 x 3 x 2 = 2,190 Fu, consisting of coarse 
feed. 

The FJ, corresponding, for example, to about 4 kg of hoy,may be estimated to 
cost 5 F CFA. The annual expenditure is therefore 10,950 F. 

d The Number of Hour” Worked Annually by Dr”u&t Animal” given at the head of 
the table and repeated on the graoh. correnccnd, “8 far es the first three 
are concerned (250. 500 end 150 hours) to those most freouentla found on 
femily farm; .the.ciher twc'{l,OOO &d 1,250) are thee; recorded on large 
farms or experimental stations end farm”. 

As en example, at Bembey, it is ““timated that the average number of hours worked 
annually by draught oxen in Senegal is 500 hours. In Madagascar in the Highlads and in 
the Lake Alaotx region, where animal draught cultivation ha6 become normal practice, the 
annual number of hour6 ie understood to be about 750 hour”. 
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I 
\ 

I 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ Large Farm 

\ Family Farm 

250 500 150 I 000 1 250 

COMPARISON OF HOURLY Cl'ILIZATION COSTS ON A LARGE 
W-b .4yD f-?J A FAVILY WARP 

CONCLUSION 

We hope that this annex, despite its proviaionel character because certain 
assumptions have had to be made (for lack of detailed information), will help anybody 
interested in animal draught cultivation to calculate, at least with reasonable accuracy, 
the cost of using draught animals in the French-speaking tropical cOUntx%ee. 

The example with figures and its graphic representation demonstrate, on the 'one 
hand, the important effect of annual utilization on the hourly cost and, on the other, 
the very considerable difference between costs on e family farm end on a large farm. 

It is worth noting that, as the family farms are gradually incorporated into a 
developed agricultural eyeten, thie difference will decreeae; the additiOnal expensea 
et present incured by the large farm will gradually end progressively apply also to the 
family f-8. 

Nevertheless, bearing in mind the present state of development of animal &aUght 
cultivation, which varies so widely from one country to enother, we have thought it 
worthwhile to make a distinction between these two cwee. 
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